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Repeal the Deal Productions:
Media Resources For Mobilization
Dear Friends,
When the Catalyst Centre approached us to reprint Counting Our Victories, their support reaffirmed our
belief that the vision behind this project is alive and well.
We write this preface just after the Peoples’ Summit of the Americas and the massive popular resistance to
globalization and free trade that took place on the streets of Quebec City in April of 2001. Thousands are
now mobilizing the length of the Americas to stop the latest free trade deal – the FTAA - Free Trade
Agreement of the Americas. Popular education is being used throughout the hemisphere to educate and
organize people about the devastating effects of free trade and to envision alternatives for a fairer, brighter
future for people and our planet.
Resistance has become more creative and more determined. It has to. In flashpoints like Seattle, Washington,
Prague, Quebec and in local struggles across the continent, thousands have shown their willingness to
commit themselves to non-violent direct action to demonstrate their non-cooperation with an
economic agenda that is both destroying the livelihoods of millions and irreparably damaging
the environment. Street dance, puppets, radical cheerleading, and popular theatre on street
corners and subways have become a vibrant aspect of today’s organizing.
At the core of this revitalized anti-globalization movement is a sense of radical democracy, the need for a
process that allows each person’s voice to be heard, while working to correct the power
imbalances of race, class and gender, of North and South, of “First” and “Third Worlds.” Popular
education is contributing to this ongoing creation of more democratic mass movements. In its
commitment to a feminist anti-racist process that equips communities with skills for selfdetermination, popular education challenges the global capitalist agenda of transnational
corporations claiming sovereignty over the planet.
We hope that activists from our various movements find Counting Our Victories pragmatic, inspirational,
fun and that it contributes to more victories.
With you in the struggle,
Denise Nadeau & Jef Keighley
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Preface

I

n the late fall of 1992, despite a massive campaign across many sectors in Canada, Mexico, and the
United States, it looked like NAFTA ( North American Free Trade Agreement) would be signed. Jef
Keighley (of Repeal the Deal - Media Resources For Mobilization) and I started talking about how to
build on the momentum of our anti-free trade work. He suggested collaborating on a video and workshop
guide that would help our member groups—union locals, women’s groups, and non-governmental
organizations of all kinds—use popular education to broaden organizing in the post-NAFTA era.

Counting Our Victories: Popular Education and Organizing evolved from there. We are no longer dealing
with the threat of the NAFTA agreement, but how to live with the aftermath. Our theme is using popular
education for organizing in the context of the social and economic restructuring of the late 1990s. The main
idea remains—to create a training kit that can help grassroots groups build their organizations, strengthen
their own organizing iniatives and continue to work in coalitions with other groups.
This video and training guide owe a great deal to the bonds built between groups and individuals through
anti-free trade coalitions and other social justice campaigns. Some of the groundwork was laid by the work
of Mujer a Mujer (a tri-national women’s collective based in Mexico City) which sponsored several international
exchanges among women from the labour movement, the women’s movement and the urban popular
movement. My own approach to popular education owes much to the years of practice and theoretical development
of popular education in Central America and Mexico. As well much of the inspiration for the video and guide
comes from the work of women organizers from unions, women’s organizations, anti-racist groups, and cultural
organizations here in Canada.
The video and training guide is based on a “Training Women Organizers” course, sponsored by Women to
Women Global Strategies in Vancouver BC in the spring of 1994. The February 1995 Tools For Peace
“Popular Education and Organizing” tour of BC, which brought up Fredy Morales and Montserrat Fernadez
from the Nicaraguan popular education centre, CANTERA, also has contributed to the evolution of the kit.
The video was conceived, written, and directed by Dorothy Kidd with the help of Nora Randall and Rani Gill.
The training guide is not an original work. The framework and the design of the guide was developed by Bev
Burke and myself. We drew on many of our training experiences, from Bev’s work with the Doris Marshall
Institute for Education and Action to mine with unions, women’s groups and students at the UBC School of
Social Work and Vancouver School of Theology. Many other women contributed insights and activities from
their own organizing experiences. The women who participated in the “Training Women Organizers” course
also provided valuable critical feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of the initial training.
This kit provides activities and information about popular education and organizing from a wide variety of
campaigns. For us, it documents some signs of hope in very bitter times. It shows how the work of organizing
for justice and for life with dignity is constantly being renewed. We encourage you to use it to help contribute
to the rebuilding and revisioning of social movements and social change.
Denise Nadeau
January 1996
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
What is this all about?

I

t’s a grey, damp Sunday morning as I drag myself out of bed.
It’s May Day and I’ve promised myself I would attend the annual
May 1st rally. I sure don’t feel like going. This year’s “fightback”
focus is the I995 federal government budget which is designed to
wipe out our cherished social programs.
By the time I arrive at the Vancouver park people are slowly gathering,
clustering in small groups around banners. The old faithful are here,
anti-poverty activists, students, and trade union men and women
who I have seen at every rally, demo, and meeting since the first
free trade agreement was announced. But a lot of others aren’t
here. In fact it seems like the smallest May Day rally in years, barely
a hundred and fifty people.
I shuffle over to talk to one of the long-term organizers of the antifree trade movement. He’s glum. “People aren’t coming out any
more. They don’t believe rallies and marches can make a difference.
They’re tired.” I am amazed at his persistence. I’m only here because
our NAC (National Action Committee on the Status of Women) BC
regional committee has strongly encouraged us to participate.
The march picks up more people as we move down Commercial
Drive. Several young people with a small left party are enthusiastically
chanting the same old dull fightback slogans. Few join in. People are
either talking, looking for friends, or just walking along with grim
determination. A few of us comment that this feels as depressing as
the cutbacks. The people on the sidewalks look at us curiously and a
few cars honk. We are a passing diversion on a Sunday afternoon.
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We finally arrive at another park for music and speeches. The crowd
is still sparse. It is easier to visit and people now mill about as speech
after speech details the impact the new budget will have on poor
and working people in Canada. Not many are listening. I look at my
watch. Time to go. I’ve shown my face. If I hurry perhaps I can catch
the early ferry. I leave the park as yet another speaker drones on.
DN

Is this a familiar experience for you? For many activists in Canada it
has become increasingly common. At the same time we are faced with
the most concerted and massive attack on the economic and social rights
of poor and working women and men since the Depression. The speed
and efficiency with which the forces of the right are dismantling the
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social welfare state is being met in many places with resignation and
despair. Most people feel powerless to effect any change.
What does this mean for organizing in Canada in the last half of the last
decade of the 20th century? At a follow-up workshop for a training
course for women organizers in Vancouver, BC (November 1994), some
of the women named the problem.

“You don’t have time to have a chance to see the little parts that
move us on. It’s part of the whole push to keep us moving so fast
we burn out. We don’t see any of the victories at all.” (Miche Hill)
“I think the way that the lack of time has been created is by lack of
money. I think it’s a real economic issue.” (Nora Randall)
“As a movement we’re tending to react to a certain agenda that is
way too fast for us to step off for a second and look at exactly
whose agenda we are moving on.” (Miche Hill)
“For me the obstacles are in the way that we are not able to see
more than tomorrow and more than today. We don’t work in order
to build something. We just confront. We just respond and that is
not building anything for the future.” (Sandra Moran)
from Counting our Victories: Popular Education and Organizing - the Video
But all is not bleak. Here is another story.

We will just make St. Hyacinthe by noon. We are joining the South
Shore branch of “Du Pain et des Roses - Marche des femmes contre
la pauvreté” (Bread and Roses March of Women Against Poverty),”
the ten-day march that 600 women are making from Montreal and
Rivière de Loup to Quebec City. They are taking nine demands to the
capital, including pay equity, more waged job opportunities, a raise
in the minimum wage, a freeze in student tuitions, more housing
units, a shorter sponsorship period for immigrant women, and
automatic deduction of child support payments.
It’s a hot Sunday in late May. We drive through the quiet streets of
the town centre looking for the Cathedral where the marchers are
scheduled to have lunch. Soon we see about 40 women in the shade
on the Cathedral grass. Most have their shoes and socks off and are
resting their aching feet.
Inside the church hall there is a din of 200 women talking, queuing
for food, eating, and laughing. The Ste. Hyacinthe support committee
has provided food and lodging and have organized a public send-off
from local feminists, dignitaries, and union leaders.
Soon the march is ready to leave. Everyone moves outside to the
front of the church where two support vans—one with water and
supplies, another from the nurse’s union (for anyone who gets sick
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or collapses)—follow the local police car which is leading the way.
The church bells toll as the march leaves. A sound/song van with
huge speakers brings up the rear. A woman with a powerful singing
voice is leading the chants from the van. Two women in pink vests
labelled “animatrice” are dancing through the group helping us with
the chants. Between chants, we break into the march’s theme song,
“Du pain et des roses,” which has been updated by a popular
Québécoise singer.
Cars honk in support as women hand out pamphlets explaining the
nine demands to passing cars and bystanders. The march soon turns
down a side street and into a low-income suburban area. Many
women, children, and even some men come to their doors, waving
and cheering. The marchers wave and cheer back. One woman and
her two children join the march. Her son carries a placard reading
“Poverty has a Sex;” her daughter with a handmade “Bread and Roses”
sign. Several houses have “Bread and Roses” posters in their window.
An elderly couple stands at a street corner holding a placard with
“We Say No to Poverty” written on it.
As the church in Ste. Rosalie comes into view, I see the next organizing
committee—wearing the Bread and Roses T-shirt—waiting to greet
us. They will take care of the rest of the marchers for an hour before
sending them off on buses to Granby where they will walk the last
five kilometres of their 20-kilometre day. DN
The Bread and Roses campaign is an example of a victory, in more ways
than one. Yes, the women won seven of their nine demands and got
mass media attention. But more important was the fact that the march
itself was the result of a year-long education and organizing campaign.
Both the campaign and the march became transformative events for
those involved. Being part of the process was an experience of
celebration—a celebration of claiming basic human rights and feeling
the dignity of this claim—and of solidarity with many different groups
of women.
The lesson of the Bread and Roses Campaign is that the process is as
important as the end goal. In the process of organizing we can create
liberating moments that will move our objectives forward because the
people involved have not only been heard; they have also used their own
voices to speak.

Counting Our Victories is about those moments of possibility and hope—
about how we create a movement or organization that women and men
feel is their own and that represents their interests and aspirations. It is
about popular education, an approach to organizing that “counts our
victories” and identifies what we are doing that is liberating and hopeful,
and how we can build on that.
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POPULAR EDUCATION

What is Popular
Education?

P

opular education is education of, for, and by the people. The
term is a translation from Spanish, where “people” refers to the
marginalized and exploited sectors—which in South and Central
America is the majority of the population. Fundamental to popular
education is a commitment to improving the conditions of the poor and
oppressed.
Popular education is an approach that critically examines and learns
from the lessons of past struggles, and from concrete everyday situations
in the present. It is a deeply democratic process, equipping communities
to themselves name and create the vision of the alternatives they are
struggling for.
Popular education values and respects people as their own experts, and
challenges the notion that the educator or organizer’s role is as an
expert who works “for” people. It is based on the belief that people
themselves have sufficient knowledge and that they can work out the
solutions to their own problems.
Popular education is carried out within a political vision that sees women
and men at the community and grassroots level as the primary agents
for social change. It equips people to define their own struggles and to
make their voices heard. It involves a process whereby a group collectively
analyses its problems and works collectively to solve them, including
identifying the resources and skills they need. Popular education develops
within this process the consciousness of and commitment to the interests
of the most marginalized as part of the struggle.
Our commitment to popular education has been influenced by our
experience working with women at a grassroots level in Canada, and
by our involvement with popular educators from Central America and
in the international women’s movement.

“

For me, popular education is a
strong movement to recognize that
everyone has knowledge to share.
Education as it is, there are
professionals who know everything,
there are people who have to learn
everything. That’s not true.There are
people who have never been in school
but they know a lot. They have
experience, they are surviving, they
know how to work, they know a lot.
( Sandra Moran from
Counting Our Victories video)

”

4

Popular education brings ongoing “consciousness-raising” to organizing.
It shifts the emphasis from organizing for single events to organizing a
group of isolated individuals into a collective of people committed to
acting together for justice. As the Filipino popular educator Ed de la
Torre warned, “if organizing includes only mobilizing for rallies, demos,
and protests, then when the space for organizing is again constricted,
there’s not enough strength of conviction, clarity, and unity among the
people. Because the issues never sank deeper, people join another power
(often right-wing forces) when the power of the protest movement
wanes.”
The recent “popularity” of popular education brings with it the risk
that it will be reduced to group dynamics and participatory training
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techniques. This is a misuse and a misreading of what popular education
is about. Popular education is part of the wider process of organizing
for social change and movement building.

Some History

Popular education has always had an intimate connection to organizing
for social change. In the early 1960s, Paulo Freire, a Brazilian educator,
began by using the principles of dialogue and critical consciousnessraising—which are fundamental to popular education—to teach literacy
to peasants struggling for land reform in Brazil. Freire argued that action
was the source of knowledge, not the reverse, and that education, to be
transformative, involved a process of dialogue based on action and
reflection on action.
Base Christian communities throughout Latin America, inspired by the
biblical concept of liberation, applied some of the same methods of actionreflection identified by Friere. By the late ’60s and ’70s, popular education
had become a key component in national liberation struggles throughout
South and Central America, and in the Philippines and South Africa.
The Nicaraguan Revolution brought international recognition to popular
education. Nicaragua adopted popular education as the methodological
framework for its successful literacy and health campaigns in the early ’80s.
At the same time, organizers began to use popular education in movements
in Central America and Mexico, including the urban poor movement, women’s
movements, and the campesino, indigenous, and youth movements.
In Canada one of the historical antecedents of popular education was
the Antigonish Movement in the Atlantic provinces, where education
and study circles were central to the organizing of fisher and farmer
co-ops as early as the 1930s. In the United States the Highlander Center
in Tennessee—committed to the civil rights movement, labour organizing,
and, recently, environmental struggles—is also an example of how
education is critical for effective organizing.
As the new context of neo-liberalism and global capitalism redefines our
political struggles, movement organizers are using popular education in
new ways. At a 1994 gathering of Central American popular educators
in Honduras, participants agreed that popular education should be central
to the strategy of building genuine democracy and “poder local” (local
power) at the local and municipal levels throughout the region. Feminist
popular educators who met internationally at UN prepratory meetings
for Beijing and at Beijing developed a common strategy of using popular
education to educate women about their basic economic, social, and
cultural rights as women in order for them to formulate, demand, and
create alternatives based on their needs. In North America there is a
new interest in popular education within the labour movement, as more
and more unions look for methods to move from a servicing model to
an organizing model of unionism.

5
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FEMINIST POPULAR EDUCATION

I

n the last ten years feminists have developed a critique of popular
education. Like other liberation theories written by men, traditional
popular education challenges class oppression but ignores the
dynamics of gender and race. South and Central American feminists
were the first to challenge popular education language which seemed
to exclude women by assuming a male generic in terms such as el
pueblo (the people) and el Hombre Nuevo (the New Man). At the
same time, feminist popular educators began to educate and organize
around women’s issues, such as sexuality, domestic violence,
reproductive rights, and community needs for housing, clean water,
and electricity.
By the early ’90s, North and South American women’s movements
had begun to integrate issues of race, sexuality, and ability into
organizing, and to educate around women’s human rights—the right
to a life without violence, to democracy and citizenship rights, and to
reproductive, labour, economic, and social rights.
Feminist popular educators bring a shift in content, theory, and practice
to organizing. For example, the impact of structural adjustment
programs in the ’80s on women and their communities made feminists
realize that most organizing against Free Trade and Structural
Adjustment Programs had failed to address the reality of women’s
community and domestic lives. Women were feeling the effects of
restructuring most in their invisible work in the home and community
and in their undervalued work in the informal economy. Yet these
areas were being ignored in organizing.
Feminist popular education, in both the North and South, has
incorporated a gender analysis of the economy into its framework.
This allows it to focus on the many sites where both women and men
confront economic oppression—the level of everyday life. It starts
from and returns to the realities of daily life, including the unpaid
work of caring for children and maintaining a family, and providing
basic services in the community.
Feminist popular education has also influenced the methods and tools
we bring to organizing. It involves focusing on the whole person—
the physical, spiritual, and emotional, as well as the mental dimension.
It poses that organizing, to be effective, must touch and acknowledge
fears and wounds, as well as the dreams and aspirations of women
and men. It is often these deeper levels that determine whether women
and men will act. Organizing must do more than get people to think
critically; it must wake up bodies and spirits numbed by overwork,
exhaustion, or the tyranny of the dominant culture.
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ANTI-RACISM AND FEMINIST
POPULAR EDUCATION

J

ust as the traditional class-based approach of popular education
has had to take gender into account in its framework, so too has
feminist popular education needed to more consciously incorporate
an anti-racist framework into its approach. This is especially true in
Canada where women of colour have taken the lead in challenging the
limitations of a women’s movement locked into a colour-blind version
of feminist analysis and practice.
The anti-racist critique of popular education has revealed the limitations
of past organizing that not only excluded large groups of marginalized
people, but also reinforced racism in its very practices. One result has
been more sharing of the histories of resistance and organizing among
and across communities.

An Ongoing Process

Feminist popular education practice must challenge all power and
privilege—be it gender, race, class, ability, sexuality, age, or any other
difference—that is used to create and maintain unequal power relations
in a group, organization, community, or movement. As different social
movements incorporate popular education into their practice, they bring
deeper awarenesses of the politics of exclusion and the importance of
naming and claiming identity. The gay and lesbian movement is now
challenging the heterosexist framework of popular education, while a
growing international youth movement is challenging how popular
education has largely excluded the experiences and perspectives of youth.
Popular education involves a continuing process of self-criticism and
renewal. It is a method and approach that can never be rigidly fixed. We
are always learning, always experiencing changes, and always reflecting
on these experiences to see how we can improve our practice.

ORGANIZING

W
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

e define popular education as a feminist and anti-racist
practice of organizing. This means that organizing based in
feminist popular education principles will:

encourage participation
develop democratic practices
promote participants’control of the process and actions
focus action around the issues in people’s daily lives
involve the entire person, including the heart, mind, body, and spirit
respect the histories and cultures of those involved
take power relationships into account

7
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•
•
•
•
•

integrate a gender and race perspective
challenge all privileges (e.g., race, gender, class, sexuality, ability, age)
affirm identity
emphasize movement and/or organizational base-building
have long-term goals and visions

Organizing supported by feminist popular education will affect what
fights we take up, how we act, whom we include, and the methods we
use to reach out. Organizing guided by these principles helps to address
two key interrelated challenges many organizations now face: how to
make our organizations more democratic, and how to get people involved
who will work to make the organization represent their interests. If we
want to build the base of our organizations with active and involved
constituents who believe everyone can make a difference, we need to
understand and practise organizing in this way.

8
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CHAPTER 2. COUNTING OUR VICTORIES - THE KIT

C

ounting Our Victories: Popular Education and Organizing is a
resource for educators and activists who want to organize in
new ways, using a process that will strengthen the base of their
organization or movement. It is also a resource for those who already
use this approach but who want more tools to work with.

Counting Our Victories is a kit with two parts: a video that can be used
as a motivational tool and teaching resource, and a training guide that
provides methods and tools to make organizing more democratic,
participatory, and fun. The video and guide reinforce each other. They
may also be used separately.

THE VIDEO

T

he video examines two different popular education experiences
that emerged from a training program organized by Women to
Women Global Strategies in British Columbia in 1994—the first,
a cross-sectoral workshop called “Survival in a Bitter Time” with women
activists, and the second, a follow-up workshop with Vancouver municipal
community health nurses fresh from a summer of job action.

The video COUNTING OUR VICTORIES provides examples and discussion of key approaches
of the popular education process. It documents two experiences with women organizers in Vancouver
in 1994, with additional commentary from a number of popular educators active in Canada and
Central America. It includes a follow-up workshop with a group of activists from several women’s
organizations who had together taken the 13-session training program on which this training guide
is based. Denise Nadeau co-facilitated this workshop with Sandra Moran, of the Guatemalan solidarity
group Nuestra Voz. They each describe the importance of popular education and also explain some
of the key moments that were explored through the use of group discussion, theatre, and drumming.
Two of the participants from the 13-session training were also involved in a campaign of community
health nurses. They describe how they used popular education in that job action. Shirley Ross and
Denise Nadeau facilitate a follow-up session with the nurses, and explain the importance of historical
memory, body work, and skits in helping participants recreate, analyse, and learn from their organizing
experiences.
Three other popular educators—Fredy Morales and Montserrat Fernandez from CANTERA, a
Nicaraguan popular education organization, and Judith Marshall, from the Steelworkers Humanity
Fund—also discuss some of the strengths and benefits of using popular education for community
and trade union organizing. Woven between all of these is the story of Rani and Nora, two Vancouver
activists who took the training and who are trying to make sense of organizing in the late ’90s.
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Educators and activists from a wide range of sectors and movements
(labour, women’s, seniors’, environmental, gay and lesbian, progressive
faith, anti-poverty, anti-racism, youth, student, disabled, etc.) can use
the video, either on its own or with the training guide. Community
college and university students in a range of disciplines—social work,
adult education, women’s studies, international development studies,
community and social planning, Latin American studies, and
communication—may also find the video useful.
The video is not only relevant to activists and educators. It will appeal to
every woman or man who has, in discouragement, “dropped out” of political
or social justice work or those who are thinking of dropping out due to
overinvolvement, high-stress, or burn-out. It will also inspire and provide
insight to other “rank and file” and grassroots members of organizations
who feel that getting involved in organizing is not for them.
The video can be used as an introduction to training programs or
workshops on organizing. It can also be used to begin discussion or to
deepen a group’s analysis of any of the following themes: popular
education, the organizing model of unionism, organizing about global
restructuring, women organizing, cultural work in organizing, or
grassroots democracy. Segments of the video can also be used to illustrate
specific approaches or activities.
Appendix C provides tips for using videos for training purposes.

THE TRAINING GUIDE

T

he training guide offers activists, organizers, and educators a
range of popular education methods, tools, and resources that
they can use with any
group experiencing injustice
Note: This is not a manual or recipe
and wanting to make
book or curriculum; it is a guide. It
changes. It is situated in the
won’t answer all your questions.
context of the devastating
The methods and activities
societal changes we are
provided are resources, not ends in
experiencing because of the
themselves. In addition, they may
step-by-step implementation
need to be adapted according to the
of an unfettered free market
time, context, culture, and region
economic model here in
they are presented in, and to the
Canada and worldwide—
needs and goals of the participants.
often referred to as “global
Remember, organizing is first
restructuring.”
about working with a community
The guide can be used as a
where it is at and not about
complete or modified training
completing your own agenda.
course or as a resource for
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specific activities to be used in organizing. It is designed for organizers
and educators who already have facilitation skills and knowledge of
adult and popular education. It does not include instructions on specific
organizing tasks such as writing press releases, holding press conferences,
developing phone trees, and so on. These activities are detailed in other
manuals (see Appendix D: Resources for some we recommend).
The guide is intended to be “user friendly.” It is composed of eleven modules,
which take from half-a-day to as long as two days to complete. Although
we strongly recommend you do the entire training, specific modules can
be used alone or with other themes and in other contexts besides training.
For example, the guide can be used by:
- those who will use the basic training outline more or less as is
- those who don’t have time to do the entire training, or are
fitting components into their own organizational training design,
and who will therefore choose only a few modules
- those who already use popular education and want to add to
their practice
- those who don’t know much about popular education but would
like to try a few things
- those who aren’t trainers or educators, but as organizers will
take specific activities or entire modules and adapt them to fit
into their organizing practice
While it is possible to pick and choose from the guide, it is important
for users to read the first three chapters before using any of the guide
modules or activities.

THE MODULES

E

ach module begins with a visual overview (Module at a Glance),
a summary of its objectives, and the approximate time it will
take to complete. An introduction follows. This introduction gives
the rationale for the module and provides background information the
facilitator can use throughout the session. The introduction is followed
by the activities. Each module builds on the previous module, and within
each module, the activities build on each other.
Each activity is preceded by an objective that describes its function. The
description of each activity includes the time it will take, the materials
needed, and the basic directions. Facilitation notes and more background
information are also provided to aid the trainer. However, steps such as
introducing an activity and synthesizing and summarizing it at the end
are not always included—we assume that trainers are already familiar
with these teaching techniques and will do them.
The modules also do not include process components that trainers use
to provide continuity and care for the group, for example, openings,
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closings, breaks, and energizers. These components need to be taken
into account when planning a training session and are described in Other
Components of the Training Design in Chapter 3. Note that the time
frame given at the beginning of each module does not include these
components. Remember to allot time for them as well.
Note too that Modules 3, 5, 6, and 11 use the video as a resource.

USING THE GUIDE FOR TRAINING

O

rganizing has been left for too long to paid, overburdened staff
people. They usually work in organizations and unions that put
education, and often organizing, at the bottom of their list of
priorities, and therefore have little time to do all the education and
organizing work required to build a base. We believe training needs to
be taken more seriously in our organizations and social movements.
This means training leaders and activists at the grassroots level.
Training not only develops leadership abilities but it can have a “multiplier
effect.” This means that people can be trained to train others in
democratic and popular organizing.
This guide incorporates some of the many different approaches of popular
education to organizing. It also presents scope and depth of a field that
is often reduced to techniques and presented as superficial by the
uninformed or by those who want to co-opt popular education.
The training can be adapted to fit a variety of schedules and needs. Here
are a few examples:
• The course at the Vancouver School of Theology was an 8-day
“intensive.” The intensive is usually done over 7-10 days, varying
with the number of modules used and whether adequate rest and
relaxation periods are built in. We recommend a follow-up session
six months after the training.
• The time framework for the Training of Women Organizers was 13
sessions, every Thursday from 5 pm-9 pm. This, however, was a
difficult time for many women because they were tired after a day’s
work and at the end of a busy week. The sessions were also too
short to cover all the material. In evaluation, the women recommended
holding the sessions on weekends.
• The course on popular education at the UBC School of Social Work
was one morning a week over 13 weeks. This gave students time for
reading and teams time to prepare presentations during the week.
However, not all modules were covered.
• The course could also be done over six weekends spread throughout
the year, or one day a month, or two days a month over a year.

12
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It’s up to you to build a training
program with the time you have
available.

Note: If you are serious about

doing a real training program,
figure out a realistic schedule
and allow enough time. Do
not cut corners, squeeze
things in and out, and leave
participants frustrated or
without enough exposure to
be able to practise what
they’ve learned.

We emphasize the need to take
training seriously. People cannot
absorb this in a weekend workshop. They will also not be able
to grasp the method and
approaches if they only do one
or two modules. We need to
learn from organizations and
social movements in other
countries that see training in popular education and organizing as a
necessary step in building their movement and who are prepared to
commit as much as four weeks a year to do training.
There is a logic to this training. If you follow it through, participants in
the end will have a fairly good grasp of what popular education is and
how they can use it in their work. If you don’t have time to do the whole
program, you might use only some of the modules, or might shorten
the length of some. Be aware, however, that if you “mix and match”
modules, and cut and paste, you may lose the intent of the training design.
Popular education is an ongoing process. One of the most effective ways of
maximizing the impact of training like this is to have regular study groups
as part of the follow-up. These are groups where participants can meet,
exchange reading materials and resources they have discovered, and get
feedback on different approaches they are trying.
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USING PARTS OF THE GUIDE
IN YOUR ORGANIZING
Many organizations don’t have time or money for training.
You can use portions of this guide to support your organizing.
Here are some examples.

14

•

In the Comox Valley in British Columbia we recently
started a Women’s Labour Standards Education Project.
We invited community members to the first meeting to
become involved in “steering” the project. We used
“Mapping Our World” for introductions and to establish
something about our identities, and “Expectation Pool,”
(both in Module 1) to get the process started.

•

Perhaps your organization wants to do some long-range
planning. You can go to Module 10, where there are
several exercises which can help you get clear on your
objectives and strategies, including “10 Years Down the
Road” and “Developing Strategies.”

•

If your meetings and conferences are usually exhausting
events and everyone leaves with a headache, turn to
Appendix A and choose some forms of “Working With
the Body” to energize your gathering.

•

Religious tensions have come up in your group. Take an
afternoon to do some of the activities in Module 7 on
religion and organizing.

•

You’ve never seriously thought out a communication
strategy for a campaign. Turn to Module 6 and see what
parts you can use to develop an awareness in your
organization or committee about how to communicate
more effectively.
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CHAPTER 3. THE TRAINING DESIGN
OBJECTIVES
1. Introduce a range of methods and approaches useful for organizing
2. Identify the principles and framework underlying a popular education
approach to organizing
3. Identify and illustrate how feminism and anti-racism is an essential
component of popular education
4. Provide concrete tools and activities for organizers
5. Share a training course outline for organizers

TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS

I
Trainers/Animators

f your organization has decided to do this training, what do you
need to know and do? This section includes some of the key things
you need to consider and include in order to make your training
effective. These guidelines are based on our experience with the Training
of Women Organizers and several other training experiences we have
had with unions and community groups.
To do this training you need to have facilitation skills and some knowledge
of the principles of adult education. As well, you need to have some
understanding of popular education or organizing for social change.
By facilitation skills, we mean that you know the basics about running
groups and group dynamics. For instance, we assume when you break
a large group into smaller ones, you will give directions to the small
groups to appoint a facilitator and a recorder if they have a group task
where they have to report back. This manual does not include basic
facilitation guidelines like this.
Basic adult education principles underlie this training. These include
principles such as: the experience of participants is valued and drawn
upon, people can discuss and debate what they are learning, and
participants have input into what happens.
The approach in this training has many points of convergence with
adult education—it builds on what participants already know and gives
them skills to improve the conditions of their lives. Popular education
builds on this, but also includes a commitment to this work as political
work, that is, as part of a larger process of building social movements
that challenge and resist the injustice and marginalization that is occurring
today due to global economic restructuring.

Persons who lead trainings are called course leaders, instructors,
facilitators, animators, and trainers. We use the words trainer,
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facilitator, and animator interchangeably in the guide. While we prefer
the term animator, most people who are English-speaking are unfamilar
with the term, and usually think of a cartoonist when they hear the
word. But wherever we use facilitator or trainer, we mean someone
who helps a group identify and achieve their goals and who comes
from a position of commitment to fighting and naming injustice in all
forms.
We strongly recommend you work as a team in animating trainings
like this. It is good to have one person observing while the other is
leading the group; the observer can synthesize and make additional
comments. A team allows you to provide different skills, identities,
and life experiences among the facilitators. The team approach also
models a more co-operative form of leadership. Training is a big job
and benefits from the energy and creativity of two people.

Participants

This training is for people who want to learn popular education methods
to apply in their own organizing. (e.g., union shop stewards, women’s
centre program co-ordinators, or volunteer workers in low income
housing projects).
Participants in a training like this are sometimes assigned (as in some
union trainings), and sometimes recruited. They can come from a
broad sector, for example, trade union women, or across sectors,
such as a social justice coalition. In all these cases, it is important to
recruit for inclusivity and diversity, while at the same time avoiding
tokenism. If you have been asked to do a training for an assigned
group, try to negotiate with those assigning places to broaden the
participation.
In the Training of Women Organizers, we actively recruited a crosssectoral group because we wanted to have women with different
experiences learn about the problems, issues, and strengths in each
sector. We also wanted to build alliances. In these times, where the
forces of the right are so well organized, we urge you, whenever
possible, to work cross-sectorally, so that we can understand each
other’s struggles and help each other.
We also screened for diversity to balance the power dynamics in the
group. The Training of Women Organizers was split evenly between
women of colour and white women; we also tried to include at least
two or three participants from each sector (e.g., South Asian
community, Latin American community, labour). We had two white
women as trainers. However, we recommend a training team that
can, whenever possible, represent some of the diversity in the group,
for example, white women and women of colour, middle class and
working class women, lesbian and heterosexual, men and women.
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The Spiral Model: A Method for
Organizing and Educational Design

U

nderlying each of the 11 modules in this guide, underlying
most of the activities, and indeed underlying the guide itself is a
specific design method or “logic.” This method or logic underlies
the organizing process itself. We call it the spiral model of teaching
and learning. It is a model based on Central American popular education
methodology and adapted by the Doris Marshall Institute for Education
and Action. It is based on fundamental principles about how people learn
and how people are mobilized to act.
Unlike traditional education which says knowledge is the source of action,
popular education is based on the principle that action and experience
are a source of knowledge. Reflection on that action in the context of a
desire for social change can then lead to a new action. This is the actionreflection-action principle, a principle that is fundamental to educating
and organizing.
The spiral model is a form of the basic action-reflection principle. It
gives the educator or organizer a direction or process through which to
move a group or community with whom she or he is working. It is
based on a fundamental value of adult education: respecting the
knowledge and experience of women and men. The way to educate and
organize is to first uncover and value that knowledge and experience,
then help people collectively analyse what they know and, if necessary,
add new information, theory, and skills so they can move on to apply
their new understandings and skills in action.
The visual image of the spiral best illustrates this process. The spiral
moves from bottom to top. The process always continues in that once
you have acted you return to reflect on your action—your new
experience—and this will now be the basis of starting the process all over
again—this time at a deeper level. Sometimes you might skip a stage in
the process; sometime stages collapse into one; sometimes you may go back
and do another activity at the same stage, but at a deeper level. It is not a
mechanistic formula but a way of thinking about design and organizing.
The approach begins with people’s knowledge and experience and uses
this experience as the starting point of learning and organizing. The
group begins to see patterns emerge from the collectivizing of their
experiences and new knowledge is generated. This knowledge is deepened
through a process of analysing how their experience is linked to a wider
context and structural causes. Then new information, new skills, and
theory are added or created and linked to what people already know.
The next stage involves applying the new knowledge by either practising
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Apply in Action
Practise Skills,
Strategize
For Action
Add New
Information
and Theory

new skills or in planning strategy for action that
addresses the initial problems raised. The spiral
continues into the action and then begins again with
a reflection on the lessons of that action or experience.
The spiral anchors organizing in the ongoing learning
and teaching process and is key to how education
supports organizing.

In using this spiral design model, the educator/organizer
ensures that there is an ongoing process of continuous
learning and interaction between educators/organizers and
those learning to organize. The role of the educator/
organizer in this process continually changes. In the first
(starting from experience) and last stages (application of skills
Start With
and moving to action) their role is more neutral; the direction is
Experience
given by the group. In the second stage (deepening analysis) and
third stage (adding new information, developing skills or theory)
their role is stronger as a resource person and guide. In the fourth
stage, their role once again diminishes as people act for themselves.
Ideally, the group can eventually own the process themselves and the
organizer/educator can disappear.

Deepen
Analysis

Here is a list of the modules and how they progress through the spiral.
The theme of the training is popular education and organizing.
• Module 1: Getting Started introduces the training, the theme, and
participants
• Module 2: Starting From our Histories and Dreams and Module 3:
Examining our Practice draw on the knowledge and experience of the
participants to identify some of the aspirations, challenges, and problems
facing participants in their organizing work
• Module 4: Doing Social Analysis introduces social analysis and explores
two types, structural and conjunctural analysis, applying the latter to
the participants’ specific struggles
• Module 5: Culture, History, and Resistance, Module 6: Popular
Communication, Module 7: Spirituality and Religion in Organizing,
and Module 8: Design and Facilitation Skills examine a range of popular
education approaches and methods used in organizing and add new
information and skills about organizing in our times
• Module 9: Applying What We Have Learned and Module 10:
Planning for Action give participants opportunities to apply their new
skills first in designing an event and testing it with the group, then in
developing strategy and an action plan
• Module 11: Systematization and Evaluation incorporates the lessons
of the previous modules and teaches the skill of critically reflecting on
a program or action in order to continue the spiral process of organizing
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FEMINIST POPULAR EDUCATION
AND THE SPIRAL

F

eminist popular educators have made significant additions to each
stage of the spiral.

They insist that at each stage of the design process, the personal
and interpersonal has to be considered, both as a source of knowledge
and as an arena for action. The realm of the subjective and of the body,
the realm of daily life and family relations—all these are part of the
transformation process. As well, the dimension of power relationships,
at both the personal and structural level, must also be included. In fact,
feminists argue that if all these are not taken into account, it may still
not be possible for people to act to change the conditions of their lives.
This guide has specifically included two areas that we have found to be
the most neglected in traditional organizing: integrating the whole person, and power and social identity.

Integrating the
Whole Person

When we are educating and organizing it is always important to engage
the whole person. This is called an “integrated” or holistic approach to
organizing, because the intent is to involve the body, spirit, mind, and
emotions of women and men in the process.
This sometimes means that the organizer must consider what motivates
a group at deeper levels. Are participants shaped by a spiritual tradition?
By a history of struggle and resistance? What are the dreams, the
aspirations of a group? How do we engage these?
Organizing includes the body. This means not only just waking it up and
energizing it, but also drawing on the body as a source of knowledge
and insight. The popular educator/organizer is also aware of feelings,
knowing that where people feel the strongest is usually where they will
be willing to act.
Integrating the whole person also involves looking at all the places women
and men experience domination or liberation. The whole person includes
the parent, the houseworker, spouse, employee, member of a religious
group, or community or sports group—all the roles in which people live
their lives.
When we deal with the whole person in organizing, we have more chance
of engaging people where their hearts are, and therefore where they
are more likely to shift or move. The powerlessness we feel when faced
with an intellectual analysis of NAFTA can be changed to a sense of
power if we can fight the same forces in our everyday lives—by taking
care of our body and spirit daily, challenging the racism on our child’s
ball team, refusing abuse in a personal relationship, or joining a singing
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Feminist anti-racist popular education
MOMENT IN THE SPIRAL

WE NEED TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT....

Starting from Experience/Practice

* the social identity of participants
(race, class, gender, etc.)
* the social and organizational context
* private and daily life and personal relations
* the whole person (including feelings, body, etc.)

Deepening Analysis

* look at causes, not just symtoms
* need to challenge privilege and dominance
due to race, class, gender, sexuality, etc.
* the impact of racism, sexism, heterosexism,
class exploitation, colonialism, etc.
* a global perspective
* internalized oppression and dominance
* personal and internal experience as a
valuable source of insight

New Information and Theory

* a gender, race, class, sexuality perspective
* a femininst, anti-racist analysis of culture,
history, communication, and spirituality
* personal healing linked with social
transformation

Application/Returning to Practice

* skills and an action plan to transform reality,
including daily life
* change needed in structures and practices,
dominant ideas and individual attitudes/
behaviours
* societal, organizational, and personal levels all
addressed
* changes in customs, conceptions, and valuing
of the self

Source: Denise Nadeau and Bev Burke, adapted from
Methodologia de Educación Popular Feminista, Cidhal, Cuernavaca, 1991
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group composing songs against poverty and poor-bashing. By showing
how it is all connected, we can help people locate where they can have
small successes, as well as improve the quality of their lives.
Many of the activities throughout the modules draw on the body, spirit,
and emotions, as well as the mind. The guide also includes a module on
spirituality and religion and an appendix on working through the body
that can be drawn on throughout the training.

Power and Social
Identity

When we use the term social identity we mean the ways in which people
are defined and categorized by the dominant societal values and norms.
Social identity has to do with power, the power we have or don’t have,
and who we are in relation to what identities have been defined as
valuable by a dominant culture. Our social identity is a composite of
many parts. The “power flower” is a tool developed to help us look at
all the parts that make up our identities and social power. We would
define our social identity by identifying ourselves in each of the petals—
of race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, age, education, where we live,
where we came from, and so on.
Identifying differences is essential for democratic organizing. Power
and privilege are hidden in many of the policies and practices we take
for granted. Who chairs meetings and who takes minutes? How is the
meeting run? By whose rules is it run? In whose language is it run?
Who has access to the location? Where did you advertise? What is the
background of people on the hiring committee? What is the social identity of the organizers compared to the people they are trying to organize? When
The Power Flower
you ignore differences, the usual result is that hidden power dynamics support dominant
identities, for example,
white middle class
SEX
RACE
SEXUAL
ETHNIC
women and men domiORIENGROUP
TATION
nating in a mixed race/
GEOGRAPHIC
LANGUAGE
REGION
(current)
class workshop, or
GEOGRAPHIC
RELIGION
REGION (origin)
white men taking
RELATIONSHIP
FAMILY (Single/Nuclear)
TO THE NATURAL
over in a trade union
WORLD
ABILITY/
SOCIAL
DISABILITY
event.
CLASS
It is also important to
counter the myth that
we are all equal and should
be treated equally. This is
often translated into the phrase
“no special rights for special interest
groups.” Rather than pretending we are

HUMAN/
NON
HUMAN

AGE
GROUP

Doris Marshall Institute
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all the same, the organizer can help the group name the differences
within, and then work and learn from them. In the long run, this will
build a much more cohesive group.
Organizers/educators need to be aware of their own social identity and
how this affects their relationship with the group. As well, it is helpful to
recognize those dimensions of identity that they themselves have the most
trouble with, that they hide or push aside. In democratic facilitation it is
important to name our power and privilege and to work at not abusing
them. At the same time, sharing the areas where we have been
disempowered or oppressed—as a lesbian or gay man, as working class,
or as a person of colour—also gives us legitimacy to speak in these areas.
Naming social identities can help a group acknowledge the power it
does or does not have as a group vis-a-vis the larger society. This
understanding helps in choosing strategies, tactics, and allies. It also
helps avoid the divide and conquer tactics often used by those in power
to weaken popular movements.
Taking social identity into account will also help in developing analysis.
Social identity affects perceptions, voice, and interests. When a group
analyses a newspaper article trashing poor people, or a video which is
telling the group’s story, it is critical that the group is aware of the social
identity of the producers of these media. Social identities also influence
what positions people take when they discuss a strategy or plan of
action.
Another way of taking social identity into account in organizing is by
focussing on identity as a source of strength and rootedness. A group
that knows its history and culture is no longer passive. In knowing its
history of both struggle and oppression, and its values and cultural
roots, it is better equipped to fight injustice.
This guide has tried to include a social identity perspective in most of
the modules and activites.

OTHER COMPONENTS OF
THE TRAINING DESIGN
Involving
participants in
the design
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Remember this resource is a guide. You will need to adapt it to
your group and its needs.
An important step in designing your training program is involving the
participants. This is done with a needs assessment. You can either send a
written form to all participants early in the design stage, or, if you have
time, do personal interviews. The needs assessment determines participants’ expectations, hopes, and fears, and where they hope to apply the
training. This information can then be incorporated into your planning.
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Next, set up a planning team with two members of the organization you
are working with (who hopefully are attending the training) and/or with
two participants representing different sectors or interests. If people do
not have time to be on a planning team, check your design at least once
or twice with them. A planning team helps you to keep on track and in
touch with the organization’s needs, and with the participant’s needs.
The experience of being involved in the planning is also a bonus; it is
often the best way of learning popular education design; and it is one of
the best ways to prepare future trainers.

Providing new
information

While popular education starts from and works with people’s experiences,
it is also a process that includes bringing in new information to make
organizing more effective. The challenge here is how do you bring in
new information in a creative way, while also including and connecting it
to the knowledge in the group?
In a training of organizers, you will often find considerable resources in
your group. Use these resources by asking participants in your initial
needs assessment what areas of expertise they have. They then can be
recruited in advance of a session to be involved in the planning and to
prepare a presentation.
Creative ways of providing new information include: reading and discussing
articles in small groups, showing videos, giving short talks, using techniques
like historical timelines or drawings to illustrate ideas, presenting more
complex ideas through dramas or skits, and bringing in speakers.

Record or memory

It is very useful for the participants to have a written summary of the
training, specifically the design and activities, key points in discussions,
collective analyses of problems, as well as new insights and suggestions
for action. This is usually called a record. A group record overcomes the
idiosyncracies of individual notetaking, saves participants from writing,
and leaves a memory of the course. They can refer to the record to
support an action they are planning or if they themselves want to duplicate
part of the training in their own work.
There are several ways of recording—by hand, with flip charts, tape
and video recorders, even laptop computers. The group members and
the co-facilitators can share the job of recording. If you go the more
formal (and accurate) route of audio taping or word processing you
need one person to be in charge and only doing that, as it is a big job.

Ongoing reflection
and evaluation

In any workshop/training/program/course you need an ongoing evaluation
process so that your event can be adapted to meet the shifting needs of
the group and to improve upon weaknesses in what you are doing. As
well, participants need reflection and evaluation so that they can step
back and critically look at the process they have just been experiencing.
In other words, ongoing reflection is a training tool.
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In this training guide we draw on three different tools for reflection
and evaluation.

Fly on the Ceiling:

Periodically throughout the training, participants use a process
to stop, step back, reflect on, and then synthesize the aspects
of a popular education method they have just learned. This
process is called Fly on the Ceiling. It involves having the group
reconstruct an activity (or a few activities) and reflect on the underlying
“logic” or flow beneath it. They ask: Why did we do what we did? What
did we learn or feel in doing it? After the group reflects, the trainer
adds some “theory” or teachings about the method. This helps
participants understand it enough to be able to take and modify it for
their own work with their different constituencies and contexts.
We use the “Fly on the Ceiling” handout (see Appendix B), developed by
the Doris Marshall Institute. It can be used many times during a training
program. The questions on the handout ask participants to review what
they have just experienced and reflect on why a certain activity, event,
or strategy was used and how it impacted them. It also asks them to
assess whether it is effective and meeting their needs and objectives
both now, and later, if transferred to their own context.
We interject a “Fly” exercise several times in the training so that
participants can reflect on the different processes and methods used
and thereby gain some understanding of the spiral model and how it
works. We use the “Fly” when it is important to reflect on a phase or
stage in the training process. To increase its effectiveness we usually
focus on one or two of the previous activities, not the whole module.
Throughout the guide and in each module are numerous facilitation
notes. You may want to draw on these and to points made in the
introduction of each module when you are doing a “Fly” exercise.
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Evaluation at the end
of a session or module

This is usually a short discussion of what worked and didn’t work in a
session, with suggestions for improvements. It provides closure and
keeps the facilitators aware of group needs. At the end of the training
there is a longer time allotted to evaluation in order to review the entire
course and to further integrate the learning, as well as to critically
assess what needs to be changed, kept, or improved.

“Feedback“ or
“Critical Eye” Team

This is a group of two or three volunteers who are asked near the
beginning to observe the training in an ongoing way. This includes
everything from logistics and design, to pacing, group dynamics, and
talking to participants about their experiences in the group. This team
is invited to planning sessions or meets periodically with the facilitators
to give critical feedback on what is working and what is not. Alternatively,
different volunteers can be asked for each session.

COUNTING OUR VICTORIES
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of new ideas
Questioning: codes
and decoding
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One of the functions of this training is to continually generate the sharing
of successful or new ideas for organizing. The facilitators need to keep
track of these ideas, recording them in a notebook at the end of each
session. In Module 10, the group comes back to these ideas to develop
strategies and an action plan.
In this guide, in each module, we use a form of questioning that is
integral to popular education as a teaching method. This systematic
form of questioning is linked to the use of numerous techniques in this
work. In popular education we often share, or ask participants to share,
information in a specific way. This communication of information,
whether presented through pictures, socio-drama, cartoons, or other
techniques, is called a code and the processing of analyzing it collectively
is called decoding.
Paulo Freire, the Brazilian educator who has written much of the early
theory on popular education, first used the word code to describe the
type of pictures that he used to stimulate discussion in early literacy
programs. Code now refers to more than pictures; it refers to “a concrete
presentation of a familar problem about which the group has strong
feelings.” Codes are different than techniques. A technique is merely
the tool or instrument that is used to get participation and generate
knowledge. For instance sculpture, socio-drama or skits, and collective
drawings are techniques. When the technique is taken by the group and
used to express its problems, it is transformed into a code.
Codes have several common characteristics. They:
• raise questions rather than provide solutions
• are problem-posing, showing contradictions in a situation
• are more than “visual aids” that illustrate a point
• make clear, visible, and evident what is often seen as obvious or normal
• have a distancing factor—either through humour, exaggeration, irony,
drama, suprise

Decoding is the process of critical questioning with the group that happens
after a code has been presented. The decoding helps the group generate a
collective analysis. There is a structure or “logic” to the decoding process.
Depending on the group’s level of awareness, you may not use all of it or
you may skip stages, or you may replace a stage with a question of your
own. The basic structure of decoding is as follows:
Describe:

What do you see?
What happened? (if a skit - at the beginning,
middle, end?)
It is very important to include this first step of
description. Everyone sees differently and it is
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important to build the collective perception of
what has been represented in detail before
moving into analysis.
Relate:

How is it similar to your reality?
What feelings does it raise for you?

Analyse:

What are the similarities and differences
(between groups’ codes)?
What are common themes?
How has this come about?
What are the causes?
What are the consequences? Who benefits?

Generalize:

Who else does this happen to?

Raise Alternatives:

What could be different?
How could we change this?

Some decoding questions are provided with most activities in this training
guide. You may draw on the above to develop more.

Taking Care
of the Group

The modules provide the design framework for your sessions. Here we
look at the facilitation framework you need to include in every session.
First read your group’s energies and interests in order to choose what
forms of facilitation (e.g., breaks, reviews) you use. Remember to take
the time for these into account when doing your planning.
A full-day session usually involves three and a half hours in a morning,
with a break, and a three-hour period with a break in the afternoon.
You may occasionally add a two-hour evening session.

Beginning a session

Here are some elements to include before starting the activities:
Opening: introductory remarks, silence, a prayer, a song, a check-in
(of feelings or issues that might affect participation), a ritual, a
quick game, or whatever is appropriate to your group to set the
tone (2-10 minutes)
Hangovers: a check to see if there are any leftover feelings or questions
from the last session (2-10 minutes)
Recap: a review of the last session done either by the participants or a
facilitator (2-5 minutes)
Agenda Review: an overview of the agenda and objectives for the day
(1 minute)

Working through the body
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At any point in a session you can introduce activities that engage the
whole person through the body. There are a range of exercises that
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increase awareness of the body, release feelings, revitalize tired and
depleted bodies, and generate creative energy. (see Appendix A: Working
Through the Body)
The choice of exercise depends on the time of day and whether body
information and energy can aid where you are in the process. Midmorning, after lunch, and late afternoon are times when some form of
breathing, centring, stretching, or body exercise can bring people back
to their bodies and the present moment. You can use some activities for
pure fun and play; others to release tensions and revitalize the group.
You may choose to include a half hour of bodywork every session to
teach a daily discipline that participants can use in other parts of their
lives.

Games and Energizers

Theatre games or fun energizers build trust, make people laugh, and
introduce play, a critical element in creative organizing. Introduce these
when energy is low, or the group feels fractured.

Breaks

There should be a break in the morning and the afternoon sessions.
Potluck lunches or dinners provide good socializing breaks. Have
nutritious snacks and juices available—not just coffee and doughnuts
(these give only short energy spurts and can tire the body more).
Sometimes more breaks are needed depending on the subject matter or
character of the group.

Closings

At the end of a session, bring the group together either with a song, a
fun game, appreciations or evaluation, a closing circle, or prayer.
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GETTING STARTED
OBJECTIVES
• Get to know one another
• Identify participants’ expectations
• Review program objectives and outline and check
these with participants’ expectations
• Establish group operating guidelines
• Introduce the concept of social identity and its
significance for group functioning and for organizing
• Introduce key organizing concepts
• Introduce a tool to review our method and practice

Module at a Glance
Fly on the Ceiling

Module Time:
5 1/2 hours
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T

his first session is critical for setting the tone of the training and
beginning the process of group building. The module begins with
basic introductions, provides participants with an opportunity
to have input into the scheduled program, looks at the social identities
of participants, and introduces key concepts that will be used throughout
the training.
To organize effectively it is essential to know something about the other
members of the group. Sharing information about ourselves builds trust
and helps everyone to see the richness of the group. The introductory
activities help to establish trust and provide the group with information
about the life experiences we each bring to the training.
The section “Expectations, Course Objectives, and Agreements” (group
operating guidelines) models some key principles of democratic
organizing. In the Expectations activity, participants are asked to share
what they hope to take away from the training. This information will
enable facilitators to adjust the course objectives to meet specific needs.
Adapting the program to meet unforeseen expectations and being clear
where expectations can and cannot be met is a critical aspect of democratic
organizing.
The Social Identity activity introduces an important theme throughout
the training—how our social locations affect power dynamics in a group,
organization, or community. Our social identifies often determine who
feels safe to speak out or to challenge others. Often the contradictions
and inner conflicts within a group are based in people’s different social
identities. It is important to address people’s differences in the first
stages of a training program so that participants are aware of how
these are factors in organizing.
The Key Concepts activity begins the process of participants sharing
their experience and views on organizing. It also sets out the key concepts
that the course is built on.
The module ends by introducing an evaluation tool that will be used
throughout the course.

Introductions
Objective:
Get to know one another

Activity:
Organizing Bingo

Time: 15-20 minutes
What You Need:
• rules of the game written on flip chart
• bingo cards for each participant
How It’s Done:
1. Setting the stage
(5 minutes)
This is a fun introduction exercise in which
participants discover the range of

Note: This game has a
sub-objective: learning
to view differences as a
strength and resource
for effective organizing.
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Belongs to a
coalition

Born and
raised
on a farm

An accent
different
from yours

Speaks more
than one
language

Experience in
more than one
organization

Work
experience in
another sector
from yours

Lived in more
than one
Canadian
province

Lived in more
than one
country

Born in a
different
decade from
you

Writes with a
different hand
(left/right)
from you

Refused to
cross a picket
line

Born in
a country
other than
Canada

Made food
for an
organizing
event

Walked a
picket line

Wears
glasses

Did childcare
during an
event

Spoke out in
public on an
issue

Can sing one
verse of a
“protest”
song

Wore a
political
button

Attends more
than one
meeting a
week

Has handed
out leaflets

Is a
vegetarian

Has worked in
more than one
job in the last
5 years

Has lost time
Been on a
from work due march or rally
to injury

Source: Doris Marshall Institute
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experience in the group. Begin
by providing an overview of
the activity.
Hand out the bingo cards and
explain the rules and categories—pointing out that the
categories refer to only a few of
the many experiences represented in the group. If you have time,
you might want to make up your
own categories according to
your theme and group.
2. Play the Game (5-10 minutes)
Participants circulate and try to
cover the boxes on their card
until someone calls “Bingo.”

RULES OF THE GAME
1. The object of the game is
to cover five boxes, in a
row, a column, or diagonally.
2. To cover a box you must
have the box signed by
someone who is willing to
“sign on” to that category.
3. Each player can only sign
another player’s card once.
4. Players should not feel
pressured to disclose
personal information they
don’t want to.
5. The game is over when
someone shouts “Bingo” or
when 10 minutes is up.

3. Final comments (5 minutes)
Discuss with the group how
the differences among us can
be important resources for organizing. It is important to value and
respect difference.

Activity:
Epitaphs (Option A)

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• 8 1/2" x 11" paper (one piece for each participant)
• markers
• tape
How It’s Done:
(5-10 minutes)
1. Writing epitaphs
This is an activity that introduces people at a more “human” or basic
level than most. It is a way for people to share something very simple
and fundamental about who they are. Explain this and provide an
overview of the activity.
Place markers and paper in the centre of the room. Ask participants
to write down their name and a brief “epitaph” that describes how
they would like to be remembered after they die. Ask them to tape
the epitaphs on their chest.
(10 minutes)
2. Identifying “theme” groups
Ask participants to circulate and read each others’ epitaphs. Have those
with similar epitaphs group together for further discussion. Some participants may need to take the lead in naming epitaph “themes” and
grouping others with them.
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3. Sharing in groups
(15 minutes)
Have each group appoint a reporter who will later introduce group members to the other groups. Then ask participants to share within their group:
• their name
• the name of their organization or group
• the meaning of their epitaph
4. Report back
(15 minutes)
Ask reporters to introduce their group members, name the organizations
represented, and share a bit about the common theme of their epitaphs.

Note: It might be useful to close with a summary of the range
of organizations represented in the group and the range of
values reflected in the epitaphs.

Source: CANTERA

Activity:
Mapping Our World
(Option B)

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• a large world map (hand drawn is ok)
• stickies (post-it notes) or small pieces of paper and tape
• an enlarged map of Canada (optional) placed underneath the world
map—especially if many participants have lived in different regions of
the country
How It’s Done:
1. Sharing the geography
of our lives
(10 minutes)
Explain the purpose of the activity
and provide an overview.

Note: Participants may

need a few moments of
reflection before they are
ready to share with their
partners. Also, point out
that participants can
identify their “families”
in any way they please.

Distribute three stickies to each
participant. Ask them to pick a
partner they don’t know well. Have
them introduce themselves by
sharing what organization or
group they are part of, the places
where they have lived, and places their families come from.

Have participants note down on their stickies two or three of these
places which they want to share with the group.
(30 minutes)
2. “Putting Ourselves on the Map”
Ask participants to introduce their partners by placing their partner’s
stickies on the map and explaining their significance.
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3. Discussion in the large group
(10 minutes)
Discuss the following questions with the group.
• What happened for you during the exercise?
• What did you discover about yourself? About the group?
• What does geography and sense of place have to do with organizing?

Note: It might be useful to close with comments about the
role of geography and place as a factor in social identity.

EXPECTATIONS,
COURSE OVERVIEW,
AND AGREEMENTS
Objective:
Identify participants’
expectations

Activity:
Expectation Pool

Variation:
Have participants put their full names (first, middle, last) on three stickies
(for example, Eloisa/Morales/Rivera) and then place each stickie on the
area of the map they associate with that name.
Source: Rani Gill, Radhika Bhagat, and
Rashmi Singh of the South Asian Women’s Centre

Time: 30 minutes
What You Need:
• 8 1/2" x 11" paper, cut in half (one piece for each participant)
• markers
• masking tape
How It’s Done:
1. Naming expectations
(5 minutes)
The purpose of this activity is for participants to share what they
hope to get out of the training. Explain this and give an overview of
the activity.
Ask each participant to write down one main expectation for the
course—what they hope to leave with when it’s over.
(20 minutes)
2. Sharing expectations
Ask for a volunteer to read his or her expectation aloud and then tape
it to the wall. Ask those who have similar expectations to read theirs
and to stick their pieces of paper under the first.
When there are no more similar expectations, move on to a new
expectation and repeat the process.
(5 minutes)
3. Adding on
Once all expectations are “posted,” ask if anyone wants to add to the
list. Have participants write down additional expectations and put
them up on the wall. Later transfer the full list to a flip chart for a
permanent record.
Source: CANTERA
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Objective:
Review program objectives
and outline and check these
with participants’ expectations

Activity:
Course Overview

Time: 45 minute
What You Need:
• flip chart or wall notes of participants’ expectations
• flip chart notes of the training objectives (objectives 1-4 of the
training guide, Chapter Three: The Training Design, p.15 )
• course Roadmap handout (pp.16-17) in Chapter Three
How It’s Done
(15 minutes)
1. Course outline and objectives
The purpose of this activity is to go over the outline of the course and
see how participants’ concerns can be addressed.
a) Review participants’ expectations and underline or circle common themes.
b) Walk participants through the course objectives, and the roadmap
handout. Explain that the training will be participatory and will draw
on people’s experience. It will give them the opportunity to deepen
their analysis, learn new skills and approaches to organizing that build
on the ones they already have, and practise new skills. In addition, it
will help them develop an action plan.
Then show how and where participants’ concerns and expectations will be
addressed. If there are some expectations that can be incorporated into the
program by partly changing the design indicate this. If there are others that
can’t, be clear that the program will be unable to meet those expectations.
c) Explain briefly the key concepts underlying the course: organizing,
popular education, and feminist popular education. (5 minutes)

Note: You might want to refer back to Chapters 1 and 3 for help in
describing the course’s methodological principles and commitments.
What people usually want is a short definition of popular education
and some history. It is also important to state how this program
differs from traditional popular education, for example, by
incorporating the whole person and a consciousness of social identity.
But any more than this will sound too abstract at this point.
3. Changes and gaps
(25 minutes)
Divide participants into groups by sector or organization. Ask groups
to take 10 minutes to discuss how the proposed training program fits
their needs. Encourage them to identify gaps or areas of concern.
Ask one person from each group to report back. Record all the
suggestions on a flip chart. Then comment on which ones can be
addressed in this training. If you are uncertain whether it will be possible
to incorporate all the proposals, commit yourself to reporting back by
the next session (after discussion with the planning team).
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Objective:
Establish group
operating guidelines

Activity:
Agreements

Time: 15-30 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart
• markers
How It’s Done:
1. Obtaining agreements
Explain the purpose of the activity and provide an overview. Ask
participants: “What do you want and need from the other participants,
the facilitator(s), and the course in order to have a comfortable and
positive learning environment?” Discuss the various points as
participants identify their “rules.”
Check for “agreement” from the entire group before the guideline is
formally recorded. You may also want to identify points you, as
facilitators, need agreement on. For example, you might want to
add arriving on time, helping with recording, or cleaning up.
Agreements can be checked, added to, or renegotiated several times
during the course.

Agreements encourage participants to express their needs early in
the course. They enable the entire group to take responsibility for
the group’s functioning. Keep in mind that some agreements can
silence group members. In our experience, especially in groups which
are cross-class or cross-race, agreements around communication
forms—using “constructive criticism” or “I” statements, for
example—can silence expressions of anger at racist or classist
remarks. We learned that a general discussion on how to deal with
these remarks is more useful than agreeing on a formula response.
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SOCIAL IDENTITY
Objective:
Introduce the concept of
social identity and its
significance for group
functioning and organizing

Activity:
Buses

Time: 65 minutes
What You Need:
• enough free space in the room so that participants can move around
and work in groups
How It’s Done:
1. Introducing the activity
(10 minutes)
The purpose of this activity is to find out more about the make-up of
the group by looking at the similarities and differences in some of
the major areas that define who we are. “Buses” is a fun activity that
groups people according to commonalities, such as age, race, gender,
and so on.
Briefly describe the task as follows:
“You are going to a meeting and can take one of several buses. When
buses are called out,
select the bus which
Note: Buses is an example of one
best describes you.
type of activity that gets at social
Once “on the bus,”
identity. See Educating for Change
introduce yourselves to
(Appendix D: Resources) for others.
the other people on the
The “Buses” activity continues the
bus, and then discuss
process of getting to know one
the question I will give
another by introducing an awareness
you.”
of the many different factors that
Begin by naming a
shape our social identity. It will also
push participants to think about
category, such as age.
who is not represented in the group,
Invite the participants to
and the implications this might have
self-select. For example,
for organizing. There are several
someone will call out
categories that help define our social
“over 60 .” Everyone over
identities (see Power Flower in
60 joins that person “on
Chapter 3, p.23). Choose those that
the bus.” Another might
will be the most relevant for your
call “under 30.” Another,
group to discuss. For instance, with
“30 to 45.” Participants
a mixed group (women and men) of
join the person who has
Hospital Employees Union memcalled the category they
bers, gender, race, class, and age,
identify with, or add
were the categories used as all these
another one if they feel it
were critical factors affecting their
doesn’t include them
experience organizing in the union
adequately. If participants
and as workers in their jobs.
find themselves alone, ask
them to join others who
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are alone or in groups of two. Once everyone is in groups ask them
to briefly discuss “How does your age or a group’s age composition
play a role in organizing?” After a to 3- to 5-minute discussion, ask
someone from each group to give a brief report of some of the
points raised.
2. What’s important about social identity?
(35 minutes)
Repeat the above process using three or four of the following
categories in the order you feel comfortable with, and depending on
the make-up of your group. Tell participants it is now time to change
buses, and invite them to self-select according to the next category.
You will probably only have time to do three or four.

Category

Question

Gender

How does someone’s gender (as female or male) or a group’s gender balance play a role in
organizing?

Ethnicity

How does someone’s ethnicity or a group’s ethnic composition play a role in organizing?

Race

How does someone’s race or a group’s racial composition play a role in organizing?

Class

How does someone’s class or a group’s class composition play a role in organizing?

Sexuality

How is someone’s sexual orientation or the sexual composition (as opposed to gender) of a
group a factor in organizing?

Ability

How is someone’s physical or mental ability, or the ‘ability’ composition of a group a factor
in organizing?

Language

How is someone’s language, or the language composition of a group, a factor in organizing?
(Language and religion are two categories that are often a hidden factor in organizing.)

“Ethnicity” refers to cultural origins while “race” refers to skin colour. It is
important to make this distinction. While you may want to avoid these
two areas, it is critical to address this distinction, and related power
dynamics early in the training. This will heighten awareness and can help
address any problems that may arise later. In a recent course, a women
of colour caucus formed by the third day in order that the women of
colour could support each other to speak out in a predominantly white
group.
Sometimes people will resist “race,” saying it is a classification that divides
people. You can acknowledge that race is a social construction. But all will
agree that racism exists—and without talking about “race,” we can’t
challenge it and are therefore supporting the status quo.
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Occasionally you may hear racist, sexist, or classist comments during this
activity. It is important for you to comment on these remarks by the end of
the activity. You can say how the remark made you feel and let people
know that such comments will not be tolerated during the course.
You will not have much time to get into an analysis of racism or any of the
other categories of social identity during this activity. However, if racism
emerges or is named as a key area to pursue, make time for the discussion.
We suggest all participants get as a handout the reading on white privilege:
Macintosh, “White Privilege - Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” (see
Appendix D: Resources). You may also want to add somewhere in the next
few sessions a showing and discussion of the Linda Rae Murray on Racism
video (see Resources).
We often do not use the category related to sexuality and sexual orientation
because of feedback we received when we included it in early training
courses. A few women from immigrant communities who were lesbians
said they did not feel comfortable with identifying themselves so early in
the group and in a way that did not match with their culture. It depends on
your group; in a course at the UBC School of Social Work where several gays
and lesbians were already “out,” it was possible to introduce sexual
orientation by the second session.
It is important to mention sexual orientation as an aspect of identity in the
overall discussion and make sure that you include it later in other sections
that refer to social identity.

3. What does it all mean?
(20 minutes)
When participants have explored several categories, initiate a full
group discussion using the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

What did you learn while doing this exercise?
What did you observe about the groupings?
Who is missing from our group and what does that mean?
What are other factors that make up our social identity besides these?
Why is it important to consider social identity in organizing, both
our own and those of people and organizations we work with?

Source: Doris Marshall Institute
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KEY ORGANIZING
CONCEPTS
Objective:
Introduce key
organizing concepts

Activity:
Organizing Jigsaw Puzzle

Time: 65 minutes
What You Need:
• eight coloured cardboard strips with one of the following organizing
concepts written in large letters on each one: Leadership, Democracy,
Participation, Power, Feminism, Popular Education, Organizing,
Community. Cut each strip into three to five jigsaw pieces (according to
the number of participants in the group) and mix up the pieces
• eight flip chart papers and markers
How It’s Done:
1. Matching jigsaws
(5 minutes)
This activity introduces participants to key concepts that will repeatedly
come up in the training and that are also part of the language of organizing. This is a fun way to start a discussion of what these concepts
mean. The purpose here is to draw out the knowledge of the group.
Provide an overview of the activity, then distribute the jigsaw pieces
among the participants. Ask participants to form a group with those
that hold the other pieces to their jigsaw.
(15 minutes)
2. Group analysis of key words
Ask groups to discuss how they understand the meaning of their
word, as well as its meaning in relation to organizing, for example,
the significance of “participation” for organizing.
Have participants record their conclusions on flip chart paper.
(40 minutes)
3. Presentations
Ask each group to summarize their points to the large group, using
the flip chart. After each presentation, ask the remaining participants
to add points they feel are missing.

Source: CANTERA

Objective:
Introduce a tool to review
our method and practice

Activity:
Fly on the Ceiling

Time: 40 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
• “Fly” handouts (Appendix B)
How It’s Done:
1. Introducing the “Fly on the Ceiling”
(5 minutes)
Explain that the “Fly on the Ceiling” activity is a tool that will be used
throughout the training. Its primary function is to help participants
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go back and identify the underlying process and “logic” behind the
activities in a module. In reflecting on the questions on the “Fly”
sheet, participants can learn how and why they did the activities.
Hand out the “Fly” sheet and ask participants to fill out Questions 1
and 2.
2. Reconstructing the module
(10 minutes)
Ask the “critical eye” team—if you have appointed one (see Chapter 3,
p. 26)—or the group itself to collectively reconstruct Module 1. If the
critical eye team does the reconstruction, have it present the summary
on a flip chart. The rest of the group can then respond and add their
ideas.
If the entire group is doing the reconstruction of the module, help jog
their memories. Ask: “What did we do first? Next?” and so on. Record
the points on the flip chart, helping to re-order if necessary.
3. More in-depth analysis
(20 minutes)
Pick two or three activities that best reflect the methodological
principles being illustrated in the session to go into in more detail. (It
is too tiring to reflect on
the entire module.) For
Note: This module focuses
each, ask the group:
specifically on how you introduce
“What happened for you?
and begin a training. Some of the
What did you learn and
reasons for doing activities like
feel? Why did we do this
Epitaphs, Mapping Our World,
exercise?”
Expectations Pool, and Buses are
explained in the introduction to
The question “Why did we
the module. Refer to these, as
do this?” is extremely
they are important functions to
important because particiintroduce at the beginning of any
pants draw on their exorganizing effort with a group.
perience of the activity to
understand its objective.
They can also determine whether the activity succeeded or failed in
accomplishing its objective. In this way, the “Fly” questions also serve
as an evaluative tool. Record the answers on the flip chart, and add
what you were intending to accomplish. If the exercise did not succeed,
discuss why.
4. If there is time, have participants consider
Question 3 on the sheet.
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(5 minutes)
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STARTING FROM OUR
HISTORIES AND DREAMS
OBJECTIVES
• Identify key elements of inspiring struggles
• Situate organizing in personal history and in the history
of social change movements
• Learn about each others’ organizations, movements,
and struggles
• Share personal dreams
• Construct collective visions based on spiritual and
cultural texts
• Share collective dreams
• Review our method and practice

Module at a Glance
Fly on the Ceiling

Coun
t

ies
tor

g our Vic
in

Module Time:

5 hours and 45 minutes
plus one optional activity
of 2 hours

Collective
Dreams

Universal
Dreams

Presenting our
Organiztions
and Movements

Personal Dreams

Lifelines
Roots of our Inspiration
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T

he onslaught of global capitalism seems unrelenting and
sometimes overwhelming. We can counter feelings of pessimism
by looking for inspiration in other visions of reality and in other
struggles. By looking back, we realize we are part of a complex history
of struggle. By looking to the future, we connect with dreams that
inspire us to act for a better world. History and dreams can serve as
powerful tools to motivate and inspire long-term organizing efforts.
This module continues the process of introductions and group building
begun in Module 1. The activities focus on two important elements of
long-term organizing: the history of organizing and struggle, and the
“dream” or vision of an ideal society.
The module reproduces the basic flow of the spiral model of teaching
and learning. Participants start with their personal experience, deepen
their understanding through
hearing the experiences of others,
Although we cannot divine
and then apply their understanding
the world that will be, we can
to a new creation, the dream of an
imagine the world as we would
organized community or their own
like it to be. The right to dream
cultural expression of their dreams.
does not figure in the thirty
In learning about each others’
human rights which the United
histories, experiences of struggle,
Nations proclaimed at the end
and dreams they bring to organizing,
of 1948. But if it were not for
participants get a sense of collective
this right, or for the waters it
possibilities. They discover that they
gives us to drink, the other
are more than their individual
rights would die of thirst.
selves; they are part of a rich and
Eduardo Galeano, “The Right to
varied history of many movements
Dream” New Internationalist,
and organizations.
No. 269, 1995

“

”

OUR HISTORIES
Objective:
Identify key elements of
inspiring struggles

Activity:
Roots of our Inspiration
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Time: 70 minutes
What You Need:
• 3 maps of world (hand drawn is fine)
• small stickies (post-it notes)
• felt markers
• flip chart
How It’s Done:
(25 minutes)
1. Identifying key struggles
Explain that this exercise will give participants an opportunity to recall some of the recent or more distant struggles for justice that have
inspired them and taught them lessons. Divide participants into three
small groups by numbering off.
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Ask each person to reflect on and then share with their group, their
responses to the following questions:
• What struggles have you been involved in that inspired you? (no more
than two) Why?
• What other important struggles or movements in your country of
origin or in other parts of the world have inspired or motivated you?
(no more than two) Why?
Ask each person to write down a one- or two-word description of his or
her examples (e.g., The Bay Strike, The Family Allowance Campaign—
Britain, The Mothers of the Disappeared—Argentina). Give each group
a world map and ask them to place stickies in the appropriate locations
on the maps.

(20 minutes)
2. Sharing the range of struggles
Ask each group to briefly report on the struggles that have influenced
their members, using the world maps. Allow time for questions after
each presentation.

3. Analysis of key elements in these struggles
(25 minutes)
The function of this step is to get participants to reflect further on
how and why these struggles inspired them, for example, how they
were examples of refusal of the status quo and of action for social
justice. The following questions can help to draw this out.
• What are some of the similarities in the struggles we have named?
• What are some of the differences?
• What are common themes or elements?
Encourage participants to move from concrete examples to more
abstract general categories.
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CONCRETE
• Mothers of the Disappeared
• Clayquot Sound and Ground Zero

GENERAL
continued public presence to
keep memory alive
civil disobedience

Note: This activity sometimes generates a discussion of
“resistance,” “survival,” and “revolution.” Some groups have trouble
with the term resistance as being too reactive; others come from a
context where to survive is resisting; and others want a language
that includes revolution.

Objective:
Situate organizing in personal
history and in the history of
social change movements

Activity:
Lifelines

Time: 45 minutes
What You Need:
• 8 1/2” x 14” paper
• crayons or coloured markers
How It’s Done:
(10 minutes)
1. Drawing lifelines
The purpose of this activity is to have participants explore their personal
histories to remember what influenced them to work for social change.
Begin by giving an overview of the activity and discuss how lifelines
help explain who we are today. Then ask each person to draw a timeline
of their life, including events and experiences that contributed to their
becoming an educator, organizer, or worker for social change.
2. Personal sharing
(20 minutes)
Divide participants into groups of four. Ask them to share their lifelines
and stories. Urge them to
practise their listening skills
Note: Do not use this activity in
and not interrupt, but rather
situations where group members
might find it too difficult to share
to silently “witness” each
personal histories. For example,
others’ life stories.
a Guatemalan compañera shared
˜
3. Drawing together what
how an exercise like this had been
disastrous in a community of inwe’ve learned
(15 minutes)
digenous people where everyone
Initiate a group discussion
had lost family members to the
using the following questions:
war. Similarly an organizer in the
• What are the key differences
Downtown Eastside in Vancouver
and similarities in our histories?
cautioned against using this with
members of her community
• What observations and
whose recent history included
conclusions can you make from
much abuse and violence.
these different or shared
histories?
Source: Maeve Lydon
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Note: The following activity is intended only for groups whose
participants come from different organizations or sectors. It helps
break down stereotypes and shows the breadth of the struggles
and histories they are part of. It does not work with people who
are not organizers or activists or those who do not identify with
organizations and movements.

Objective:
Learn about each other’s
organizations, movements
and struggles

Activity:
Presenting our Organizations
and Movements

Time: 70 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart
• felt markers
How It’s Done:
1. Identifying our movements
(20 minutes)
In this activity, participants share something about their organization
or movement and learn more about other groups’ struggles. It is an
important step in building a cross-sectoral group. Give an overview
of the activity first to help participants select their small groups.
Have participants brainstorm a list of the organizations and social
movements they are involved in or that they feel are particularly
important at the present time. Record these on a flip chart.
Identify which movements or organizations are represented in the
group. Then ask which are missing and have participants reflect on
what implications this has for the group.
From among those movements represented in the group, have participants choose the three or four that are most significant for the
whole group. (You can do this by a show of hands).
2. Constructing movement/organization “Snapshots”
(30 minutes)
Have participants divide into three or four discussion groups.
Participants should join the group dealing with a movement or
organization whose history and values they know well.
The task for each group is to produce a “snapshot” of their movement
or organization. Ask groups to focus their discussion on the following:
• the history of the organization or movement
• its main themes, values, and goals
• where and how their organization fits into the larger movement
Each group is to represent their findings in a creative way to the
large group. Creative forms may include collective drawings, skits,
TV ads, radio jingles, sculptures, and so on.
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3. Presentations
(30 minutes)
Give each group five minutes to present its “snapshot.” Allow time
for discussion, questions, and additions after each presentation.

We created this activity after participants from the “Training of
Women Organizers” complained that they had not learned enough
about each others’ work during the training. Participants in the
workshop included union women, anti-poverty activists, and women
from the Central American and South Asian women’s communities
and from women’s organizations in Vancouver. We learned we could
have supported each other more if we had understood each others’
work better.

OUR DREAMS
Objective:
Share personal dreams

Activity:
Personal Dreams

Time: 60 minutes
What You Need:
• index cards or pieces of paper
• several dream clouds (small cloud-shaped pieces of paper) per person
• masking tape
• hat or container
How It’s Done:
1. Naming our dreams
(5 minutes)
This activity gives participants an opportunity to explore their personal dreams. Ask participants to write down on their card or on a
piece of paper their answers to the following question: “What do you
dream for yourself?” If necessary, reassure them that there is no
“right answer.” It is as significant for someone to dream of winning
the lottery, or of having a house in the country, as it is to dream of
being part of a just, sustainable community.
When they are finished, have participants drop their dream cards into
a hat or container in the centre of the room.
2. Building a dream wall
(30 minutes)
Take the cards out of the hat or container and redistribute them, one to
each person. (If the participants don’t mind having their dreams identified, they can keep their card and share their dreams themselves.)
Ask for someone to volunteer to read aloud the dream card they are
holding. Have them stick the card on the wall. Ask those that have
similar dreams on their cards to read theirs aloud and then place
them underneath the first card.
Move on to a different theme and repeat the process until all dreams
are on the wall. Don’t worry if some are grouped together and others
stand on their own.
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Once participants have heard each other’s dreams, place a pile of dream
clouds in the centre of the room. Ask participants to pick up a few
clouds and find dreams on the wall which aren’t the one they first put
up, but which they also identify with. Have them stick their “dream
cloud(s)” above the dreams on the wall that strike a chord with them.
Have all participants do this at the same time.
When everyone has put up their clouds, have them step back and
observe the dream wall.
(25 minutes)
3. Large group discussion and summary
Initiate a group discussion by asking for initial observations or comments on the dream wall, and on how the clouds are grouped. Then ask:
• What are some of the similarities and differences in these dreams?
• What does this reveal about the nature of our dreams?
If there’s time, ask participants to reflect on what they see as the
relationship between personal dreams and successful organizing. If
there’s no time for a discussion, you can make this link.
If relevant, you might point out that capitalism can no longer pretend
that it can respond to the dreams of people for jobs, housing, a peaceful
neighbourhood, and so on. Capitalism is becoming increasingly bankrupt as a dream merchant, and thus we are left to create alternative
visions of what can be meaningful in our lives.
Source: CANTERA

Objective:
Construct collective visions
based on spiritual and
cultural texts

Activity:
Universal Dreams
(Optional)

Time: 2 hours

Note: This activity is opWhat You Need:
tional as it is quite long. It
works well when you can
• a variety of song lyrics, poems, or
have an evening session
speeches that represent dreams for
where people do their
a better world, such as “Imagine”
presentations.
by John Lennon, “It Won’t Take
Long” by Ferron, Isaiah 65:17-25
in the Hebrew scriptures, Martin Luther King’s “I Have A Dream” speech
Try to identify texts that are known to and relevant for the participants,
as well as represent diversity.
How It’s Done:
1. Introduction of the exercise and reading of the texts (10 minutes)
Explain that people are often moved by events or visions from their
cultural and spiritual traditions. In this activity, participants will recall
texts from their traditions and work with them to articulate their
own visions.
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IMAGINE

Begin by giving an overview of the activity. Then distribute copies of
the inspirational texts to volunteers who are willing to read them aloud
to the group. Have the readers give a moment of silence between texts.

Imagine the Downtown Eastside,
It’s not hard to do...
10,000 lively neighbours including
children too.
Imagine all the people living to the max

2. Work in small groups
(75 minutes)
Once participants have heard the texts, have them divide into groups
based on the text they want to examine.

Imagine there’s no condo’s
You can do it if you try..
No yuppies besides us
Crab Beach with a clean tide
Imagine all the people speaking with
one voice

Ask each group to discuss the following questions and prepare a
creative presentation based on their discussion.
• If you have heard this passage before, what did it bring to mind the
first time you heard it?
• What does it say to you now?
• What issues/questions does it raise for you personally?

Imagine no evictions
I wonder if you can
No need for drugs or hunger
Community gardens are the plan
Imagine all the people growing their
own food

Have the groups prepare their presentations. Encourage them to be
inventive—they are capturing their dreams!
(35 minutes)
3. Presentations
Have groups give their presentations. Afterwards, invite participants
to ask each other questions and make observations.

Chorus
You may say I’m a dreamer
But Hastings has more than one
I hope some day you will support us
And our struggle will be one

At a CANTERA workshop in BC, the presentations were incorporated
into a cultural evening. Participants presented several powerful
skits as well as a testimonial and a new version of “Imagine.” The
night was both inspiring and fun.
Source: CANTERA

Objective:
Share collective dreams

Activity:
Collective Dreams

Time: 60 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart
• markers for three or four groups
How It’s Done:
1. Drawing a vision/dream of an organized community (30 minutes)
Explain that in this activity, participants dream about the concrete
situation that they are living or working in. This may be their
neighbourhood, community, organization, or workplace—whatever
the group is organizing around or aspiring towards. For example,
women in an occupational health and safety course may dream about
their ideal jobsite and working conditions, another group in a small
town might dream about their community.
Divide participants into three small groups by sector (if a variety of
organizations are represented), or by gender, race, or whatever
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identities will generate different perspectives (if a single organization
or community).
Ask each group to discuss and illustrate with a collective drawing its
dream of what an organized community or ideal worksite would look
like. Stress the word “organized” and ask participants to include in
their vision the process of organizing as well as the product. Encourage
the groups to show how people work together in their vision.
(30-40 minutes)
2. Presenting the dreams
Invite a person from one of the groups to post their drawing. Ask the
large group to comment on what they see in the drawing. Then ask
the presenter to add what her or his group was representing in its
picture. Move on to the next two groups in the same way.
After all three groups have presented their drawings, ask:
• What are the common elements in our visions?
• What are the differences?
• What insights can we get from these common and different elements
to help in our organizing?
Record the answers on the flip chart.

Source: CANTERA and Lynn Bueckert
We did this activity, “Collective Dreams,” in Port Alberni during the
CANTERA tour. Participants included representatives from First
Nations, environmentalists, and women’s organizations. They drew
how they wanted their ideal organized community to be, including
how people worked together, took care of themselves, and collectively
took responsibility for the resources. This is one of their drawings.

“

Dreams or visions are the central
place to move forward from, the
things that place us in the struggle and
keep us going. The power to act
comes from ownership of our own
dreams.
(Participant at a CANTERA Workshop,
February 95, White Rock, BC)

”
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Objective:
Review our method
and practice

Activity:
Fly on the Ceiling

Time: 40 minutes
What you Need:
• flip chart
• markers
• “Fly” handout
How It’s Done:
1. Remind participants of the purpose of the “Fly” (see Chapter
3) and provide an overview of
the activity. Hand out the “Fly”
sheet and ask participants to
take some time to fill out
Questions 1 and 2. (5 minutes)

Note: This module, as the
next, focuses on the experience and knowledge of the
participants. They learn
about each other’s histories,
experiences of struggle, and
the dreams they bring to the
work of organizing. These
are introduced early in the
session in order to set a positive tone and a constructive
framework for organizing.

2. Ask the group to reconstruct Module 2 by reviewing what happened.
Assist the discussion by asking: What did we do first? Next? and so
on. Record their answers on a flip chart, helping to re-order if
memory fails. (10 minutes)
3. Pick two or three exercises that best reflect the principle of starting
from people’s experience. Ask participants to reflect on and share
what they learned and felt in each exercise, why they think they did
the exercise, and whether they felt it worked. (20 minutes)
4. Add information about the process and method if necessary. (5 minutes)
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EXAMINING OUR PRACTICE
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share issues we face in organizing
Identify how context impacts our work
Share the objectives of our organizing work
Reflect on our daily life at home and in the
community and how it affects our organizing work
Identify and analyse some of the underlying
dynamics that affect our organizing
Identify the contradictions in our organizing work
Reflect on deeper questions of meaning in our
organizing
Identify the strengths of our organizing
Review a method for examining our organizational
practice

Module at a Glance
Fly on the Ceiling

Naming our Strengths
or Changing the Story

Coun
t

ies
tor

g our Vic
in

Bottles

Confrontation

Context

Module Time:
7 hours and an
optional 70 minutes

Reality

Sacred Text
(optional)
Objectives

Daily Life
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T

his module presents a method of group analysis of a community’s
daily reality and concerns. This process, called “community
diagnosis,” is the starting point of organizing because participants
themselves define and interpret the problems they wish to solve.
Inspired by their history and dreams (explored in Module 2), participants
now move forward to identify and analyse the complexities of the
problems or situations they wish to change. In Spanish this process is
called auto-diagnostico, roughly translated as self-diagnosis. Here it is
self-diagnosis of and by a community, whereby the community comes
together to identify and analyse the nature of the problems it is facing
in its daily reality.
Community diagnosis is the starting point of organizing because people
start from their own understanding and experiences to define their
problem, rather than having an outside expert do it for them. This process
involves people from the beginning in understanding and valuing their
own knowledge and deciding which problems they want to change.
There are different ways of doing a community diagnosis. Participatory
Action Research (PAR) is one of the most effective methods. PAR involves
collective research on a problem, education of community members as
part of the research process, and action to solve the problem. The process
and results of the research is community-directed, and shared and
ultimately owned by the participants. PAR can take considerable time to
do and involves a lot of resources.
This module focuses on a shorter method of community diagnosis, which
we call a Quadruple Diagnosis. This is a four-pronged approach that
examines the common experiences of participants from four different
angles. These are: what we do every day as organizers, the context of
our work, the objectives of our work, and the rhythm of home and
personal life. In bringing these four elements together, we can identify
some of the contradictions and challenges in our practice as well as
some of the strengths of our present work and the areas where we
want to make changes.
The module begins with four activities that take the group through the
first steps in the diagnosis. Participants then bring these four points of
reflection together to analyse the contradictions and critical questions
they are facing in their organizing work. An optional activity is provided
for those who wish to do “theological reflection” on their organizing,
that is, draw on their faith tradition for insights. A fun experiential
exercise (“Bottles”) that promotes further group self-reflection follows.
The module ends with a brief activity that examines “our best thinking
to date” on solving the problems identified, and with a group reflection
(“Fly on the Ceiling”) on the process of diagnosis.
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Objective:

Share issues we
face in organizing

Activity:
The Realities of our
Work as Organizers

Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
• group task statement written on flip chart
How It’s Done:
1. Describe the task and break into small groups
(30 minutes)
This activity is about naming our problems as we experience them,
by discussing and creatively representing some of the issues we face
on a day-to-day basis. Ask participants to form three or four groups
by organization, sector, or common interests. Have each group appoint
a facilitator and recorder to keep themself on track, on time, and to
record the activity.
Ask the groups to complete the task written on the flip chart:
In your group, discuss and represent what you do in your work
and how you do it.
Then have each group prepare a socio-drama (a skit with one or a
few scenes that represents some of the main issues discussed in the
group) to report back to the
large group. Tell groups they
Note: What observers see in a
will have only four minutes
socio-drama (or collective drawto present their skits.
ing, sculpture, collage, or any of
2. Presentations and
discussion
(45 minutes)
a) Have each group present its
socio-drama. After each presentation, ask the observers:
• What did you see? What
images stood out for you?
• What problems and issues did
you identify? What strengths?
• What did the presenters say
to us?
Then ask the presenting group
to discuss what it was saying
with its skit. Also ask group
members to talk about their
feelings as they took part in
the skit.
Try to keep each discussion
with skit to 10 minutes each.

the creative techniques used to
communicate a message) is as important as what is represented by
the presenters. The function of the
technique is to trigger associations for the viewers as well as represent the presenters’ reality, thus
developing a collective representation of the problem. Sometimes
the presenters are too close to
their reality to see the possible
meanings in it. There is no “right”
or “wrong” interpretation of a
socio-drama. In leading the discussion after a presentation, be careful to phrase your questions so as
to respect this, and not say something like “what were they trying
to say?”
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b) After the last presentation with questions, ask the entire group the
following questions. Record these points on the flip chart. (15 + minutes)
• What are the similarities in the presentations?
• What are the differences?
• What are the common themes?
• What are the causes? How has this come about?
• What are the consequences? Who benefits?
• What new insights, surprises, or patterns have emerged for you?
c) To close, summarize the discussion or ask if someone from the group
wants to summarize the main issues identified.

Objective:
Identify how context
impacts our work

Activity:
The Context of our
Work as Organizers

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers for three groups
• group task written on flip chart paper
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the task and divide into small groups
(30 minutes)
In this activity, participants look at how the context in which they
work becomes a factor that affects their organizing.
You have different options for forming groups here. You may have
participants divide into the same groups as for the above activity, as
this continues the process of analysis within a common sector or
organization. Or, you may divide participants by the geographical area
they work or live in. For example, in a large union or a provincial
organization, regional factors in the context may be critical.
Ask participants to complete the
following task (written on the flip
chart):
Identify common elements
that impact, shape, or
influence your organizing
work right now. Include
economic, social, political,
organizational, cultural, and
ecological factors. Represent
your conclusions in a collective
drawing.
Give groups 25 minutes to discuss
and draw their pictures.
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Note: A collective drawing is
not a work of high art—stick
figures may be used. There are
no art “standards” applied
here; everyone is valued as able
to draw. The point is to not use
words on paper. You can
demonstrate with a few stick
figures or coloured lines of
your own. Also give the groups
the option to have someone in
the group draw what the
others agree to.
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2. Group presentations and discussion
(30-45 minutes)
Have each group present their drawing, without explanation. After
each presentation, ask the observers:
• What do you see in this drawing?
• What are they saying?
Then have the presenting group explain what they put in their picture.

Or: As another option, have each group present and explain their
drawing. After all the presentations, ask:
• What are the similarities and differences in the drawings?
• What are the common themes illustrated in the drawings?
• What has brought about these common themes? (What are the
causes?)
Close the discussion by summarizing the key points made.

Objective:
Share the objectives
of our organizing work

Activity:
The Objectives of our
Work as Organizers

Time: 40 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
• slips of paper
How It’s Done:
1. Recalling our objectives
(5 minutes)
Have participants return to their same small groups based on common
work space, organization, or sector. Ask each person to write down
on a slip of paper the three main objectives of their organizing work.
Use the following questions to help clarify the task:
What are you trying to accomplish in your work? What changes do
you dream of making?
(15 minutes)
2. Finding common objectives within small groups
Have each person share their objectives within their group. Then have
the groups synthesize these objectives into a few common objectives
and write them on flip chart paper.
(20 minutes)
3. Developing common objectives of the large group
Have each group present their objectives to the large group. Then
have the large group synthesize these objectives and come to some
agreement, if possible, on what represents their common objectives
as a group. If an objective cannot be synthesized into another one,
keep it as it is.
In closing this activity, tell participants that they will be coming back
to these objectives later.
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Objective:
Reflect on our daily life at
home and in the community
and how it affects our
organizing work

Activity:
24 Hours

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• a large cleared area in the room
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the activity
(15 minutes)
Explain that this is a fun exercise adapted from a theatre game and
involves using our bodies to remember what we do and feel throughout
the hours of our day.
You will be “the clock” and will slowly call out the time, allowing roughly
30 seconds to represent each hour. Give participants these directions:
Physically act out what you do in your day over a 24-hour period.
Pick an average day this week. Try to remember and act out as
much as you can, remembering both positive and negative aspects.
I will be the clock and will call out the hours as we slowly go
through the day and night. Feel free to use the whole room, to lie
on the floor, to cross the room if need be, and to use your voice.
We will start at 5:00 in the morning.
(8-12 minutes)
2. Acting out
As you call out the hours, participants act out their 24 hours.
(10-12 minutes)
3. Debriefing in small groups
Have participants form groups of three or four, choosing one person
who will report back the common themes of their discussion of the
following questions.
• What did you experience and learn about yourself in this activity?
• What did you observe about the rest of the group?
• What were some of the positives in your 24-hour day? The negatives?
(20 minutes)
4. Large group sharing and discussion
Have each group report to the large group. Then ask the following
(where appropriate):
• What issues came up for you as you observed your day?
• Why is it important to consider our full 24 hours when we are assessing
our work as organizers?
(if a mixed gender group)
• What differences did you observe between the men and the women?
•
•
•
•
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(if a group of women only)
What are the types of work women do in a day?
How is this work (women’s work) valued?
What function or role does this work play in society and in the economy?
How does the time spent on this type of work (reproductive labour,
community work, etc.) impact on our organizing?
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This activity can be used with a different set of questions depending on
your group. Here are two examples.
• With a group of low-income men and women the discussion initially
focused on gender. The men were throwing darts and drinking beer in
the pub at 5:00 p.m. and the women were running around picking up
children and cooking. The discussion moved on to examine the similarities
and differences in daily conditions for women and men on low incomes
and the impact of poverty.
• With workers from the Hospital Employees Union, the discussion focused
on how work had intensified with workplace restructuring, for example,
Patient Focused Care (PFC) and Total Quality Management (TQM) and
how that affected their home lives, their bodies, their ability to work
together, and so on.

Women often perform a “triple role” in society. First, they are usually the ones who are responsible for
the daily care and maintenance of children and family, on which all of society depends. This primary role of
creating and preparing other family members to go out to work (or reproductive labour) is usually invisible
and not valued. Second, when many women go outside the home to their paid jobs, they often continue this
role in their work as teachers, health care workers, and hospitality and service workers. Finally, women take
on a third (and unpaid) role working in the community as volunteers in churches, schools, women’s groups,
and community associations.
As cutbacks in social programs continue, the unpaid, often invisible, work of women continues. When the Conservative government in Ontario massively cut social programs in the fall of 1995, it expected community groups
and churches to take up the slack. This has meant that the task of feeding the hungry, helping the poor, and caring
for the sick and elderly has fallen disproportionately on women working at home and as volunteers in the community. This growth of women's triple role is occurring internationally, propping up the new global economies.
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Objective:
Identify the contradictions
in our organizing work

Activity:

Time: 35minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
How It’s Done:
Make sure this discussion is recorded.

Confrontation

Note: This activity is called a “confrontation” because participants
bring together all the different parts of the previous activities to
meet “head on.” The purpose is to uncover and name some of the
contradictions, tensions, and connections in our work. Make sure
participants have had a break before doing this activity as it requires
concentration, and is best not done at the end of a long day.
(5 minutes)
1. Bringing it all together
Put the objectives of the group and the collective drawings of their
contexts up on the walls . Have participants walk around and look at
these. When they have returned to their seats, ask them to think
about the skits, and the 24-hour exercise.
(30 minutes)
2. Discussion
Have participants stay in one large group. The task here is to bring
different parts of their experience together to reflect on the
relationship between them.
If there are different focuses because the large group is so diverse,
have participants return to their same small group and answer the
questions based on its specific focus. Then have them return to the
large group to share their insights with the other groups. You might
ask one group to volunteer to reflect on their experiences in front of
the large group, so that the others can see how the process works.

•
•
•
•
•
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The group’s focus will determine what experiences they decide to
bring together to confront. For example, if the group is confused
about its objectives and direction, the main focus will be the objectives.
You would ask:
What are the contradictions between your objectives (as you have
stated them) and your practice?
What are the incongruities between what you are doing (reality) and
thinking (objectives)? What is going on? Why?
What are the contradictions between your objectives and your
context?
What are the contradictions between your daily domestic reality and
your objectives?
What are the connections?
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Or, if the group feels it is “out of sync” or has lost touch with its
context, then the focus will be the context. The contradictions to
examine will be those between the context and its practice, the context
and its objectives, and the context and daily life. Often, daily domestic
reality has been completely forgotten in the organizing process. A
group may choose that as its focus, and confront the reality of their
practice, their context, and their objectives with their daily domestic
and personal life.
(10 minutes)
3. Further questions
The discussion of the contradictions in our work usually leads to further
questions about the theme of the training, which in this case is
organizing. Ask the following and record the answers:
• What questions or issues do you want to explore further in this course?
• What new insights have you gained about your organizing work?

Objective:
Reflect on deeper
questions of meaning
in our organizing

Activity:
Reflecting with a
Sacred Text
(Optional)

Time: 70 minutes
What You Need:
• a few copies of sacred texts, for example, Christian Scriptures, Hebrew
Scriptures, the Tao Te Ching, the Koran, literature or poetry that
some groups value as sacred, or sacred stories from an indigenous
tradition within the group
• task and questions in Step 2 written on the flip chart
How It’s Done:
1. Raising questions
of faith
(10 minutes)
Review the questions and issues
raised in the last activity. Then ask
and record the responses to the
following:
• What are the questions of faith
or meaning for you in all this?
• Where is the pain and suffering?
• Where are the signs of hope?

Note: This activity is a
continuation of the previous
activity, but with a different
dimension for those who
want to include a spiritual or
faith perspective in their
reflection on organizing.

(40 minutes)
2. Reflection on a sacred text
If the group has a common faith tradition, form three or four small
groups by numbering off. If participants have different faiths, have
them form groups around the resource they want to draw on, for
example, the Bible or the Koran. If there are participants in the group
who don’t identify with a faith tradition, have them group around a
story or poem that speaks to them. Have each group appoint a recorder
who will briefly report back the main points of the discussion.
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Ask the group to complete the following task and questions written on
the flip chart:
Choose a scripture text from your tradition that you feel speaks
to your situation as organizers.
Respond to this text from your experience. Discuss what it says to
you.
After you have shared your initial responses, discuss the following:
• What questions or issues do you have about the text?
• Whose voices are not heard in the text?
• When the text was written? What is the economic, political,
and social context of the text? What was the author’s intent at
that time?
• What is the message for our reality today?
• What does it say to us about how we do our work? About the
questions we raised in the last activity?
3. Report back
(20 minutes)
Have each small group report back to the large group the text they
chose and a summary of their reflections. Continue further discussion
in the large group.

Objective:
Identify and analyse some of
the underlying dynamics that
affect our organizing

Activity:
Bottles

Time: 45 minutes
What You Need:
• three empty wine-shaped bottles
• bucket of water
• funnel
• spoon, cup, and measuring cup with a lip
• rules of the game written on flip chart paper
How It’s Done:
1. Ask for volunteers and describe
RULES OF THE GAME
the task
(5 minutes)
1. Do not wet the floor.
Ask for three volunteers. Have
the rest of the group remain in
2. Do not move the bottles.
the large circle. The three stand
3. Do not move the bucket.
in a line at one end of the room,
each in front of an empty bottle.
4. You win by filling the bottles.
At the other side of the room is
a bucket full of water. Give each
volunteer an implement; one a spoon, the second a cup, the third a
measuring cup and a funnel.
Once they are set up, read out the rules of the game. Do not say
anything more than the rules. Once they say they have understood
the rules, say “go.”
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2. Playing the game
see Note below

(5-10 minutes)

3. Discussing the game after it is finished
(30 minutes)
a) Once the game feels like it is over, ask each of the volunteers:
• What was your experience of this?
• What were the different stages of the game and what happened for
you at each stage?
Then ask the observers:
• What did you experience as observers?
b) To focus the discussion in one possible direction, ask:
• What happened to the person with all the resources?
• What happened to the one with the least?
• How does that compare with our situation?
• How do we use our resources?
or in another direction, ask:
• How did they observe the rules?
• What is our
relationship to
rules?
c) To synthesize the
activity, ask:
• What conclusions
can we draw?
• What helps or
can help us
organize and
work together
better?

Note There is no set way that this game is supposed to be played.
Every group does it differently and the way the game is played, as well
as the discussion after, always varies depending on who is in the group.
The point of the activity is not to reflect on the “right” way to do the
game. Rather it helps participants reflect on what they can learn about
themselves and each other in their organizing practice by how they
participated in the game (both the volunteers and the observers).
You may find the volunteers finish the task; you may find there are
some who give up or get stuck. If this happens you may ask the large
group (if they haven’t already become involved): Do you think they are
finished? Remind them that the task is to fill all the bottles, and to
not be satisfied if one bottle is empty.
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The social identities and life experiences of participants greatly affects how the
game is played and the conclusions drawn. Here is an example of some synthesis
remarks on this exercise done by Fredy Morales of CANTERA at a workshop
held in BC (February 1995).
“Assumptions were made about the rules and the players treated it as a
competition. It does not say in the rules that the game must be competitive.
To win the players had to co-operate. The one with resources only used
them for himself. Is there a lack of resources or do we not know how to
recognize and use them? Who has the resources globally and who doesn’t?
What are other resources besides material resources that we can draw
on?
If we play by the rules of the game it may be more difficult to reach our
goal. Our interpretation of the rules also influences the way we play the
game. Should we challenge the rules? We give more importance to the
rules than to the goals we are trying to accomplish. Who enforces the
rules? How are they enforced? Which comes first—the law or social
development? Laws are subject to social change and usually are changed
only after social pressure.”

Objective:
Identify the strengths
in our organizing

Activity:
Naming our Strengths
(Option A)

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper and markers for
each group
How It’s Done:
1. Reflection alone
(5 minutes)
Ask participants to relax in their chairs,
and spend a few minutes being aware
of their breathing. Then ask them to
go over in their mind’s eye the work/
organizing they have done in the past
two weeks. What did they like and
what worked? What’s given them
energy? What supports them in their
daily life? Remind them to include their
full 24 hours and not just the time
spent organizing.
2. Sharing in small groups (15 minutes)
Ask participants to group with three
people around them and share the
positive moments they remember.
Have them record these positive
moments on flip chart paper.
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Note: Community diagnosis focuses largely on
“problem-posing”—
identifying the problems
in our work or struggles.
In order to counteract
participants’ feeling overwhelmed by the problems,
it is helpful to have them
also name the strengths of
their work and their “best
thinking to date” on their
problems. This activity
reminds participants that
a lot of what they are
doing is working well and
is building a movement.
You may do this activity
here or insert it earlier, at
a “low point” in a session.
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3. Reporting and discussion
(30 minutes)
Have each group report their positive moments and successes on flip
chart paper and then post their comments on the wall.
Referring to these comments, ask: What is our best thinking to date
on the problems we have identified in our diagnosis?
Record the key points of this discussion. You may want to draw on
some of these points later on in the training.

Activity:
Changing the Story
(Option B)

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• short clip of the skit in the opening workshop of the video
Counting Our Victories
• VCR machine and TV monitor
How It’s Done:
1. Showing and discussing the video clip
(10 minutes)
This activity gives participants a chance to “replay” some of the scenes
they presented in the skit in the activity “The Reality of our Work.”
The task here is to create a different scenario and way of responding
to the same situation, or to part of the situation, that they portrayed
earlier. To illustrate how they will do this, show the short clip from
the video where a group participant or “spec-actor” stops a dramatic
scene and enters into it by replacing one of the characters. Ask participants:
• What’s happening here?
• What are the issues raised about organizing?
• What do you think of the solution posed by the woman who
intervened?
• What are some of the ways you’ve dealt with these problems in your
organizing?
(40 minutes)
2. Presentation of short scenes and “spec-acting”
Have participants break into the same small groups they were in for
the first activity “The Reality of our Work.” Ask the groups to take a

Note: One viewer of the video commented that it was a “magic
solution” and hence not realistic. However, others disagreed. In using
this technique it is important that the intervenor respects the “givens”
of a problem, and is somewhat consistent with the character she or
he replaces. In this scene, the intervenor did maintain the initial
concern or motivation of the first woman—to get her fellow worker
“out to the streets.” What she changed was “how to do what one has
to do.” (see Boal, 1992, 239-240)
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few minutes to choose a scene from their earlier skit to present to
the large group. Ask one group to volunteer to present their scene.
Have the group go through the skit once, then repeat it a second
time. It is during the second presentation that anyone can call “stop.”
This stops the action and the person goes up to replace one of the
characters. They then replay the scene with the new direction given
by the “spec-actor.”
Repeat these steps with the other groups. After each revised scene, ask:
• How did she/he change the situation?
• What do you think of the new solution? Have you applied it in your
own work? How?
The scene can also be repeated with the original characters and a
different “spec-actor” who intervenes with a new solution.
Close with a discussion of the different approaches participants brought
to the problems identified. Record the ideas that emerge.

Objective:
Review and reflect on a
method for examining our
organizational practice

Activity:
Fly on the Ceiling

Time: 45 minutes
What You Need:
• two sets of differently coloured cards or coloured cardboard pieces—
one set with the names of the activities in this module; the other set,
with the objectives that match the exercises. Mix up the cards.
• “Fly on the Ceiling” handout
• graphic of the quadruple diagnosis
How It’s Done:
(5-10 minutes)
1. Workshop reconstruction
Give everyone in the group one or two cards. Their task is to match
the objective and activity cards and place them in the order in which
the exercises were done. This can be done on the wall or the floor.
You can give clues if they are getting stuck.
2. Reflection on what has been learned
(25 minutes)
Have participants divide at random into three groups. Ask each group
to pick two activities from this module that were important for their
learning. Have them discuss what they learned, their feelings during
the activities, and what purpose the activity served for them. (This is
the second question on the “Fly” sheet.) Have each group briefly
report back their conclusions.
3. How to do a “quadruple diagnosis”
(10 minutes)
At this point you may present an overview of the “quadruple diagnosis”
and share some of the organizing and pedagogical principles behind
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the process of having a group or community diagnose their common
problems (see introduction to this module and the following notes).
Allow time for questions.

QUADRUPLE DIAGNOSIS
Reality of
our Practice

Context

Confrontation

Objectives

Daily Life

The starting point of organizing is people’s own experience. The function of doing a diagnosis
is to help people get an overview of all the dimensions of their problem. Usually people just
start with and stay with the immediate problem they are experiencing—the “reality” of their
practice. The quadruple diagnosis process brings in key elements—context, objectives, and
daily life—that are part of their experience but that are often overlooked.
•
•
•
•

Behind this process lie some basic pedagogical or teaching/learning principles.
The process moves from the particular to the general, the concrete to the abstract, the
simple to the complex.
The reason for the “confrontation” is to bring to the surface latent contradictions in the
situation.
The function of the instructor/organizer here is to be neutral. She or he does not present a
personal opinion on the subject. Her or his role is to facilitate the diagnosis, and help people
make connections and see patterns.
The process helps participants to look for constants in the different elements and to become
aware of the complexity of their reality and how they are part of a larger global context.
In starting from people’s experience there are different entry points. An entry point is an
area in which people usually have strong feelings. It is the point where you can start organizing,
because it is easier to engage people in these concrete, often material or physical aspects of
their lives that they want to change. Your choice of entry point depends on the variables
within a group. For an organization with internal or directional problems you might start
with examining the reality of their organizational practice. For a group where stress is an
issue, you may start with daily life.
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DOING SOCIAL ANALYSIS
OBJECTIVES
•
•

•

•

Introduce social analysis categories and their
importance for organizing
Structural Analysis
• Examine how global restructuring affects our daily lives
• Show the class system and unequal distribution
of wealth and power in Canadian society
• Identify the key actors to be considered when
analyzing our reality
Conjunctural Analysis
• Identify the forces in the history of our struggle
• Describe and discuss the present conjuncture
• Name how the present conjuncture affects our
organizing work
Reflect on the process and summarize the underlying
principles of social analysis

Module at a Glance
Fly on the Ceiling
Historical Timeline

Coun
t

ies
tor

g our Vic
n
i

The Conjuncture
and our Struggle
Whose Headlines
Who’s Playing
the Game
Quarters

Module Time:
9 1/2 hours
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Coffee Cup

The Changes in
our Daily Lives
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T

o organize for real change we need to understand the underlying
causes of our problems and determine what opportunities for
action can be effective. This is called doing social analysis. Social
analysis is a way of “reading” or understanding our daily reality that
takes into account the economic, social, political, ecological, and
ideological dimensions that underlie and shape it.
We do social analysis because it provides a deeper insight into the causes
of a situation, and therefore of the possible organizing strategies we
can adopt in order to change it. With social analysis, we move to a
different level of understanding of what we need to change and where
our struggle fits in with others’ struggles as part of a larger “people’s
movement.”
In the previous module, participants examined their daily
experience as organizers. In this
module, they look at the many
external forces that affect their
experience and the ways social
analysis can be used as part of the
organizing process. They look at
ways to do social analysis from
different starting points—from
daily experience, from social
structures (structural analysis),
and from the present political
“moment” or “conjuncture”
(conjunctural analysis).
You may choose to do the entire
module over a two-day period, or
do structural or conjunctural
analysis alone in a one-day session.

“

What and how social
analysis is done depends on
the interests of the doers.
How you see reality depends
on:

• The kind of society you
want to build
• How you are personally
affected
• Your social location
• Your commitment to social
change
Social analysis can be used to
further oppress or to
liberate, depending on who
is doing the analysis. These
tools are not neutral.

”

(Benjamin Bravo Perez)
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There are three types of social analysis tools that you can use in
organizing: analysis of experience, structural analysis, and conjunctural
analysis.

Analysis of experience uses direct description of events. People share
how they are experiencing a problem. Several techniques can be used—
socio-drama, cartoons, collective drawing, story-telling, photos, songs—
to collectively represent an issue or problem and to stimulate a discussion
of what, how, and why events have occurred. This form of analysis is
valuable because it gets people to talk together about what they have
experienced. This is the first step in analysing their collective reality. It
thus provides a basis for deeper forms of analysis.
The disadvantage of this type of analysis alone is that usually the problem
presented is isolated from other realities. People feel overwhelmed at
the listing of problems, and the actions taken will usually be targeted at
a symptom, rather than being part of a plan that gets at underlying
causes (for example, forming an Alcoholics Anonymous group to deal
with a high rate of alcoholism in a community rather than looking at
unemployment, loss of land, and loss of cultural identity).

Structural analysis uses symbols (such as a tree or pyramid) or simulation
exercises to get to the underlying levels of a problem, issue, or situation.
It helps a group to develop goals and objectives that challenge the root
causes and to more clearly read the possibilities in the future. Structural
analysis usually involves introducing abstract categories of analysis—
such as ideological, economic, political, environmental, and social
structures—to illustrate the complexity and different levels of reality.
The disadvantage of structural analysis is that because it is quite abstract,
it is easy to stay on an intellectual level. The causes of problems are not
immediate and are usually removed from the day-to-day effects people
feel. (In fact, it is tapping into how people feel and experience a problem
that helps to motivate them to work for social change). Structural analysis
can also leave people feeling overwhelmed by the scope of the problem.

Conjunctural analysis is a rigorous analysis of the balance of social forces
at a given moment in order to describe and determine the weakness of
your opponents and the opportunities for effective action. Conjunctural
analysis involves assessing the forces around a given situation in order
to set manageable objectives. Conjunctural analysis is a useful tool for a
group with a sense of its goals and a high level of organization. However,
it can be confusing and be experienced as just an intellectual exercise
with a group that does not have a common focus or objectives.
Adapted from Tipos de Analisis de la Realidad Pastoral by Pbro.Lic.
Benjamin Bravo Perez, Mexico, DF., 1987
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Objective:
Introduce social analysis
categories and their
importance for organizing

Activity
Cup of Coffee

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• mug with coffee
• various objects, such as a credit card, political T-shirt, poster,
Levi jeans, can of Coke, Sports Illustrated magazine
• cardboard strips with the words: social, economic, political,
ideological, ecological, and interests
• flip chart
How It’s Done:
1. Introducing the activity and defining social analysis
(5 minutes)
This activity introduces participants to the concept of social analysis
and some of the categories or terms that are used in doing social
analysis.
Begin by asking participants to define what the term social analysis
means to them. Record the answers.
(10 minutes)
2. Analysis of a cup of coffee
a) Hold up a cup of coffee or put it in the centre of the circle on the
floor. Ask: To do a social analysis of this coffee, what are some of the
questions we need to ask about it? (For example: What and who is
involved in the production, sale, use, or distribution of the coffee?
What are some consequences? Who benefits?) List the questions on a
flip chart.
b) Group the questions that participants come up with.
c) Together, briefly discuss the answers to some of the questions.
3. Introduce categories of social analysis
(10 minutes)
Hold up the cardboard strips with the words: social, economic, political,
ideological, ecological, interests. Explain that these categories represent
different levels or dimensions that together structure the complex reality
we experience. Briefly describe each level.
Economic - the distribution of goods, income, and resources
Political - the exercise of power and mechanisms through which
people are heard
Social human rights and obligations regardless of difference
Ideological -values and belief system
Ecological - relationship with “natural” world
Interests - whose voice is being heard or represented
Ask for additional comments and questions. Then ask: Which questions
or information that we discussed about the cup of coffee relate to
which categories? Are there any questions we could add (about the
cup of coffee)?
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4. Analysing objects (25 minutes)
a) Place the remaining objects in the
centre of the room on the floor with
some distance among each. Have
participants pick and stand by an
object they would like to analyse.
Ask the participants to form a group
with those that chose the same
object. Have them discuss their
object and its social “dimensions,”
applying the six categories on the
cards (10 minutes)

Note: When doing social

analysis it is easy to slip
into jargon or use terms
a group is not familiar
with. Avoid using words
like “ideological” if you
can use a more specific
reference or question, for
example, “What values
and belief systems are
represented here?”

b) Have each group briefly describe the object and its social meaning to
the large group. (10 minutes)
c) Summarize the activity and ask the group for any concluding
reflections and questions on social analysis.

Structural Analysis
Objective:
Examine how global
restructuring affects
our daily lives

Activity:
The Changes in
our Daily Lives

Source: Bonnie Mcmackon and Jonathan Gould,
adapted from Getting Started on Social Analysis, eds.
Jamie Swift and Michael Czerny SJ.

Time: 2 hours (including a 10-minute break)
What You Need:
• Guided meditation exercise from “To be a Woman: African
Women’s Response to the Economic Crisis,” p. 12 (see
Appendix D: Resources) or any similar guided meditation that
takes participants back in time to their daily life 5 or 10 years ago
and then forward to today
• two differently coloured pads of stickies (2" x 2") (post-it notes),
pieces of paper, or flashcards
• large tree drawn on two pieces of flip chart paper or a chalkboard
• tape
How It’s Done:
PART ONE
(5 minutes)
1. Introduce the activity
The purpose of this activity is to show how the changes we experience
at a daily level are linked to broader social and economic forces. Give
a brief overview of the activity and its purpose, and then introduce
the guided meditation.
It is important that people feel comfortable about doing a guided
meditation. Explain that this is a process that uses our right brain or
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imagination, and that puts us into a relaxed state so we can let go of
our daily worries and get some intuitive insights. Give participants
the option of participating or not. Also give them the option of closing
their eyes or keeping them open.
2. Guided meditation
(10 minutes)
First lead the participants through a short relaxation process (for
example, by focusing on breathing). Have participants imagine
themselves 10 years ago (or 5, if the participants are youths). Take
them slowly through a normal day in that past—morning, afternoon,
evening, and night—and have them observe their main concerns or
problems around work and survival. Ask at each stage of the day:
• What are you doing?
• How do you spend your time?
• What are your major concerns or problems?
Then take them to a normal day in the present, again moving through
the day and asking the same questions.
Finally ask: What are some of the differences between 10 years ago
and now?
Slowly bring participants back to being present in the room.

Note: This exercise was developed in Africa for women
whose lives had significantly changed for the worse in the
last ten years. We used it in our training with middle class
and working poor women who had also experienced a
worsening in their economic and working conditions.
However, for people whose conditions were already bad
ten years ago, who were “at the bottom” then, this exercise
needs to be adapted. For example, questions you could
ask instead are: What supports did you have then? What
job options were available? How far did your welfare
cheque go? How did you use your spare time? What was
the role of social workers? Your questions change with
the group.
Remember to be clear in your introduction that the intent
here is to have participants identify the changes in the
economic and daily conditions of their lives, not to focus
on personal changes like divorce, heartbreak, and so on.
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3. Sharing in small groups
(35 minutes)
Divide participants into groups of four by numbering off. Give each
group a set of differently coloured stickies (or flashcards or pieces of
paper) and ask them to complete the task written on the flip chart.
Share the major changes in your daily lives between then and now.
Discuss these questions:
• What are some of the consequences or main impacts of these
changes on you, on your body and spirit, on your home life, and
on your community life?
• What are the main stressors in your life right now?
Record the main consequences or impacts on one colour of stickies
(all groups are to use the same colour) and the main stressors on the
other colour of stickies.
4. Reporting back and placing cards on tree
(20 minutes)
Explain the tree. The leaves represent the consequences they are
experiencing. The trunk represents what is causing their present stress.
The roots are the underlying causes of these stressors.
Ask groups to report to the large group the major stressors and consequences they are experiencing
because of the changes they
Note: Have a break at
named. As they talk, have them
this point because the
place their stickies on the leaves
next stage in the activity
and trunk of the tree as appromoves more into “head”
priate. Explain that they will reanalysis. As this is a long
turn to the tree for another stage
activity you might also do
of the activity after the break.
a short body exercise to
free up more energy. (see
At the end of the presentations,
Appendix A: Working
ask participants what they
Through the Body)
observed and learned from each
other and the activity so far.
PART TWO
5. Large group discussion of the social tree
(25 minutes)
a) Ask participants to take a few minutes to look closely at what they
have put up on the tree. Then ask:
• What further observations or reactions do you have?
• Are there any other impacts or consequences you would like to add
to the leaves of the tree?
• What are the underlying causes, that is, what is at the root of some
of these consequences and stressors?
Write in these underlying causes on the roots of the tree. (This can be
done by participants or the facilitator.)
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Note: Sometimes a group gets confused at the question
of underlying causes. If the group is stuck, try asking
questions to move the analysis forward rather than
immediately responding with a mini-lecture. For example:
• If Patient-Focused Care programs are put on the tree
as a stressor ask: Why have these programs been
introduced? Whose idea are they? Who is benefiting?
What is the larger picture they are part of?
• If a group of women put on the tree "holding three
part-time jobs," "no childcare," and so on, you may ask:
How have women’s lives changed compared to men’s?
How have women’s wages changed in this period? What
social program cutbacks are affecting women’s lives?
How is your work valued? Who is benefiting from the
worsening of your working conditions?

6. Discussion of the
implications for organizing
(15 minutes)
At this point, the panorama
of the tree gives participants
an overview of the forces
affecting their daily lives.
Now ask:
• What does this mean for our
organizing? (Address all
three levels of the tree.)
• What are some of the
opportunities, openings,
and entry points for
organizing that have come
up on the tree?

Note: You may need to

remind participants of the
meaning of entry point (see
Module 3). Here is an
example. In one training,
women mentioned repetitive
strain injuries and depression
as two major consequences
of our working lives being
speeded up. Repetitive strain
injuries and depression then
became organizing “entry
points.”

To close, check the feelings of participants. Often it is easy with a
social analysis activity like this to overlook that participants may have
a range of emotional reactions, especially when they get a sense of
the “big picture.” Ask participants to share how they are feeling
now.
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Objective:
Show the class system and
unequal distribution of
wealth and power in
Canadian society

Activity:
Quarters

Time: 40-50 minutes
What You Need:
• 100 quarters divided into five piles representing the following:
no quarters (in debt)
2 quarters
9 quarters
19 quarters
68 quarters

=
=
=
=
=

20% of population
20%
20%
20%
20%

has 0.3% of the wealth
has 2.4% of the wealth
has 9.3% of the wealth
has 19.8% of the wealth
has 68.8% of the wealth

How It’s Done:
Note: In this activity,
1. Introduce the activity
groups often vary in
Explain that the purpose of this
areas they want to
activity is to explore how class exists
discuss in more depth,
and functions in Canadian society.
therefore we have not
Arbitrarily divide the large group into
given specific times for
five groups of equal numbers. Give
the steps of the exercise.
each group a pile of quarters. The
number of quarters given to each
group varies by the percentage of wealth that each 20% or 1/5th of
the population has. (This is based on 1987 Statistics Canada survey
of Canadian wealth, the last time this survey was conducted. On the
basis of the division of global income surveyed in 1992 we can
confidently guess that the first and last quintile are even further apart
now. The 1992 UN Report on Human Development stated that the
richest 20% of the world’s population receives 150 times as much
income as the poorest 20%.)
Explain to each group which fifth of the population they represent.
Ask them to get into that role of having those quarters as their wealth.
(You might want to point out that the top 4% of the population have
46.7 %, or 47 quarters.)
Ask each group to discuss: How do you feel being in the group you
are in?
2. Reports from each group
Ask groups to report back, while remaining in their group. Ask them
to try to stay with their feelings as they do so. Allow a few minutes
for this. Then ask: How do you feel about people in the other groups?
3. Reflection on actual locations
After the groups have responded, have participants consider their
actual position in their present lives. Tell them that the majority of
people do not move from one position to another, although there is
some movement, usually to the next group immediately up or down.
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Ask:
• Have you moved up or down at all in your life? Which group are you
in now?
• Is this the same or a different group from where you were raised?
Invite participants to share their feelings and ideas in the small group.
It is important to say that sharing is optional both in the small group
and in the large group.

Note: This reflection can be very personal and emotional. Ensure
that participants feel free to not share. The purpose at this point
is that they reflect on their own situation and class position,
whether of privilege or of struggle. A more analytical discussion
will take place in the large group.
3. Large group discussion
Ask the groups to move the quarters to the centre of the room but
keep them in their piles. The activity now opens up to discussion
which will vary depending on the awareness and class positions of
the participants. Here are some
questions to ask:
Note: Do not lead this
• How does the discrepancy in wealth
activity until you have
reflect the power structure in our
closely examined your
society?
own class position.
• What does it mean regarding
This exercise is best
availability of resources?
facilitated by low-income
• How are you treated in our society?
people or people who
How do you treat others?
have had experience
• Who is benefiting from the present
working with classism.
economic and political shift to the
There is a danger that you
right? Who is being hurt?
may reinforce classist
• How is Canadian society usually
attitudes or stereotypes if
described in terms of class?
you are not aware of
• What part of the system would have
them. You may need to
to change so that the quarters were
ask for help from an antiredistributed more equally? (The
poverty organizer before
group can redistribute the quarters
leading this activity.
as they talk about this.)

Source: End Legislated Poverty
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Objective:

Time: 65 minutes

Identify the key actors
to be considered when
analysing our reality

What You Need:
• set of flashcards made of coloured posterboard, each card
approximately 4" x 11". Print on the cards the following:
Canadian Manufacturers Association, World Bank, International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Business Council of National Interests,
Fraser Institute, C.D. Howe Institute, Royal Bank, Cargil, Northern
Telecom, Microsoft, MacMillan Bloedel, Canadian Center for Policy
Alternatives(CCPA), Canadian Auto Workers, National Action
Committee on the Status of Women (NAC), National Anti-Poverty
Organization, Canadian Labour Congress (CLC), Action Canada
Network (ACN), Council of Canadians, Public Service Alliance of
Canada (PSAC), Green Party, Reform Party, Canadian Chamber of
Commerce, Bank of Montreal, Imperial Bank of Commerce, Bank of
Canada, Greenpeace, National Citizen’s Coalition
• some blank cards for additions
• markers
• masking tape to put up the cards if using the wall
• background research for yourself on the groups on the flashcards and
what interests they represent (see CCPA’s Monitor, ACN’s Dossier, and
information handouts of groups like the CLC and PSAC)

Activity:
Who's Playing the Game?

How It’s Done:
1. Group and classify the cards
(15 minutes)
Explain that the purpose of this activity is to gain more understanding
of the various players and their interests in the present socio-economic
context. You will need a large space for the group to lay out all the
cards. This can be a wall or the floor.
Give each person a few cards and tell them that their task is to group
each actor with others that are similar in nature. (You may wish to
designate one end of the wall or floor as politically “right” and the
other as “left.” This is an over-simplification, so consider first whether
it would be helpful or not for your group.) Participants can ask each

Note: For this activity you can also choose to consider the actors

or players involved in a particular issue the group is working on.
The above are some of the actors in “the big picture” of forces
affecting economic and social conditions in Canada at this time. If
you focus on a specific issue, you will have to prepare a different
set of flashcards that are linked to that issue. The initial purpose
of this exercise is to introduce the concepts of actors and interests
to a group which may be unfamiliar with these concepts, as a
preparation for doing conjunctural analysis.
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other questions and help each other with the groupings. They can
also add new players they think are important to consider.
Once the participants have grouped the cards, check for agreement
on the groupings. Encourage discussion as to why or why not a
player is placed in a certain group.
If participants are unfamiliar with some of the players, have them
put those cards aside.
After they have finished grouping what they do know, briefly explain
what each unknown player is. Then ask participants to place these
cards as well.
(20 minutes)
2. Small group discussion of the groupings
Depending on how many groupings or classifications the group has
created, ask participants to choose one classification which they know
something about for a more in-depth small-group discussion. Make
sure there are at least two people for a group and no more than five,
and that all groupings are covered (some small groups may need to
take two categories). Ask the groups to discuss:
• What do these organizations do?
• What are their interests?
• How do they influence the economy? Social policy?
• What ideas or policies do they have?
• Who benefits by this group’s ideas and policies?
• Who is hurt by them?
• What power do they have?
• Who do they represent? Whose side are they on?
Have each group prepare a short report of their discussion.
(30 minutes)
3. Presentations
Have each small group stand with their card grouping and report on
their discussion. Other participants and the facilitators can add their
ideas. Have these points recorded so that they can be typed up and
given to participants as background information.

Source: Linda Moreau and Rose Brown,
End Legislated Poverty
Bodywork When Doing Social Analysis
Social analysis is tiring. It can also be depressing if participants are used
to seeing everything from the dominant perspective and don’t have a
strong sense of their own history of struggle and the gains as well as
losses of popular groups over the years. Therefore it is extremely important
to do bodywork during social analysis (see Appendix A). Bioenergetics-
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type exercises raise a lot of energy and get out feelings. Relaxation exercises
get people back in their bodies, out of their heads, and feeling revitalized.
Fast-paced physical games are fun but not that useful here because
although they allow for short bursts of energy they don’t restore energy
in the ways relaxation or bioenergetic approaches do.

Conjunctural Analysis
Objective:
Identify the forces in the
history of our struggle

Activity:
Historical Timeline

Time: 50 minutes
What You Need:
• long sheet of newsprint fastened on the wall
• markers
How It’s Done:
Note: You can find an
1. Explain purpose of the
example of a group
activity and how the
working on a historical
timeline works
(5 minutes)
timeline in the section
Conjunctural analysis is a process
on the nurses in the
of doing political analysis for
Counting Our Victories
action, or of "naming the moment"
video.
(Barndt, 1989). Part of that
process involves looking at the
history of struggle on an issue. The historical timeline is a tool that
helps participants reconstruct the history of their struggle in order
to see what lessons can be learned from this history and to see how
forces shift over time.
a) Make sure the group has identified what struggle is critical to their
interests and what history they want to look at. A group of health
care workers involved in the struggle for medicare and improved
health care may look at the history of their union; a group of antipoverty activists may look at the history of the fight for welfare
rights. The history needs to be relevant to the present struggle of
the group.
b) Ask the participants to discuss and agree to the timeframe of the
line: when does it begin and end? Draw a line along the paper and
write these dates at opposite ends. Sometimes the group might want
to project anticipated future events or potential reactions, so they
might extend the timeline into the immediate future.
c) The timeline can have one theme or two. For example, it can be the
history of key events or moments in a struggle—placed above or
below the line within a set time frame. Or it could include the actors
and actions that have moved forward the objectives of the group,
written on one side of the line, and the actions and actors that
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threatened or undermined the objectives, written on the other side.
The latter approach is useful in conjunctural analysis for assessing
the shift in forces from one moment to the next; the former is useful
when a group is identifying its history to see what lessons they can
learn to advance their present struggle
.

In a 1994 workshop on “Defending Medicare” with Hospital Employee Union
members, the group did a historical timeline of the history of the union. At
first everyone panicked because they felt they didn’t know enough. However,
when the older members of the group got up and filled in some of the
earlier history, those who had been in the union only a few years felt
comfortable adding what they had experienced during their shorter time
with the union. Reviewing this history and some of the lessons learned
helped in the next stage of the workshop—identifying the forces that were
promoting or undermining healthcare workers’ struggles for improved
health care and Medicare.
In a two-day course on Canada’s social safety net for the BC Community
Development Institute, participants used the timeline to work on the history
of social programs. The facilitators from End Legislated Poverty used two
big pieces of paper along two walls with a line drawn through the middle,
with dates from the 16th century to the present. The participants were
divided into four teams with different coloured markers. They represented
government and laws, the elite and big business, workers, and the people’s
attitudes about poor people and poverty. People wrote what they knew
about poverty and social programs from different times in history and then
had a lively discussion of similarities between what was happening now
and situations in the past and where social programs could go from here.
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2. Participants fill in the timeline
(25 minutes)
You can ask people to come up one at a time and put events on the
line in a random fashion, or you can start at the beginning and ask
for events in chronological order.
Another approach is to ask participants to group into time periods
and in small groups, briefly discuss what they know of the period.
Then each group writes in its information. Other participants add
events that have been left out.
3. Discussion of the timeline and its lessons
(20 minutes)
When everyone, including the facilitator, has added as much to the
timeline as they can, have participants comment on any new insights
or learning from reading this history. Ask:
• What have been the shifts over time?
• What were some of the lessons we have learned?
• How does this history affect the future?

Objective:
Describe and discuss the
present conjuncture

Activity:
Whose Headlines?

Time: 80 minutes
What You Need:
• for each small group one copy of the Globe and Mail,
a provincial paper, and two alternative papers (for example,
Kinesis, a BC monthly national women’s paper and The Long Haul,
End Legislated Poverty’s monthly paper)
• scissors and glue
• flip chart paper
• markers
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the exercise
(10 minutes)
Explain what the difference is between conjuncture and conjunctural analysis.

In Mexico, the Spanish word “conjuntura” is popularly used to refer to the place where the bones
meet—the joint. In social analysis a conjuncture is “the event that unites various problems in the life of the
people.” (Benjamin Bravo Perez, Tipos de Analisis de La Realidad Pastoral). Another definition of conjuncture
is: the “moment” of coming together of distinct events in a society, characterized by a certain correlation of
forces; the moment that often allows the possibility of seeing what key forces are at play. Examples of a
national conjuncture are: the fight around free trade in Canada in the 1987 election and the social policy
reform process in the fall of 1994; the Zapatista rebellion in Mexico in January 1994, the Quebec referendum
in October 1995. An international example was the Mexican currency crisis in December/January 1995.
A conjuncture is distinguished from a crisis by the following:
1) It impacts people at a level where they can feel it—at the level of food, housing, income, and so on.
2) Many people are affected.
3) It reveals contradictory interests. (Bravo)
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Explain that the group task is to identify the conjuncture(s)—local,
national, and international—in the newspapers. Divide the group
into four or five teams, each with one category to focus on—
economic, political, social, ecological, or ideological.
Give the groups the following instructions:
In your team cut out the headlines, photos, or cartoons that
represent your category.
Then do your own analysis by ordering and relating your clippings
and pasting them on flip chart paper. Include in your discussion
whose voices are being heard and not heard. You may add your
own headlines for what is missing, draw links with markers, or
visually illustrate your analysis in your own way.
(35 minutes)
2. Identifying the conjuncture
Have participants work in small groups to identify the conjunctures.
(30 minutes)
3. Report back to the whole group
Have each group present their work, describing the conjuncture
from the perspective of their category and whose voices and interests
are being heard and whose ignored.
After the presentations, have participants generally discuss and come
to some agreement about the nature of the present conjuncture.

Source: CANTERA

Objective:
Name how the present
conjuncture affects our
organizing work

Activity:
The Conjuncture
and our Struggle

Time: 2 hours
What You Need:
• flip chart paper and markers for each group
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the task
(5 minutes)
Divide participants by sector/organization. If the entire group is from
one organization, divide by numbering off. Explain that this is an
activity that will identify and assess the elements that aid or weaken
our struggle at this point in time. It will also identify the opportunities
and constraints we face. Make sure that each group has named its
specific objective, for example, to establish a popular education
training centre that will link organizing at the base here and in Central
America, or, to reverse and stop the undermining of basic welfare
rights in the Canadian Health and Social Transfer (CHST).
(30 minutes)
2. Small group work on forces
a) Have each group draw two columns on flip chart paper and label
them: support and weaken. Then ask groups to discuss the following
points and record their conclusions, with the aid of symbols, on
their charts.
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Note: In order to do this activity, a group (or groups) must first have
a clear sense of their short-term and long-term objective—what they
concretely want to achieve—and a measurable time period that they
are strategizing for, such as three months, six months, and so on.
The activity here is still preliminary to doing a full conjunctural analysis
to plan an organisation’s strategy over a period of time. For an
example of the entire process see: Naming the Moment: Political
Analysis for Action (Deborah Barndt. Jesuit Centre, 1989).
• The elements, forces, in the conjuncture that favour, support, or aid
our struggle
• The elements, forces, in the conjuncture that undermine or weaken
our struggle
• The interests of the players, both short-term and long-term
• Who is with us, who is against us
• Our weaknesses, both external and internal, and “their” weaknesses,
both external and internal
(25 minutes)
3. Group presentations
Have each group present their conclusions to the large group. After
each presentation, allow time for questions and discussion.
(25 minutes)
4. Small group work on opportunities and constraints
In their same small groups, have participants draw another two-column
chart, this time representing “our side” and “their side.” Ask them to
identify the opportunities and possibilities that present themselves at
this time, keeping in mind the short-term objective of the group. In
doing this have them consider:
• What are the free spaces and openings in the present moment?
• How have forces shifted?
• What are opportunities that would build on our strengths and take
advantage of their weaknesses?
• What are the constraints and dangers that are associated with each
opportunity or possibility?
3. Group presentations
(20 minutes)
Have each group present the opportunities or constraints they have
identified.
4. Discussion of implications for organizing
(15 minutes)
After the presentations, have participants make observations on what
they learned in doing this activity and what this type of analysis means
for their organizing work. Inform them that the next stage in this
process is planning for action—developing a strategy and deciding
who will do what and when. In this training, that step will take place
in Module 10.
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Objective:
Reflect on the process
and summarize the
underlying principles of
social analysis

Activity:
Fly on the Ceiling

Time: 30 minutes
What You Need:
• “Fly on the Ceiling” handout
• flip chart
• marker
How It’s Done:
1. Module reconstruction
(5 minutes)
With the group, reconstruct the events of the module on the flip
chart.
(5 minutes)
2. Answering the second question on the “Fly” sheet
Ask participants to choose two exercises that affected them strongly—
that either worked or didn’t work for them—and write down their
responses.
(10 minutes)
3. Group discussion
With the whole group, discuss one activity that demonstrated
structural analysis and one that helped to analyse the conjuncture.
Then ask participants to refer to their “Fly” sheets and discuss what
they learned and why it is important.
4. Input on methodology—doing social analysis and organizing (10 minutes)
Ask the group: Why is it important to do social analysis as part of
the process of organizing?
After participants have discussed this question, you can review the
three types of social analysis and some of the key points about the
role of social analysis in organizing. You may also want to refer to
some of the points in the introduction.

The role of social analysis in organizing is to deepen people’s
understanding of their situation and to foster the belief that they
can play an active part in their own history. With social analysis we
make a bridge between the daily reality and struggles of women
and men and the larger international and historical forces that
are affecting this daily reality. Social analysis identifies what needs
to be changed in order to have justice for all. It is based on a
utopian vision of equitable distribution of resources and genuine
democracy and participation for all. It focuses not just on oppressive
forces but also on resistance and people’s movements for social
change. It is based on an understanding of social reality as
contradictory—that there are tensions and different interests that
conflict, and that new knowledge is generated when different
interpretations of reality are brought together and critically
examined. (CANTERA)
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CULTURE, HISTORY,
AND RESISTANCE
OBJECTIVES
• Examine how we make meaning in our everyday lives
• Explore personal historical memory as a form of
cultural resistance
• Reflect on historical memory and the use of historical
and cultural recovery in organizing
• Examine the production of cultural work in your own
community
• Discuss the role of the dominant culture in shaping
cultural meanings
• Examine key concepts in cultural work
• Identify ways to take culture into account in organizing
• Reflect on the role of historical and cultural recovery
and cultural production in organizing

Module at a Glance
Fly on the Ceiling

Coun
t

Module Time:
6 1/2 hours
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I

n the previous module, participants developed skills in social analysis.
Doing social analysis can provide much-needed critical insights into
the causes and potential remedies of social problems. However, social
analysis alone is often not enough to motivate people to act for change.
It is also necessary to challenge the deep sense of hopelessness and
powerlessness that many of us feel.

“

A people which does not
These feelings are reinforced by
know
its customs, origins,
advertising and other commercial media,
or culture is like a tree
which make up the largest and most
without roots.
powerful parts of our cultural
Bob Marley, Jamaican
environment The message they give is
reggae singer-songwriter
for us to meet our immediate needs by
consuming, and our future goals by
competing (with another worker in our own country who wants our job,
or in another country who will work for less money). Seldom do we hear
of the people who went before us, or of those who are working together
now with a different vision of how to meet our needs for a better life.

”

In this session, we explore another approach to organizing—cultural
work. Cultural work involves recognizing that we are all part of a complex
culture and history. As we reclaim these stories—of our lives, our families,
and our communities—we can gain a sense of our selves and our own
authority. This sense of cultural identity is at the base of any movement
for change.
Raúl Leis of Panama has analysed the role of cultural work in organizing.
He calls this process of cultural work “waking up the zombies.” Waking up
our deeper selves allows us to act with compassion and passion to claim and
create justice. Once awakened we can no longer be silenced. We are more
able to break through the myths of the dominant culture about who we are,
more capable of becoming actors who can make a difference.
Cultural work is also about creativity. It is about recognizing that we are
capable of creating an alive, awake language, using our own media—
audio tapes, radio, video, posters, theatre, dance, music, magazines,
slogans, stories, myths, poems, murals, graffiti. We can draw on “people’s
different experiences and knowledge to produce collective knowledge
which tap ways of knowing that are not just verbal, but symbolic,
metaphoric and dramatic." Cultural work is about "reclaiming the power
to create.” (Barndt, 1995, p. 4)
The module begins with an activity that explores the ways we are making
meaning and contributing to the wider culture on a daily basis. Following
this activity, we explore how groups are using cultural work to explore
their identities and histories. The final activities examine how we can
use cultural work in our organizing to generate collective energy, hope,
and imagination for the work of envisioning and acting for change.
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Objective:
Examine how we
make meaning in
our daily lives

Activity:
Bazaar

Time: 25 minutes
What You Need:
• four or five objects selected for their potential to provoke a variety
of cultural meanings (candle, rock, rice, empty wine bottle, tree cone,
vinegar, plastic angel, drum, hockey stick)
How It’s Done:
1. Identify meanings that we make in our everyday life (5 minutes)
This activity helps participants recognize the ways that we, as human
beings, make meaning in everything we do. This includes our use of
everyday objects. Since these meanings are so specific to the individual
experience of each participant, it is important for faciliators to allow
participants to make their own meanings, without any prior prompting
or discussion. Explain that the purpose will become clear as they do the
activity. Then without describing the objects, place them well apart on
the floor. Tell participants to: “Go and stand by whatever object attracts
you. Then form a group with the others who choose this object.”
Ask each person to share in this small group the meaning or
significance of the object they have chosen.
2. Sharing the range of meanings
(5 minutes)
In the large group, have one representative of each group report on
what the object meant or symbolized for each person in the group.
3. Describing key elements in our understanding of culture (15 minutes)
Discuss the following with the large group.
• What did you observe and learn?
• How did your social identities affect the meanings you gave the objects?
• What does “culture” mean for you?
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Summarize some of the understandings of culture shared by the group
and add your own.

We used four “objects”—a wine bottle, rice, a candle, and a rock—in a
mixed cultural grouping of Christian activists. Among the group gathered
around the wine bottle, one saw it as a symbol of the Christian Eucharist
celebration, another of alcoholism in the Downtown Eastside of
Vancouver, and another of romantic dinners. In the group gathered
around the rice, one saw it as the symbol of the Christian Eucharist in
Asia, another as a food she had been forced to eat as a child and hated.
We discussed how the meanings we gave to an object were shaped by
our different heritages and life experiences.
In a workshop of civic workers, we talked about the meaning of five
objects—a hockey puck, a clay piggy bank, a rock, a candle, and a bag
of coffee. In the large group discussion, we noted how the meanings of
these objects varied with each individual, depending on differences in
gender, cultural heritage, and personal experience. We also discussed
how difficult it is to predict what any one group (for example, from the
same work, same gender, same cultural heritage) might say about each
object. Finally, we talked about the many different meanings we attach
to objects we use in our daily lives, and how difficult it is to define
“culture.”

Objective:
Explore personal historical
memory as a form of
cultural resistance

Activity:
Recovering our
own Histories
of Resistance

Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• questions in Step 1 written on the flip chart
How It’s Done:
(10 minutes)
1. Retrieving stories of everyday resistance
Introduce the purpose of the activity and have participants form small
groups, either by numbering off or by some common social identity,
such as gender or cultural heritage. The advantage of numbering off
is that it exposes participants to a range of experiences. Grouping by
gender or cultural heritage can provide safety and can be drawn on
later to compare the experiences of different groups. For example, if
the group is all women, you may ask participants to look at the
histories of the women in their family. Or, in a group where white
women are the majority, the women of colour may choose to work
together on looking at their history of resistance as women of colour.
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Note: Explain that this activity allows us to go back into our own

past, over generations, to retrieve stories of resistance we may
have forgotten or misinterpreted. While many people think that
there is no history of resistance or activism in their family, most of
us have had some experience of someone in their past acting
against the status quo or for social change in some small way. (I
give the example of my great-grandfather who was twice
excommunicated from the Catholic Church for building Protestant
churches on the Gaspé coast.-DN) If they cannot be convinced to
try to recover something from their family history, they can also
look at resistance in their own generation or that of their children.

Caution: This activity can be difficult for participants who have
been orphaned, fostered, or adopted. Again, facilitators need to
be inclusive in their introductory remarks and encourage
adaptation. For example, invite participants to consider resistance
in the community where they grew up.
Ask participants to think for a few minutes about the following
questions (written on the flip chart).
• How did class, race, gender, ability, sexuality, and so on shape you
growing up? (You can look back a few generations at what was
passed on.)
• What social and economic pressures influenced your family’s behaviour?
• Where was there resistance to the dominant culture in your family
(over generations) or in your community?
(30 minutes)
2. Discussion and preparation of creative summary
In their small groups, have participants share their responses to the
questions focusing primarily on the last question—the elements of
resistance. Ask groups to report back creatively, using either sculpture
or collective drawing, to represent the common themes of resistance
in their histories.
(30 minutes)
3. Sharing stories of resistance
a) After each presentation, ask the observers: What forms of resistance
did you see presented?
Then ask the presenters to describe what they were representing.
b) Discuss with the large group:
• What are some of the similarities and differences in the presentations?
• What are some of the common themes?
• In what ways did these different forms of resistance challenge the
status quo?
• How would you define resistance now?
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4. Summary
(5 minutes)
Ask participants to reflect on what thoughts and feelings they had
during the activity and what they learned about themselves and about
historical memory.

In a course at the UBC School of Social Work, a group of three
women, of Doukabor, South Asian, and Jewish heritage, presented
two sculptures. In the first, they each held a lighter (an available
prop) in an arm held high. They later explained how fire had been
part of the resistance struggles in each of the histories of their
people and families. In the second scene, they sat on the ground
with their arms locked in each others’, to present the history of
passive resistance in each of their traditions. Another group found
that immigration to Canada had been a common theme of
resistance in their histories and did a sculpture of a boat voyage.
The third group, which had few common themes, had each person
miming a moment—of immigration, going off to live with another
woman (a lesbian aunt), telling grandchildren their family history,
going out on strike.

Objective:
Reflect on historical
memory and the use of
cultural and historical
recovery in organizing

Activity:
Recovering History:
Video Stories

Time: 75 minutes
(if you use a shorter video)
What You Need:
• video about the history of a group that can contribute to a
discussion of the role of historical memory in organizing. Be
careful to select a video by and not just about a particular group.
You may want to choose one of those below.)
• VCR machine and TV monitor

Note: Video is one example of how a group can make a cultural

production to respond to the needs of its own community and
represent its own reality. However, cultural work and cultural
forms are not limited to artistic productions. They also include
any traditions or habits of a group which help build identity
and community, such as finding out about the use of traditional
or indigenous medicines such as medicinal herbs. Or it might
include creating a songbook of old and new labour union songs.
It is important to remember that cultural work will have the
greatest impact if it used in a process of organizing. For example, the Hospital Employees Union Songbook, HEU Sings, is
used at rallies, demonstrations, conventions, pickets, and summer school.
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How It’s Done:
1. Introduce a video that reclaims historical memory
(5 minutes)
Explain to participants that they will be watching the video for two
purposes. One is to learn about the specific history of the group
(whichever you choose). The other is to learn more about using
cultural work to recover history and identity.
Introduce the theme of the video. Ask:
• What do you know about the history of ________? (For example,
the Chinese in western Canada? Afro-Canadian women in eastern
Canada? Labour unions? Lesbians and gays?)
• Where does your information come from?
• How are our views of our history shaped? Of other peoples’ histories?
Introduce the video briefly. (see Appendix C: Tips For Using Videos)
2. Show video

(30-60 minutes, depending on the video length)

Older, Stronger, Wiser
Directors: Clare Prieto and Dionne Brand, NFB 28 minutes
Five black women talk about their lives in rural and urban Canada from the 1920s to 1950s. What
emerges is a unique history of African-Canadians and the legacy of their community elders.
Return Home
Director: Michelle Wong, National Film Board, 29 minutes
As a young Chinese Canadian woman, Michelle Wong’s struggle with cultural identity is not unlike many first
generation Canadian-born children who must find a place for themselves between two cultures. For Michelle it
meant returning to home in St. Paul, Alberta to get reacquainted with her aging grandparents.
Hands of History
Director: Loretta Todd, National Film Board, 52 minutes
Tells the stories of four First Nation women artists, Doreen Jensen, Rena Point Bolton, Jane Ash-Poitras
and Joane Cardinal Schubert. In weaving the women’s experiences as artists, other stories emerge that
reflect the role of the artist in First Nations communities, and the efforts of Western culture to define
from the outside what is and isn’t art.
All We Worked For
Director: David Hawkins, The Ontario Workers Arts and Heritage Centre, 16 minutes
A video introduction to the history of working people in Ontario.
Forbidden Love
Directors: Aerlyn Weissman and Lynne Fernie, National Film Board, 84 minutes
Sometimes moving, often hilarious, always rebellious, ten women ranging in age from 40 to 70 speak
about their lives during an era when same sex love “dared not speak its name.”
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3. Examine historical memory
(25 minutes)
Give participants time to share with a partner their reactions, and
especially their feelings, to the film. (5 minutes)
•
•
•
•
•

In the large group discuss:
What did you learn from this video?
How has it changed your perceptions?
What does historical recovery involve?
Why is recovering historical memory important for organizing?
What makes this video culturally resistant?

4. Examine the use of cultural and historical
recovery in our own organizing
(15 minutes)
You can begin this step by commenting on cultural forms and their
role in building community and identity.
Ask participants to share their own experience of cultural or historical
recovery in their communities. Record these as they are shared.

Objective:
Examine the production
of cultural work in
your own community

Activity:
Creating our own Music,
Singing our own Song

Time: 65 minutes
What You Need:
• the segment from the Counting Our Victories video that presents
Sandra Moran and the drumming activity
• VCR machine and TV monitor
• questions from Step 2 written on the flip chart
How It’s Done:
1. Review an example of cultural work
(10 minutes)
Introduce and play the video segment. After the viewing, ask
participants to share their initial thoughts and feelings about it.
2. Small group discussion and preparation of presentation (30 minutes)
Form four small groups by numbering off. Have groups discuss:
•
•
•
•
•

What was the value of the drumming activity to this group of people?
Why, or why would you not, use this kind of activity?
What kind of cultural work is produced in your community?
Describe the role and impact of cultural work in your community?
How is it linked or can it be linked to organizing?
Ask each group to prepare a creative presentation (for example, a
song, a dance, drumming, a story, pictures) to present their findings
to the large group.

(25 minutes)
3. Presentations and discussion
After each presentation, make sure there is a round of applause. Discuss
how to adapt cultural work to meet the needs of their communities.
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HEU ZIPPER SONG
(to the tune of “Those Were The Days”)
Dedicated to the men and women who
began the fight for rights and to the men
and women who continue it
HEU Summer School, 1993

Verse 1:
60 years ago we had no union
Working people had no rights at all
Workers gave their all and then were
stepped on
Listen, please, we’ll help you to recall.
Verse 2:
We worked five full years without
vacation,
Then we got a week and how it flew!
We were all consumed with great
frustration Then we took a stand for me and you.
Verse 3:
Oh can you see my friend
How hard it was to end
Employer rule - without our human
rights?
We fought and we were rebuffed.
Our strength was not enough
Until we joined together to defend.

Objectives:
Discuss the role of the
dominant culture in shaping
cultural meanings
and
Define key concepts in cultural
work

Activity:
Unnatural Causes

Chorus 1:
Those were the days my friend
We thought they’d never end
We worked 10 hours and even 12
We worked with few supplies
We heard the bosses’ lies
And never, never would they bend.
Chorus 2:
Those were the days my friend,
Our union was begun
And workers learned in unity
They stood for human rights
They joined to wage the fights
And thanks to them we know it can be done.
Final Chorus:
These are the days, my friend,
Their strength to us can lend
The power we need to win with dignity!
Their rights are still our rightsTheir fights are still our fights.
Let’s join our hands and march on to the end.

Time: 75-85 minutes
What You Need:
• pieces of coloured cardboard strips with the following words
written on them: culture of resistance, mass culture, hegemony,
dominant culture, ideology
• video Unnatural Causes by Lillian Allen, National Film Board, 6:45
minutes (“A film poem featuring Lillian Allen. This film challenges the
official postcard image of life in the Canadian urban environment and
promotes social awareness and responsibility through a unique and
entertaining blend of satire and irony.” NFB catalogue)
• flip chart paper and markers
• VCR machine and TV monitor
• "Key Concepts in Cultural Work" handout
How It’s Done:
This activity helps participants start to analyse the larger role of the
dominant culture. It does this by exploring some concepts that can assist
them in naming and understanding their realities.
1. Introduce and show the video “Unnatural Causes” (15-25 minutes)
Explain that this video presents two different perspectives on seeing
the world. You may want to show the video twice as it is very dense.
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Note: As we have discussed earlier, commercial media such as

advertising, news, and entertainment play an important role in
maintaining the status quo. These media are one of the principal
means through which dominant groups try to maintain their
authority, and to make it seem like their authority is normal
and accepted by everyone as part of common sense. At the same
time, oppositional groups such as trade unions and social
movements are challenging this authority and creating their
own messages and cultural meanings.
After the viewing, ask participants to share with a partner their first
thoughts and feelings about the video. (5 minutes)
2. Examine the message of the video
(15 minutes)
In the large group, discuss:
• Which moments stood out for you?
• What issues and problems were raised?
• What is Lillian Allen saying?
• How would you describe these two different versions of reality that
Lillian Allen presents?
• How does this video add to your understanding of culture and of
organizing?
3. Explore key concepts in cultural work
(25 minutes)
Choose Option A or B. The first option, A, is for those who are unfamiliar
with the key concepts described on the
next page. The second option, B, is for
Note: Explain that these
groups that have already demonconcepts can help people
strated some familiarity with them.
define the realities they
Option A: Define the key words written
experience. At the same
on the cardboard strips. As you
time, we caution against
introduce each term, put it up on the
overuse of these terms
wall. Ask for examples of this concept
and encourage clear
from the video. Encourage a general
ways of expressing their
discussion of the terms and their
meaning.
significance for organizing.

Option B: Form five small groups.
Hand out the cardboard strips. Ask each group to define their word
and discuss how this word was demonstrated in the video. Have each
group write their definition on flip chart paper. Then have them post
their definition and describe to the large group how the video illustrated
it. Invite the other participants to clarify or add to these definitions.
(15 minutes)
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4. Discuss the video as a form of cultural resistance
(20 minutes)
Add the concept of cultural resistance to the discussion. You may
also want to make copies of “Key Concepts in Cultural Work” to
hand out as background information. If no one has yet discussed the
video itself, ask:
• In what ways is this video itself an example of cultural resistance?
• Whose voices are being heard in this video?
• What are the implications of all this for organizing?

KEY CONCEPTS IN CULTURAL WORK
The words and concepts listed below have a several different meanings. Here are a few.
Culture:
• the history, identity, and way of life of a people
• the expression of a people’s history and identity, in whatever creative form it might
take (Deborah Barndt)
• both a verb and a noun: how people interpret reality and name their world, and the
practices or objects of that process
Ideology:
• belief systems formed by specific class, or group interests that shape cultural meanings
• belief systems held by dominant social classes and groups
Hegemony:
• the process through which the consent of the dominated is obtained for programs and
policies that match the agenda of the dominant
• a constant process of negotiation of social power and meaning between the governed
and the governing
Dominant culture:
• represents interests of the dominant social groups and classes
• imposed as the ideal common denominator for all of society; the values, beliefs, and
practices that are taken for granted, or deemed to be normal
Culture of resistance
• constant everyday challenges to the dominant culture
• derived from people’s own voices and stories, respecting diversity and identity
Mass culture
• the selling of cultural forms for profit
• mixes elements of the dominant with resistant cultures
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Objective:
Identify ways to take
culture into account in
organizing

Activity
Organizing with our
own Culture and History

Time: 40 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper and markers for each group
How It’s Done:
1. Identify ways to take culture into account in
(25 minutes)
our own organizing
Form small groups by organization or sector. Have groups discuss:
• How has your organization or group incorporated its culture and
history into its organizing?
• Where and how can you see incorporating culture into your work
now and in the future?
Have groups record their answers on flip chart paper.
(15 minutes)
2. Sharing reports
Ask groups to share their reports with the large group. Summarize
some of the ways that different organizations have used cultural work
in their organizing.

Objective:
Reflect on the role of
historical and cultural
recovery and cultural
production in organizing

Activity:
Fly on the Ceiling

Time: 20-30 minutes
What You Need:
• “Fly” sheet
How It’s Done:
1. Reflect on the day’s learning
Ask participants to pick two exercises from the day to reflect on. Use
Questions 1 and 2 from the “Fly” sheet (Appendix B). Then ask them
to reflect on what they have learned about historical and cultural
recovery, cultural production, and their importance for organizing.
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POPULAR COMMUNICATION
OBJECTIVES
• Identify forms of communication in daily life
and their importance for organizing
• Identify characteristics of effective popular
communication for organizing
• Critique commercial media representation
• Produce our own counter-messages
• Assess the form and content of communications
in our organizations and movements

Module at a Glance

Assessing our
Communications

Coun
t

ies
tor

g our Vic
in

Representing our
own Story

Poor Bashing or
Media Racism
Analyzing Popular
Communication

Module Time:

5 hours 45 minutes
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I

n the last session, we explored the importance of using cultural
work in our day-to-day organizing. In this module, we continue
building on those skills, examining ways to more effectively use
communications in our organizing. While similar to cultural work, the
focus of communications is the sharing of messages. It includes both
what we say—the content of those messages—and how we say it—the
ways that we send and receive messages.
One of the biggest developments of the 20th century has been the role
of the mass media as a major force in shaping society. In Canada and
internationally, the mass media usually deliver government or corporate
messages; there are fewer and fewer spaces for ordinary citizens to
discuss alternative visions and values for the future. For this reason,
when we organize for change we not only have to counter the impact of
the mass media and its misinformation or lack of information, we also
have to learn to use the power of communications media for our own
benefit.
If we look carefully at our organizing work, we can see that
communications is already an integral part of organizing. It is found in
the informal and formal ways individuals express their own identities
and recognize their membership in a group, by job, social class, gender,
cultural community, and so on. It is also part of the way that groups
exchange information and represent themselves and their aspirations—
in meetings, demonstrations, and other actions. Finally it is part of the
way that groups use media such as posters, newsletters, radio, video
programs, and electronic networking to represent issues internally to
their members, and externally to both supportive and hostile groups.
Making our communications more effective—that is, improving the way
we express our group’s identity and represent our situations and
aspirations—will also improve our organizing. In this module, we examine
ways to build on forms of communication that already exist in our
communities. We also analyse examples of message-making in the
commercial and alternative media, and in our own organizing work.
The activities will help participants build skills to better represent their
own stories to their constituencies and to outside groups, by making
their communications more appealing and better representative of who
they are and what they want.
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Objective:
Identify forms of
communication in daily life
and their importance for
organizing

Activity:
Everyday Communications

Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• questions in Step 1 written on flip chart
How It’s Done:
1. Identify informal methods of communication
and prepare a creative report back
(30 minutes)
Explain that the purpose of the activity is to examine the formal and
informal ways that people communicate in their families and
communities and how to build these ways into our organizing.
Divide participants into three or four smaller groups according to
social or cultural community (for example, men, women; South Asian,
Central American, European cultural origins; rural, urban; working
class, middle class, and so on).
Have the groups discuss the following questions:
• Where do women (or men, or youth, and so on) in your community
meet informally to talk and discuss issues? (Laundromat, coffee shop?)
• How do they communicate with one another and their community,
that is, what kinds of communication do they use? (Conversation,
graffiti, gossip, songs, sports?)
• What sources of information do they trust and distrust?
• Where do they meet to organize events? (Religious centre such as a
church basement, community centre, kitchen table?)
Ask groups to prepare a drawing, song, skit, or other creative way
to report back their conclusions to the large group.
2. Presentations and discussion of different forms
of everyday communications
(40 minutes)
After each group presents its conclusion, ask the other participants
to identify what they saw in the presentation. Then ask each group
to explain its presentation. After all groups have finished, discuss the
following:
• What are some of the similarities and differences between the ways
people communicate?
• How do differences in social identity (gender, cultural community,
age, and so on) affect how people communicate?
• In what ways are these forms of communication similar to and
different from commercial media such as television or radio?
• What are some of the ways that you and your group have used
everyday communication to further your struggles and organizing?
• What can we learn from these examples to improve our organizing?

Source: Dorothy Kidd
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Objective:
Identify characteristics of
effective popular
communication
for organizing

Activity
Analysing Popular
Communication

Time: 80 minutes
What You Need:
• two copies of radio spot (next page) for volunteers
• eight copies of a newsletter or newspaper like the “The Long Haul”
(End Legislated Poverty’s
newspaper) that are
Note: In preparation for this
directed to the grassroots
activity, ask participants to
and show elements of
bring an article, a newsletter, a
popular communication
poster, or other form of
• Counting Our Victories
communication from their
video, cued to the segorganization to this session.
ment on the nurses
Facilitators should also bring in
• flip chart
several examples.
• markers
• VCR machine and
TV monitor
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the activity and define
popular communication
(5 minutes)
Explain that in this activity, participants will examine in more detail
the elements of everyday popular communication. We use “popular”
to mean communication that appeals to people’s hearts and minds
and reflects the concerns of their daily lives. Popular communication
allows women and men to actively represent their own situations,
needs, and aspirations. This use of “popular” combines the meaning
of being liked by many, with that of coming from and being of, for
and by, working, poor, or grassroots people.
2. Present a radio example of popular communication
(5 minutes)
During an earlier break, prepare the radio spot with one or two
volunteers, rehearsing the sound and voices.
a) Present the radio spot to the group. Then ask participants to share
their first reactions.
b) Ask them to identify the elements that worked for them: that is,
which ones appealed to them and got the message across.
3. Present another example of popular communication (20 minutes)
Option A - newspaper or other form of print
Divide participants into four small groups and give each group two
newspapers (or other appropriate form of print) to examine. Ask
groups to identify the characteristics of the paper that they felt
were “popular” and different from the mass press. Have a member
of each group record the discussion.
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The following script is from a radio spot produced by the
Feminist Radio Collective of Peru. Spots like these are short
(10-30 seconds) and are played on important feminist
memorial days (International Women’s Day, Day Against
Violence Against Women, and so on, by sympathetic Peruvian
radio broadcasters).
“These spots are like mosquitoes. They sting, they go, they
sting again. They’re very effective on radio. So much so that
when International Women’s Day came around we repeated
the whole thing.”
Sound: Scary music and street noises
Man—Psst...Psst...hey, baby.
Woman—What’s the matter with you?
Man—What a body, what legs, what curves...!
Woman—Leave me alone, don’t bug me.
Man—What eyes, what a mouth, what a cutie..!
Woman—Cutie? Karate!
Sound: Karate blows from her, howls from him
Announcer—For every turkey, there’s a Christmas.
Tachi Ariola in Girard, Bruce (Ed.) A Passion for Radio.
Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1992.

Option B - video
Show the segment on the nurses in the video, Counting Our Victories.
Then divide participants into small groups and ask them to identify
the characteristics of the clip that they felt were popular, and different
from mainstream television or video. Have a member of each group
record the discussion.
4. Listing characteristics of popular communication
(20 minutes)
Have the large group reconvene. Ask each group to share the
characteristics of popular communication they identified. Write these
characteristics on the flip chart. After groups have reported, ask if
there are any other characteristics they would like to add.
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You can explain that popular communication builds on the ways that
the great majority of people communicate in everyday life. Popular
communication:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is concrete, uses no abstract language
is hot, from the heart, not the head
starts from the local, goes to the national and then to the international
uses everyday stories, symbols, or analogies
uses conversational language
speaks across boundaries between groups or sectors, tries to link the
realities of different groups
takes a stand, is never neutral
includes celebration and joy
uses humour
is always part of an organizing process
is open, not closed; leaves readers or listeners with questions, instead
of giving all the answers
(This list came from a workshop on popular communication, ALFORJA,
Costa Rica, 1987.)

5. Apply these characteristics to communication
forms in our own organizations
(30 minutes)
a) Have participants display the media examples they were asked to
bring to the session. Display the examples you brought as well.
Have everyone examine the examples, then form small groups. Have
each group pick one or two of the examples, and using the
characteristics of popular communications identified above, discuss:
How are these communication forms popular, or not popular?
After their discussion, ask groups to prepare to report back to the
large group. (15 minutes)
b) Have each group share its assessment of the communications forms
it has examined. Encourage general discussion of what could be more
popular in these communication forms. (15 minutes)

Objective:
Critique commercial media
representation

Activity:
Countering
Mainstream Messages

Time: 45 minutes
What You Need:
• handout of ELP “Stop Poor Bashing” Poster, enlarged and copied
• Option A: mainstream news media clippings that report on: workfare,
welfare reform, welfare fraud, immigrant’s use of welfare, stories of
individuals in poverty. You can get these from a local NAPO (National
Anti-Poverty Organization) member group.
• Option B: mainstream news media clippings that report on: “criminal”
refugees and deportation, “ethnic” youth gangs, wife abuse in an
Indo-Canadian family, “Native” roadblocks
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How It’s Done:
Option A: Poor bashing
In this activity, participants
examine the ways that one
group—poor people—are
represented in the press, and
then make messages that
counter this limited and often
negative coverage.
Option B: Media Racism
In this activity, participants
examine the ways that several
groups with a variety of
traditions and cultures—First
Nations peoples and peoples of
colour—are represented in the
press.
Choose Option A or B.
1. Analyse media
coverage
(30 minutes)
a) Have participants read articles
(depending on the option
chosen). You can put up the
articles on the wall to be read
by all or you can create several
small groups that read one or
two articles silently or aloud.
(5-10 minutes)
b) Ask the large group to list the
images and stories of the
group presented in the articles.
Then ask them to add other
images they have seen in the
dominant media, including
newspapers, television, and
radio.

Option A
Note: It may be useful to prepare for this discussion by
clarifying your own analysis
of workfare and welfare cuts
as you can expect to run into
some deeply-held negative
attitudes about poor people
and people on welfare. A
NAPO member group can
help provide you with analysis and information to counter these limited views and
to prompt participants to
think about the bigger picture—the relationship between welfare, social service
cuts, and wages, and their
effect on all working people.

Option B:
Note: It may be useful to
prepare for this discussion
by clarifying your own
analysis of racism and
becoming familiar with the
recent media coverage of
different groups in your
local media. You may want
to read: “Ethnic Diversity:
Challenging the Media” and
“Media Racism: Cracking
the Colour Code” from
Media and Values magazine.

c) Together, analyse:
• Who are the main actors in these stories? Who is left out?
• How are the actors described (the kinds of words used and their meanings)?
• What is the conflict or argument in the story?
• What is not mentioned?
• Whose interests do these stories serve? Whose interests do they not
benefit?
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d) Contrast the media images with participants’ experience. Ask:
• How does your experience (of being on welfare, or from knowing
people on welfare, or as a person of colour, First Nations, or as an
ally), differ from these images and stories?
e) Then ask participants:
• What are some different images or stories you would like to show?
Why?
• What message would you want to present?
2. Examining the production of counter-messages
(15 minutes)
Facilitators may want to bring in their own examples of countermessages, or share the following:
End Legislated Poverty (ELP) in Vancouver launched a campaign
in late 1995 to “Stop Poor bashing.” “Poor bashing,” attacking
and blaming the poor, is used to justify cutting social programs
like welfare and Unemployment Insurance. As part of their
campaign, ELP produced a poster with a counter-message. They
also collected individual stories, paying $20 each to fifty lowincome people to write or tape their stories, which were then
published in a special supplement to their newsletter, The Long
Haul.
Pass out copies of the poster. Ask participants to assess and discuss
the poster as an example of popular communication. Also discuss
the story collection strategy. Ask participants to share other ways
they have seen poor bashing countered.

Source: Dorothy Kidd and Pilar Riaño

Objective:
Produce our own
counter-message

Activity:
Representing our
own Story

Time: 70 minutes
What You Need:
• materials for creative productions: blank audio tapes and tape
recorder, paint, brushes and cloth for banners, flip chart paper,
and so on
How It’s Done:
1. Small group work on producing a counter-message (40 minutes)
Ask participants to group by organization or issue. The task for
each group is to develop a communication form that will assist them
in their organizing. Remind them of the list of characteristics of
popular communication that they have developed.
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Give the following directions:
• First clarify what message
you want to get across and
why. If you have had any
coverage by the dominant
media, how has your issue
been presented? What is
your counter-message?
What story do you want to
tell?
• Using any creative form (TV
soap opera, TV commercial,
radio ad or jingle, banner,
collage, poster, cartoons),
produce your own message. Do this intending to actually use it in
your work. (You may not have time to develop the finished product
here, but you can at least get your first draft!)

(30 minutes)
2. Presentation and evaluation of counter-messages
Have each group make its presentation to the large group. After each
presentation, discuss how the communication forms were popular,
that is, how well they appealed to their audiences, and how well they
represented the experiences and aspirations of the presenting group.
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Objective:
Assess the form and
content of communications in
our organizations
and movements

Activity:

Time: 75 minutes
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the purpose of the activity and explain
the concept of democratic communications
(5 minutes)
In this activity, participants critically evaluate a specific communication
strategy their organization, group, or movement has used at a public
event or in a public awareness campaign. They can also use this activity
to evaluate the overall use of communications by their group.

Assessing our Communications

Share the following:
Popular communications is really about making communications
democratic, that is, making sure that communications is produced
by and for the great majority of people. Democratic
communications allows people to express their individual and
group identity, and their own perspective on social issues. As
well, it means that the forms of communication—including both
mass and alternative media—have to be accessible to all. Ideally,
our communications must involve and activate our members and
the larger audience outside our group, allowing them to engage
with us and with each other, rather than passively consuming
messages.
(30 minutes)
2. Small group work
Divide participants into three or four groups according to organization
or social movement (or if everyone is from one sector, by numbering
off). Have each group pick one specific event or campaign from their
organization and discuss it using the questions below.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tell participants to look at the event from the point of view of the
organizers, those who participated in it, other social movement
groups, and the mass media. How did the organizers think the event
would be useful for each of these groups? Discuss:
Who was involved in producing this?
Was the communication popular both in its message and in how it
was presented?
How did the event or campaign complement or reinforce a popular
organizing process?
What alternative vision did it present and not present?
Which social identities did it represent and not represent?
How did it challenge the status quo (politically, socially, economically,
or culturally)?
Then have each group prepare a five-minute creative presentation
that summarizes its conclusions for the large group.
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3. Small group presentations
(25 minutes)
Have groups give their creative presentation to the large group. Invite
questions from the other participants for clarification.
4. Discussion of implications for organizing
(15 minutes)
Ask participants:
• What changes would you suggest to make communications more
democratic in your organization?
• Which strategies and forms of communications should you keep and
build on?
• What have you learned form this about the role of communications
in organizing?
Record this discussion for the workshop record.

Source: Dorothy Kidd

Du Pain et Des Roses, Marche des femmes contre la pauvreté (The
Bread and Roses March of Women against Poverty) was an example
of an organizing initiative that used popular communications
throughout its campaign, from the initial planning stages to the
final march and evaluation.
Part of the organizing work leading up to the Women’s March Against
Poverty in Quebec (May 26-June 4, 1995) included an animation kit
which explained how to do press conferences, public assemblies, and
coffee table discussions to raise awareness of the issue of women’s
poverty. The kit also contained three workshops. In the final stage
of each workshop, women produced materials which communicated
their messages to the rest of their community and their local
members of the Quebec Legislature. These materials included
posters, slogans, collages, and cartoon strips, which were used
and prominently displayed in many communities before and during
the march.
The organizers also developed a Bread and Roses logo which was
on all pamphlets, posters, publications, and correspondence. They
produced a glossy poster and distributed it throughout the province,
and composed, recorded, and circulated their own Bread and Roses
song on cassette. They also sold Bread and Roses T-shirts.
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SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION
IN ORGANIZING
OBJECTIVES
• Introduce and develop a definition and
understanding of spirituality
• Discuss how spirituality can be an important
resource for the organizer
• Distinguish between religion and spirituality and
examine the role religion plays in our lives
• Discuss the role religion plays in issues we organize
around and examine how we can take religion into
account in our organizing

Module at a Glance
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Module Time:
5 hours
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Religion and
our Issues
Religion in
our Lives

On Centre

Paying Attention
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My mama told me
’Cause she say she learned the hard way
Say she want to spare the children
She say don’t give or sell your soul away
’Cause all that you have is your soul.
Don’t be tempted by the shiny apple
Don’t you eat of the bitter fruit
Hunger only for the taste of justice
Hunger only for a taste of justice
Hunger only for a world of truth
‘Cause all that you have is your soul.
(Tracy Chapman, Crossroads)

SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION IN ORGANIZING

U

ntil recently, spirituality and religion were not included in
courses on organizing. However, as we learn about social
identity, we discover that religious differences are factors in
who people are and how they act. Religion plays a role (whether positive
and negative) in people’s personal lives and in many of the issues they
organize around. Spirituality is also an important personal resource
that helps to sustain the work of social justice.

The Oxford Dictionary defines religion as a system of faith and worship.
Most religions have rites and traditions and express reverence for a
spirit, god, or gods. Spirituality is often confused with religion, yet it is
distinct. Spirituality can be defined
as “a systematic way of attending
We are seeing people who
to the presence of the Spirit in our
are not giving up on the world,
daily lives” (Warren, 1987, p. 90).
people who have been deeply
Many people with religious
involved in struggles against
commitments may have an
injustice and oppression and
undeveloped spirituality; many
who are seeing the need for
people with a developed
spiritual and contemplative
spirituality may not adhere to a
roots for what they are doing
specific religion. It is part of our
and resources to keep on doing
nature as human beings to be
them.
Kenneth Leech,
spiritual. “All people meet at the
Vancouver
School
of Theolgy
level of spirituality. Spirituality is
Public Lecture (July, 1995)
a big underground river and
anyone can dig a well.” (René
Fumoleau omi.).

“

”

Spirituality is an invaluable resource for an organizer. Spiritual awareness
helps prevent burn-out and depression by keeping people in contact
with a purpose larger than one specific issue, one organizing drive, or
one organization. Spirituality generates energy, creativity, and hope in
individuals and in groups.
Like spirituality, religion also shapes attitudes towards social and economic
change. In Canada, religious values and beliefs—as well as religious
organizations—play major roles (both positive and negative) in struggles
such as reproductive rights, welfare rights and anti-poverty work, union
organizing, labour rights, and gay and lesbian rights. The rise of
fundamentalism in the world’s major religions is a political movement
with far-reaching negative implications for women and minorities.
Adherence to religion is on the rise around the world. As the
individualistic and competitive nature of global capitalism reaches into
all areas of our lives, people increasingly look for communities of
meaning that can give a higher spiritual or ethical framework to their
lives. Unfortunately, as women and men lose their jobs and face
increasing impoverishment, some turn to right-wing religious or political
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movements which offer a way to address their need to make sense out
of their experience. Such movements legitimize existing structures of
economic and social oppression, especially those that oppress women.
Yet, religion can also promote a vision of a better world and embrace
the concerns of the marginalized. In many countries, some forms of
religion inspire social critique; some actively support liberation struggles.
In this module, we first explore the meaning of spirituality and the
relationship of spirituality to the work of organizing. We then examine
the distinction between religion and spirituality, how religion has
influenced our lives, and the role religious beliefs are playing in
contemporary political struggles.

It is the last session of the Social Unionism course at the Hospital
Employees Union Summer School. I ask the question “What sustains
you in your work for justice, what keeps you going?” We go around
the circle and wonderful stories of inspiration and commitment are
shared. No one has talked about religion yet, so when it is my turn in
the round, I take the plunge and say I am a Christian and that my faith
has given me hope in dark hours to continue for the long haul. The
next guy after me beams and shares that he is a Mennonite, and that
he sees Moses as the first shop steward as he went up and down
Mount Sinai negotiating the first contract between God and God’s
peoples. The next woman is a Jamaican Canadian and shares how Jesus
always worked with the poor. A young Muslim man speaks of how his
tradition requires justice and fairness. The circle closes energized and
renewed. When the evaluations of the course come back several people
have written “We need to talk more about religion in our union.” DN

Objective:
Develop a common
understanding of spirituality

Activity:
Paying Attention

Time: 65 minutes
What You Need:
• tape recorder
• audio tape with a variety of noise (e.g., an “expert” talking, daily
traffic sounds, disharmonious music)
• hair dryer
• bell, gong, or any sound instrument to introduce the beginning
and end to a meditation (optional)
How It’s Done:
1. Introduce the theme by providing an experience of noise (10 minutes)
Explain that in this activity, the group will explore the meaning of
spirituality. Acknowledge that many participants may not belong to
an organized religion; each person may have his or her own
understanding and practice. Say no more than this. Then turn on
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the tape recorder and hair dryer. At the same time, (while there is a
high volume of noise) begin to talk in a normal voice. You can talk
about a topic of your own, or you can talk about listening or about
what prevents us from hearing. You can also discuss how the inner
voice can be silenced by voices from the past or various other external
authorities that we have internalized. Continue this talk for at least
30 seconds or more. Then turn off the sounds. Ask:
• What was that like for you?
• What did you experience?
2. Introduce “mindfulness” meditation
(15 minutes)
Comment on how difficult it is in our culture to hear our own inner
voice, or to hear each other or the Spirit. To become silent enough
to hear our inner voice we have to consider two forms of silence—
outer and inner. The spiritual tradition of mindfulness or contemplation
can help us explore silence. Mindfulness involves keeping our attention
focused on whatever we are doing. For example, if we are washing the
dishes, we focus on washing the dishes, not on thinking about our last
meeting or our next phone call.
Invite participants to explore ten minutes of practising mindfulness.
(If they would rather not participate, share the information on
meditation practices (in the box) and begin Step 3.) You may want
to begin the meditation session with a clear sound—a bell, gong,
rain stick, or even a spoon on a glass.
Participants should sit comfortably in chairs, with eyes closed if they
wish. Share the following:
After taking a few deep breaths to relax, begin to follow the
breath as you breathe in and out. Breathe evenly and gently,
focusing your attention on the movement of your diaphragm.
(Allow time for participants to relax.) You can count each breath
as you breathe in and out, being aware of the feel of the breath
in your nostrils, lungs, and abdomen. If a thought comes, observe
it, and then let it go and return to observing the breath.
Now make the sound to begin.
End the session with the same sound you used to begin it. Ask
participants to share, if they wish, how the experience was for them.
Mention that many spiritual traditions have a similar prayer or
meditation practice based on being silent and listening. Share the
information on meditation practices outlined on the next page.
(40 minutes)
3. Defining spirituality
a) Ask each participant to reflect on the question: What does spirituality
mean to you? (2-5 minutes) Then ask them to share their thoughts
in groups of twos or threes. (10 minutes)
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MEDITATION PRACTICES
Different religious and spiritual traditions have a variety of
meditation practices. All involve being “in the present,” staying
alive, and being awake in the moment.
In Judaism, this practice is called kavannah, usually translated
as “intention.” It involves concentration, attention, and an acute
and constant awareness of the simple act of breathing, of moving
the body, speaking a word, thinking a thought. Many Christians
practice “contemplation,” focusing on the moment within, either
through breath awareness, repeatedly saying a short mantra,
or prayer, or by focusing with “soft eyes” on an external object
like a slug, flower, or flame. In Buddhism, this meditation is
known as “mindfulness.”

b) Ask the entire group to brainstorm to create a collective definition of
spirituality. Record what is said. (10 minutes)
c) Ask the group: (20 minutes)
• What role does your spirituality have in your work for justice?
• In what ways are you able or not able to bring your spirituality to
your political work?
• What does our understanding of spirituality have to do with
organizing?

Objective:
Discuss how spirituality
can be important for
the organizer

Activity:
On Centre

Time: 75-85 minutes
What You Need:
• a cleared space in the room
How it’s Done:
(5 minutes)
1. Discussion of centre
Invite participants to stand. Explain that they will be using their bodies
to explore how spirituality can be important for an organizer. In the
large group ask: What does centre or the expression to be centred
mean to you? Encourage responses.
Tell participants that in the following exercise, they will use the term
centre in the sense of experiencing their body in a total way, being
aware of themselves as weight, being in the present moment, and
occupying a specific space. Share the quote (on the next page) about
how centre is understood in different spiritual disciplines.
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2. Physically experiencing centre
(10 minutes)
Explain that while many of us understand the concept of centre, few
of us have experienced it. It is important to feel it from the pulses
and impulses of the body as opposed to describing or analysing centre
from the mind. Centring in many ways is another form of
mindfulness—paying attention to the body. The following exercise is
an adaptation from Akido and Tai Chi practices. These practices are
designed to help us experience centre in our bodies.
a) Give the following instructions:
Stand comfortably with your feet shoulder-width apart, one foot
in front of the other, with the back foot touching and at a
50-degree angle to the front foot. Face your head in the direction
of the front foot. Bend your knees slightly and relax your arms.
Now become aware of your entire body. Feel the weight of your
feet on the floor, your weight dropping down through your legs
to your feet. Your weight is
evenly distributed on your
A number of traditional
right and left legs. You are
Eastern disciplines define
conscious of your feet touching
specific centers within the
the floor and of your weight
body. Zen Buddhism and
on your feet. Feel your back
Japanese martial arts describe
straight, and your chest and
the hara, a point two inches
stomach relaxed and soft. Your
below the navel, as the center
vision is open and accepting.
of gravity and the place where
You are breathing comfortably.
ki or chi (or “life energy”)
originates. The Sufis draw
Now you are going to change
attention to the heart center
position. Stand as high as you
as the place to develop
possibly can on your toes,
compassion and devotion. The
bringing your shoulders up to
Indian spiritual texts describe
your ears. Suck in your stomach
the third eye, a point between
and walk around the room in this
and just above the physical
way. Now stop and slowly lower
eyes, as the center for spiritual
yourself back to centre,
transcendence. These centers
repeating your earlier position,
evoke specific qualities of
your feet solidly on the ground,
energy and are powerful points
your knees slightly bent,
of focus for developing ourabdomen and chest relaxing and
selves. Although the somatic
softening, your shoulders
notion is that the living body
relaxed. Stay there for awhile,
itself is the center, it is often
feeling your centre. Repeat this
helpful to use hara as an
process. Do this exercise several
orientation for developing
times until you get a clear sense
center.
of the difference in your body in
Heckler, 1984, p. 80
the two positions.

“

”
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b) Ask participants to discuss in the large group:
• What does centre feel like?
• What does coming off centre, coming into centre, being in centre
feel like?
3. Working with a partner
(10 minutes)
a) Give the following instructions:
Find a partner who is about the same height as you. One of you
gets into the centred position (remind them of the centring
exercise). One person presses firmly and steadily on the other’s
chest. The task is to stay centred and balanced. If you are only
thinking about centre (or anything else) as opposed to being in
it, you will find yourself easily tipped over. Try again, focusing
on being centred and rooted to the spot with your whole body.
Balance—centredness—will improve. After trying it a few times,
switch partners.

b) Discuss with your partner how the
exercise felt. How did you react? What
did you observe about yourself? Where
did you focus when you were being
pushed? How does this experience relate
to situations in your life where you are
pushed? How does it relate to power?

Note: For a variation
on this exercise you
might want to try the
theatre game “Pushing
Against Each Other”
(Boal, 1992, p. 65-66)

c) Have everyone return to the group
and share what they would like from their discussions.
3. Small group discussion
(30 minutes)
Explain to participants that they are now going to look at centring
in a more personal way. These exercises were a way of opening up
the larger question of the importance of being centred in our
organizing work and what we can do for ourselves to keep on centre.
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•
•
•
•

Have participants number off into groups of three or four and discuss:
What obstacles prevent you from being centred in your life and work,
both internally and externally?
What helps you or could help you to become more centred (both
internally and externally) ?
In general, how is this important for us as organizers and in our
organizing work? What are the consequences? Who benefits when
we are not centred? Who benefits when we are?
What can you do to centre yourself over the next few days? (Participants
may wish to take a few minutes alone to think about this.)

(20-30 minutes)
4. Large group discussion
Ask each participant to briefly (two minutes) share what was most
important for them in the discussion. Then, as a closing, ask them to
share how they plan to help centre themselves over the next few days.
(Optional: Each person steps into the circle and says what he or she is
going to do in the next few days. After each person speaks, the group
responds saying the person’s name and “we affirm you in your decision.”)

“

A woman said to me, “It’s not a question of balancing contemplation
and action in your life. You need to learn how to do all the important
things you are doing in a more contemplative and reflective way. It is
the interior calm, interior prayerfulness, interior listening and reflection
which in the end will make you more active but more effectively active.”
That integration of contemplation and action is so important if we are
going to avoid producing more people who communicate to others
nothing more than their own tiredness.
Kenneth Leech,
Vancouver School of Theology Public Lecture (July, 1995)

”

Objective:
Distinguish between
religion and spirituality
and
Examine the role religion
plays in our lives

Activity:
Religion in our Lives

Time: 80 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper and markers for each small group
• religious symbols drawn on the flip chart (see next page). Do not
label the symbols.
• questions for Step 2 written on flip chart
How It’s Done:
1. Large group discussion of terms
(15 minutes)
Discuss the following questions with the participants:
• What is religion? How does it differ from spirituality?
• What are some of the characteristics of religion?
• What are some of the world religions?
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Sikhism

North American Buddhism
Native Spirituality

Hinduism

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Indicate the chart. Together identify which symbols represent which
religions. Then ask: What are some religions not represented here?
(Jainism, Ba’hai, Unitarianism, Shintoism, Wicca, and Zoroastrianism
are less common.)
2. Small group discussion
(35 minutes)
Create small groups of three to five people, according to gender
and, if possible, cultural origins. Cultural groupings can be mixed,
but it is important that men and women are in separate groups. Ask
each group to discuss:
• What religious tradition was your family rooted (or not rooted) in?
• What religious festivals and customs affected/affect your life?
• How did/do you experience religion? As oppressive? As liberating?
• How does your religious tradition explain poverty? Women’s status
and conditions?
• What role does religion play in your communities?
Then have groups do a creative drawing as a way of reporting some
of the more heated points in their discussion.
3. Report back from small groups
(30 minutes)
Invite groups to present their drawings of the main points of their
discussion, and allow a short question period after each. Then ask
the large group to reflect on what all this means for organizing.
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Objective:
Discuss the role religion
plays in issues we
organize around
and
Examine how we can take
religion into account in
our organizing

Activity:

Religion and
our Issues

Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart
• markers
How It’s Done:
1. Brainstorming of issues and impacts
(20 minutes)
First have the group brainstorm a list of the areas, conflicts, or issues
where religious beliefs may be a factor. Record these on the flip chart.
On a separate sheet of flip chart paper, draw two columns, one positive,
one negative. On this sheet have participants identify the ways religious
bodies/groups/beliefs are affecting the outcomes of two or three of
these issues, in both positive and negative ways. (For example,
Aboriginal rights in Canada might be identified as an issue. In the
positive column, the work of the Aboriginal Rights Coalition and some
mainline denominations’ apologies to First Nations people could be
included. In the negative column, the impact of residential schools,
lack of a clear position by some churches on land claims, the
undermining of cultural identity and self-determination by Christian
fundamentalist sects could be listed.)
2. Small group discussion
(30 minutes)
Ask participants to name five areas to focus on (for example, welfare
rights and workfare, reproductive rights, labour rights, gay and lesbian
rights).
Create five groups. Have each group choose one issue and discuss:
• Where and how are religious beliefs being used to justify unjust
structures and practices?
• What meanings are at stake for people around this issue?
• What alternative meanings or values can we present?
• Are there values within religious traditions that support or can help
our position?
• Are there allies within religious groups who share our values? How
can we find and work with them? (Allies are not necessarily in
institutional structures; they might be individuals or groups of
individuals who will speak and act out of a faith perspective despite
their institution).
• How can we take religion into account in our organizing around this
issue?
Ask each group to prepare a brief presentation of their conclusions,
focusing on the last question.
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3. Presentations and discussion
(25 minutes)
Ask each group to present its conclusions to the large group. Invite
the other groups to comment and add their points. To close, have
participants discuss how they can take religion into account in their
own organizing.

Washington Fair Share developed a program called Campaign For
the Working Poor. One particular campaign focused on fair wages
and benefits for janitors working in downtown Seattle office buildings.
A religious committee was struck that developed strategies and
tactics for involving the religious community. Clergy and lay people
wrote letters to managers, and met individually, to urge them to
negotiate a fair contract. A community hearing was sponsored by a
religious organization. Fifteen religious leaders conducted an
Interfaith Prayer Service for Janitors in the lobby of a major antiunion office tower. Denominational leaders issued statements of
support.
In the end the union won a new contract with no concessions, and
wage and benefit increases. The religious community’s involvement
was a key component in the victory, and laid the groundwork for
future coalition work between labor and religious communities.

(Bobo et al., 1991, p.142)
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DESIGN AND FACILITATION
OBJECTIVES
• Identify what helps and hinders learning
• Develop checklists for effective design and
facilitation
• Discuss the spiral model as a tool for popular
education design
• Identify key elements in anti-racist, feminist
popular education design
• Examine links between design and facilitation,
and content and process
• Prepare a design for an education/organizing
event

Module at a Glance

Thinking About Your Design

Nightmares

Coun
t
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Module Time:

5 hours, 15 minutes

The Spiral Model

Enabling the Learning Process:
Design and Facilitation
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T

his module outlines the basic design and facilitation skills needed
to use popular education as a tool for organizing. The spiral model
of teaching and learning is the basic design framework behind
popular education. It shapes how we use social analysis, cultural and
historical recovery, communication, and spirituality in organizing.
Participants will use the skills outlined here to develop a design for a
workshop or organizing event. They will share their designs in Module 9:
Applying What We’ve Learned.
Effective organizing always involves teaching and learning, ensuring that
people increase their understanding of themselves and their situations.
Unfortunately, education and organizing are often split into two different
job descriptions or locations within our unions and community
organizations. In this module we hope to build basic education skills and
provide a framework to help organizers in whatever group situation
they’re in, whether it’s a meeting, rally, shop floor conversation,
conference, or workshop.
This module begins by exploring what helps and hinders our learning.
Participants will use this information to explore some of the basic
concepts, tools, and principles for designing and facilitating popular
education events. They will also have an opportunity to share and address
fears about leading a workshop or organizing an event. Finally,
participants work in teams, applying what they have learned in the last
few modules.

Objectives:
Identify what helps
and hinders learning
and
Develop checklists for
effective design and
facilitation

Activity:
Enabling the
Learning Process:
Design and Facilitation

Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
• masking tape
• newsprint large enough for two wide columns or file cards
or stickies (post-it notes)
How It’s Done:
1. Personal reflection and group sharing on
what helps and hinders learning

(30 minutes)

a) Ask participants to take a few moments alone to reflect and jot down
answers to the following:
Think back to one education or organizing event where you
learned a lot and to one where you felt frustrated and learned
very little. What in these events helped you learn? What hindered
your learning? Be as specific as you can.
b) Ask participants to each write two of their main “helps” or
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“hindrances”on a chalkboard or large piece of newsprint under the
appropriate heading. Or:
Give each person four file cards or stickies and ask them to write
their “helps” on two and their “hindrances” on the other two. Ask
each participant to place her or his cards on the wall in the two
columns, grouping similar points together. Or:
For a group with low literacy levels, ask participants to share their
points in a round, while the facilitator writes down responses in the
“helps” and “hindrances” columns. Each person shares one help and
one hindrance; each new person offers a new help or hindrance so
as to avoid repetition.
c) Highlight the main points and themes running through each column.

(5 minutes)
2. Introduce the concepts of facilitation and design
Explain to participants that popular education involves both design and
facilitation skills. Write the words facilitation and design on a flip chart.
Ask the group to develop a short definition of each of these terms in
order to clarify the distinction between the two. If the group is having
trouble making the distinction, help them. (see Note)
3. Develop checklists for effective design and facilitation (25 minutes)
Divide participants into two groups. Each group is to develop two
checklists, one for effective design, the other for effective facilitation.
Ask participants to go over the lists of helps and hindrances and draw
from them items relevant to facilitation and to design. Have them turn
the hindrances into helps. For example, “no breaks or energizers” could
become “to have breaks and energizers built into a program at regular
intervals” as a characteristic of effective design.
Encourage debate about where items belong. For example, “White women
dominating the discussion” is an issue of facilitation because it needs to be
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Note: Designing a program or event involves planning and
developing the structure and framework from beginning to the
end. Design work happens before, during, and after the event. It
includes, among many things, outlining the objectives and
activities in advance, choosing the sequence and timing of
activities, identifying and confirming participant expectations,
and redesigning the event if necessary.
Facilitating a program or event involves the process of carrying
out the design, adapting it to various needs and dealing with
problems as they occur.
“The design is like a musical composition. The facilitator is like
the conductor.” (Jonathan Gould)
addressed as it arises. But it is also an design issue, because it might be
necessary to structure in caucuses as one way of dealing with the problem.
Have participants add new points to the lists.

3. Present checklists for effective design and facilitation (15 minutes)
Have Group 1 present its list of effective facilitation skills. Group 2 can
comment and make suggestions for additions. Then ask Group 2 to
present its list of design skills while Group 1 comments and adds its
ideas. The final lists can be typed up later and given to the participants
as a checklist for their own planning.

Source: Doris Marshall Institute
Design and Facilitation Checklist from the Women-to-Women Global Strategies Training
EFFECTIVE DESIGN
• have clear objectives
• identify your theme
• do a needs assessment
• have a timeline
• build in fun, games, bodywork
• attend to childcare
• do an evaluation
• build in follow-up
• use the spiral design model
• consider location, space, money, food
• have a flip chart and enough paper and pens
• get people’s expectations and check with
objectives
• include breaks
• publicize
• leave participants with some action plan
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EFFECTIVE FACILITATION
• listen with your whole body
• think on your feet
• be aware of group dynamics
• be flexible
• have a political position but don’t impose it
• be empathetic
• use simple language
• be responsive
• keep people on track
• demonstrate cultural sensitivity
• have a sense of humour
• allow for constructive criticism and feedback
• draw out solutions from participants
• be aware of your own racism, classism, and so on
and how identity can affect the group
• be non-judgmental

MODULE EIGHT

DESIGN AND FACILITATION

Objectives:
Discuss the spiral model
as a tool for popular
education design
and
Identify key elements in
anti-racist, feminist
popular education design

Activity:
Workshop Reconstruction

Time: 60 minutes
Note: Previous reviews of
What You Need:
method (“Fly” sessions) have
• four sets of differentlyintroduced stages of the spicoloured construction paper
ral model of teaching and
or cards, one for each team,
learning. Remind the group
with the following parts of
that this is a form of the bathe previous activity written
sic action-reflection model.
on each colour set:
The spiral provides more in- Personal reflection on
formation about what to do
what helps/hinders my
at different stages of a prolearning
gram design. Review the flow
- Sharing and group
of the spiral—starting from
discussion of helps and
experience, and going on to
hindrances
deepening analysis, adding
- Defining design and
new information and theory,
facilitation
practising skills and develop- Developing checklists for
ing a plan of action, and
effective design and
applying in action.
facilitation
• masking tape
• four flip charts sheets of spiral models, one for each team
• one large flip chart drawing of spiral model for posting at front
• handout: “Feminist anti-racist popular education”
(see Chapter 3, p. 22)
How It’s Done:
Apply in Action
1. Briefly review the
spiral model
Practise Skills,
(5 minutes)
Strategize
For Action
Explain to the group
that one of the next
Add New
tasks will be to de- Information
Deepen
sign an event, such as and Theory
Analysis
a workshop, meeting, rally, conference,
or communication
event. Emphasize
Start With
that this review will
Experience
help with the design
process. Post the spiral model and briefly introduce it as a tool used in
designing events.
(20 minutes)
2. Practise using the spiral
Divide participants into four teams. Hand out one set of cards (in the
wrong order) and one spiral drawing to each team.
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a) Explain that the teams are to reconstruct the Enabling the Learning
Process activity using the cards, discussing the order of each step of
the activity and why it took place where it did. Have them tape the
cards in the appropriate place on the spiral and be prepared to explain
their rationale to the other groups in five minutes.
b) Have each team present and briefly outline any problems they
encountered. Note any differences. When all groups have reported,
you may wish to share the following:
The first task drew on our experience; the second task began
some deepening by showing patterns across different
experiences. We added some new information and theory
through the concepts and definitions of design and facilitation.
We returned to deepening our analysis by using the helps/hinders
lists to explore effective design and facilitation.

Note: Be aware that some people might see the checklists
as an application and there is logic to this as well. There is
room for debate here. The spiral is just a model and does
not have to be rigidly followed. It is a way of thinking about
design. The principle of action-reflection-action is the basis.
Sometimes there is only time for three stages, i.e., the second
or third stage might be left out when there is no time to do
both analysis and add new information or develop theory. To
reinforce this point, you can choose a section from any other
module that the group has experienced and illustrate the ways
the model was applied there.
3. Discussion of ways to ensure an anti-racist, feminist
perspective in the spiral model
(35 minutes)
a) Remind participants that popular education attempts to effect social
change to help the most oppressed sectors of our society. In Canada,
the group most marginalized is poor women of colour. Popular
education, as developed in Latin America in the 1960s, took class
into account, but not gender. In the 1980s, women in Latin America
and elsewhere began to incorporate a feminist analysis into popular
education. Women of colour in Canada have rightly criticized that
work as often ignoring race, and thus further marginalizing women
of colour.
The challenge for popular educators is to provide an ongoing
framework where those who are most marginalized are included,
whether or not they are in the room. Because one of the objectives
of popular education is to challenge power relations, it is important
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to work in the interests of those excluded by classism, racism, sexism,
homophobia, and ableism at every stage of organizing.
b) Ask participants to return to their teams to discuss the following
questions:
• What would you need to do at each stage of the spiral to ensure that
we are working in the interests of the most oppressed people (poor
women of colour)?
• In other words, how can we include a feminist and anti-racist
perspective at each stage?
c) In a plenary session, have Team 1 share the considerations they
identified for Step 1: “starting from experience.” Have the other
teams add their ideas. Continue with Team 2 commenting on Step 2
(deepening analysis), and so on.
d) Distribute the “Feminist anti-racist popular education” handout and
discuss it with the group. Ask if there are any other points they
would like to add to this framework.

Objective:
Examine links between
design and facilitation,
and content and process

Activity:
Nightmares

Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart, markers
• checklists of effective design and effective facilitation
(from previous activity)
How It’s Done:
1. Small group discussion of their nightmares and
preparation of a dramatization
(25 minutes.)
Explain that in this exercise, participants will apply their new learning about
design and facilitation. Form three or four groups. Ask participants to
share their worst experiences or biggest fear about leading a workshop or
organizing an event. Encourage the groups to relate this to their specific
interest whenever possible. For example, their worst experiences or fears
of doing education on violence against women. Then have groups prepare
a skit to present the main points of their discussion. (See task sheet)
2. Presentations and discussion after each presentation (40 minutes)
After each group has presented its skit, ask the observers: What were
the problems presented and identified? Ask the presenters to add any
points missed by the observers.
Ask the presenters: How did it feel preparing and producing the skit?
Why?
Ask everyone: Which problems could be dealt with through facilitation
and which through design? How?
Record these suggestions.
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Task Sheet:
Nightmares
1. Share your worst experiences or
biggest fear in leading a workshop
or organizing an event.
2. Develop a five-minute scenario or
situation to illustrate the major points
in your discussion.
3. Dramatize this scenario to the other
groups. You can use props, make
signs, or create anything that will help
your presentation.

Objective:
Prepare a design for
an education or
organizing event

Activity:
Thinking About
Your Design

3. Add new elements to the checklists
(10 minutes)
Go back to the checklists for effective design and facilitation and ask
the group if there is anything they want to add. Then ask for their
insights and observations on the relationship between design and
facilitation, and content and process, in the process of educating and
organizing.
Time: 105 minutes

What You Need:
• task sheets: “Designing an Event” and “Thinking About Your Event”

How It’s Done:
1. Set up design teams
(5 minutes)
Once teams are formed, ask them to choose a topic that is directly
relevant to their interests.

Note: Explain the essentials of this activity at the beginning of

the session so participants have time to find partners. One option
is to have a team sign-up sheet posted.
The number of design teams will depend on the number of participants and the time you have available for presentations. The
ideal is to have teams of two or three people. If you have a large
number of participants, divide the teams into two groups and
have a facilitator work with each group. If time is very short, you
may have to increase the size of each team. This is not recommended as it will increase the planning time needed and decrease
practice facilitation time for each person. A second option is to
reduce the time for each presentation to 15 or 20 minutes. Make
sure that each group gets the same amount of time.
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2. Explaining the task sheet “Designing an Event”
(5 minutes)
In this activity, participants apply some of the many skills and
approaches learned in Modules 4 to 8 to a specific work task. They
are to design a workshop, meeting, conference, event, or
communication tool, using new concepts or tools from any of the
previous sessions, including social analysis, taking culture and history into
account, communication, building spirituality into organizing, and design
and facilitation.
3. Working on the task sheet “Thinking About Your Event” (60 minutes)
Review the task sheet with the group, explaining that they should
work through the questions and return in one hour with a draft set
of objectives.
(30 minutes)
4. Review of team objectives
With the whole group, review the guidelines on the task sheet for
setting objectives. Then, ask each team to present its objectives and
what they need to consider to formulate them. Ask for one team to
volunteer its objectives to be reworked, using the guidelines. Have
the large group make suggestions for revisions. If there is time, review
another set of objectives.
5. Give timing of the next design stage and of presentations (5 minutes)
To close this activity, outline clearly when and where the teams will
have time to continue to work on their design. Additionally, set up
the order and time for team presentations. Make sure the teams
have enough time to revise their objectives and complete their design
work.
Note: You may want to suggest a design layout for the
teams to work with. Draw on a piece of horizontal flip chart
paper four columns as illustrated below. Suggest to
participants they can use this layout to prepare their design
but they are also free to create their own.
Objective

Activity/Time

Procedure

Materials
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TASK SHEET 1:
DESIGNING AN EVENT

TASK SHEET 2:
THINKING ABOUT YOUR EVENT

As a team, design a workshop, meeting,
event, or communication tool that will be
part of your organizing. The time frame
of your event can be from a few hours to
a full day.

Consider the following:

You will be presenting your design to the
rest of the group. If you choose to develop
a communication tool (for example, a radio show), include in your presentation how
you would engage your audience. Here are
the four stages of the task:
1. Think about your workshop
and set objectives.
Work with Task Sheet Two to set clear
objectives for your event. You have one
hour to do this. Bring back these objectives to the large group so we can
clarify them together.
2. Design your event.
You have 90 minutes to design your
event and prepare a presention of your
design and plan for the rest of the
group. Include an overview of the
event (target audience, objectives,
flow, activities, timing of components)
and one activity from the design, preferably one in which you want more
practice.
3. Present your design.
You have 25 minutes to present your
design. The group will provide supportive critical feedback.
3. Revise your design.
With the feedback from the group, go
back and improve your design. (30
minutes) You will have time to present
your revised plan. (15 minutes)

Source: Doris Marshall Institute
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1. How does this event fit into the organizing strategy of your
organization? What are the larger objectives/vision/strategy that
your event is part of? What has gone before it? What will come
after?
2. Who will be at or part of the event you are designing? What
social identities make up the group (race, class, gender, sexuality,
age, ability, language, religious composition)? What experience
and knowledge will they likely have of the topic? What is likely
to be new?
3. What is likely to be controversial, upsetting, or a source of tension
or disagreement? For whom? How can it be dealt with? What
should you guard against?
4. What is the context of this event (the timing, the conjuncture
or “moment”)? What other concerns may affect the participants
and their communities? For example, you are doing a workshop
with domestic workers on labour rights. They are very concerned
about the changes in immigration entry requirements.
5. What do you want people to feel, know, and be able to do at the
end of your event?
6. Formulate one to three objectives that take into account the
above questions. Consider the following guidelines:
• Are they realistic for the time you have?
• Is there a clear verb that suggests an activity?
• Are the objectives measurable? How would you know if have
accomplished them?
• Are they appropriate for the group, in other words, could you
express these objectives to the group and get support for them?
• Is there a logical flow from one objective to the other?
(see spiral model)
• Do the objectives address what you want people to feel, know,
and be able to do?
Write down your objectives on a flip chart with the title of your
event at the top. Be prepared to present your statement of objectives
and to ask for help in making them clearer.

Source: Doris Marshall Institute
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APPLYING WHAT
WE HAVE LEARNED
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•

Set guidelines for giving feedback
Present a design of an education/organizing event
Practise giving and getting critical feedback on design
Reflect on new learning
Add to checklist of effective design and facilitation skills

Module at a Glance

Coun
t

Presentations

ies
tor

g our Vic
in

Adding to Checklists

Module Time:
5-7 hours

Setting Feedback Guidelines
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I

n terms of the overall training, this module begins the fourth step
of the spiral. Participants move from learning about different
methods that support organizing to actually practising some of
their new skills.
In the previous module, participants designed plans for organizing an
event or workshop that they actually plan to implement. In this module,
they present these plans to the group, They also practise giving and receiving
critical feedback. As a practice session, Module 9 is one of the most
valuable in the training.

Objective:
Set guidelines for
giving feedback

Activity
Setting
Feedback Guidelines

Time: 25 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
How It’s Done:
1. Warm-up discussion for learning to give critical feedback (5 minutes)
It is often difficult to give or receive critical feedback in our organizing
work. Start a discussion on the value and role of criticism by asking
the following:
• How do you feel about giving and getting criticism?
• What behaviours help you to hear people’s criticism as useful and
not as attacking?
2. Developing group guidelines for feedback
(10 minutes)
Have the group develop its own list of guidelines for feedback. Ask:
• What helps you hear critical feedback?
• What guidelines do we want to set for feedback?
Discuss the suggestions and record them on the flip chart.
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Note: You might add some points here from the section
on “Giving and Getting Feedback” in Arnold et al,
Educating For A Change, p. 129. For example, in most
capitalist societies, criticism is seen as a personal critique
rather than a contribution to develop the collective’s
learning and improve the collective’s behaviour. People
avoid giving criticism because they don’t know how; they
fear it will be seen as a personal attack. The other
extreme, which occurs in political organizations, is
political criticism which ignores personal feelings. This
is equally damaging because the criticism is neither
supportive nor constructive.

3. Identify what participants want
feedback on
(5 minutes)
Have participants identify what
they wish to have feedback on
after their presentations.
Facilitators may also add
whatever they feel is important
to mention. For example, to
what extent have the actionreflection principle and the spiral
model been applied? Are the
instructions clear? Do the
proposed activities meet the
objectives? Remember to record
all points on the flip chart.

“

A central task of social change
education is to develop skills in
constructive critical dialogue.
These skills include abilities to
• raise questions for clarification
• probe for the reasons for a
statement or action
• identify and name one’s own
personal responses to someone’s actions or work,
whether in accord with or in
challenge to that work
• suggest alternative approaches
Arnold et al.,
Educating For A Change,

”

4. Getting and receiving critical
feedback
(3 minutes)
Sometimes we focus more on how to give feedback than on how to
receive it. We also need guidelines for receiving feedback. Share the
points on the following page with the group, either by writing them
on the flip chart, or by providing a small handout.

Source: Doris Marshall Institute
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GUIDELINES FOR RECEIVING FEEDBACK
• Say what you want feedback about. You will get more useful reactions by asking for
feedback on specific things.
• Listen to the feedback. Where necessary ask questions to clarify what was intended, but
do not explain at length until the person has finished.
• Check what you have heard. Confirm that you have understood the message. Because
the feedback is about your own behaviour or idea, you may not have taken the time necessary
to really hear what was intended.
• Share your reactions to the feedback. Because your own feelings are involved, you may
forget to share your reactions to the feedback you received. Knowing what was or was not
helpful assists those giving feedback in improving their skills at giving useful feedback.
Source: Doris Marshall Institute

Time: Varies with
number of teams

Objective:
Present a design of an
education/organizing event
and
Practise giving and
getting critical feedback

Activity:
Presentations

What You Need:
• task sheet “Designing an Event” from Module 8
How It’s Done:
1. Review the directions for the process
(5 minutes)
Using the “Designing an Event” task sheet, review the process of
giving a presentation.

Note: Give participants at least 90 minutes to continue
working on the design they began in Module 8. This
time can be taken in this session or outside the training
as homework.
Allow 50 minutes for each presentation and feedback
session, with a short break after each.
Tell participants they will have 25 minutes to present an overview, their
design, and one activity from their design. Explain that they will be
notified when they have five minutes left and stopped when their time
is up. Have one of the facilitators be responsible for the timing.
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2. Presentations and feedback
(4-5 hours, with breaks)
If you have a large number of participants, you may need to divide
them into two groups, each with four to five teams, and a facilitator
working with each group.
After each presentation, allow 25 minutes for feedback. In giving
feedback, the emphasis is to be on the design, but ways the activity
could be made more effective may also be offered. The activity is to
be assessed primarily on whether it works as part of the design.
Refer to the guidelines for feedback and review the order (below) of
the feedback process.
a) Presenting teams first give their own “self-feedback,” identifying
what they want feedback on, stating what they liked, and where
they could make improvements.
b) In a round, others give their feedback, following the feedback
guidelines. Presenting team listens, but does not defend or explain.
c) Facilitators give their feedback in the same way as part of the group.
d) Presenting team responds (see guidelines for receiving feedback).
Note: If you want participants to incorporate the feedback
into their designs, allow time for the next two steps. If
you don’t have time, proceed to the next activity.
3. Participants redesign their event
(30 minutes)
Give participants 30 minutes to go back into their teams and redesign
their event, incorporating the feedback. Teams can improve their
design or prepare to present another activity.
4. Second presentations and feedback
(2 hours)
Allow 15 minutes for both presentations and feedback from each team.

Objective:
Reflect on new learning
and add to checklist of
effective design and
facilitation skills

Activity:
Adding to Checklists

Time: 30 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart and marker
• checklists of effective design and facilitation from Module 8
How It’s Done:
1. Discussion of new learning
(15 minutes)
It is important that participants get time to share what they learned
from the process of preparing and presenting their design and giving
and getting feedback. Ask the following question and record the
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discussion: What have you learned about facilitation/co-facilitation
and design?
2. Adding to the design and facilitation lists
(10 minutes)
Have the Effective Design and Facilitation Checklist visible on the flip
chart. Ask participants: What would you add to the list of effective
design and facilitation elements? Record their additions on the
checklist.

Note: At this point in the session, participants are usually
too tired to engage in much further discussion. Let them
know that you will allow time at the beginning of the
next session for any outstanding questions on design,
method, the spiral, or any other concerns.
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PLANNING FOR ACTION
OBJECTIVES
• Envision our struggle in 10 years
• Develop a vision statement for our organization(s)
• Identify how the globalization of production affects
our organizing strategies
• Develop and priorize organizing strategies
• Develop an organization and/or movement action plan

Module at a Glance

Coun
t

ies
tor

g our Vic
in

Action
Planning

Module Time:

5 1/2 - 6 1/2 hours

Choosing
Strategies

Common
Interests
Vision
Statement
10 Years Down the Road
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T

he theme of this training is organizing for social change. This
suggests that we have a vision of the kind of society we want to
build and the kind of social movement organizations we need in
order to get there. A popular education approach to organizing involves
developing a collective vision of our goals and strategies. Working
collectively, activists produce more creative, practical, and achievable
alternatives than those dreamed up by a few leaders. And, our members
and communities are more committed to the visions and strategies
they have had a say in developing.
In this module, participants articulate their vision of what they want and
what could be. They learn to differentiate among objectives, strategies,
and tactics in developing and priorizing strategies and in developing an
action plan for after the training. They also look at the importance of
integrating an international perspective when developing strategies.
For one of the activities, “Developing Strategies,” you will need to
provide a summary of the new ideas and approaches to organizing
that have been generated in the past session. You may list these on the
flip chart, or supply them to participants as a handout.

Objective:
Envision our
struggle in 10 years

Activity
10 Years
Down the Road

Time: 90 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart
• markers
How It’s Done:
(25 minutes)
1. Introduction of task and small group discussion
The purpose of this activity is to free participants’ imaginations to
envision what they want their struggle to look like in the future.
Form three to five groups according to sector or organization. If
participants are all from one sector or organization, they can number off.
Their task is to discuss the following question and present their
conclusions as a mock TV soap opera skit, a TV commercial, or a radio
spot. The presentation should be no more than 3-4 minutes long.
What do you want your struggle as an organization or movement
to look like in 10 years?
Clarify that the task is not to picture an ideal world but to project a
vision of their organizing or movement in 10 years, its projects or
priorities, its links, and so on.
(40 minutes)
2. Presentations and reflection
Give each group 4 minutes to present their conclusions and 5 minutes
for discussion.
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After each presentation, ask:
• (to the observers) What do you see in this?
• (to the presenters) What were you presenting that we may have missed?
• (to all) What are the basic elements of this vision?
Record the answers to the questions. Then ask the large group:
• If this is what we want, what does this mean for our organizing
work in the next few years?
Record this discussion so the group can use the information in the
next activity.
3. Return to small groups to identify objectives
(15 minutes)
In order to move this activity beyond the realm of imagination, it is
important to give participants some time to grapple with how this
vision would translate into concrete objectives. Go over the definitions
of visions, objectives, strategies, and tactics (see box). Then have
participants return to their same small groups and translate their
vision into “rough” objectives they could set for their organization.
Ask each group to record its objectives on flip chart paper to present
to the large group.
4. Presentation of objectives
(10 minutes)
Have each group present the objectives that it has defined out of its
vision of the struggle in 10 years.

Source: Mujer a Mujer

Two Examples:
At a workshop at the 1994 Hospital Employees Union Summer
School in BC, three groups of hospital workers explored their vision.
One group came up with a TV ad targeted at high school students.
In the ad, three HEU members talk about the union’s daycare
policy, its anti-racism work, and the role HEU members are playing
in delivering and fighting for quality health care in BC. Another group
showed a TV soap with an on-call worker answering an emergency
call from a multi-health care union community work centre.
In 1992, I observed a workshop at the Regional Women’s
Committee of the Urban Poor Movement (CONOMUP) in Mexico
City. Women were divided into three groups, each working on an
area where cutbacks were severely affecting women: health,
education, employment. The health group chose to do a soap
opera: two women are walking down the road; suddenly one
collapses in pain, grasping her heart. Her companion looks around
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VISION, OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES, AND TACTICS
Vision: an idea or image of where we are going, based in our
values, what we believe in, and how we see our work fitting in to
the broader movement for social justice in our society. For
example: all women workers are organized and have their basic
labour rights recognized and respected.
Objective: a measurable outcome that represents a step toward
accomplishing our goal. For example: to educate specific groups
within specific sectors of unorganized women workers in our
town to know their rights as workers and where to turn when
their rights are violated.
Strategy: the overall plan for how we are going to get to where
we are going. For example: train women from various sectors to
reach out to and educate other women about their rights.
Tactics: the specific things we do to help us get there. For example:
develop educational materials, outreach into different communities
(such as teens, immigrants); set up an information booth at the
“Fair Trade Fair;” hold kitchen table discussions; give workshops;
secure media coverage, produce posters and flyers; hold training
workshops; give follow-up support to trainees.

frantically for help. Suddenly two women appear; one gives the
sick woman CPR while the other applies a herbal remedy. They
both announce they have been trained at the community health
workers training. They then pick up the woman and take her to
the local community-controlled health clinic.
When I returned in 1994, the Women’s Committee was offering a
10-month training of community health workers as a first step in
realizing this vision.
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Objective:
Develop a vision statement
for our organization(s)

Activity
Vision Statement
(Optional)

Time: 60 minutes
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
How It's Done:
1. Introducing the activity
(5 minutes)
Explain the purpose of the activity and provide an overview.
The group’s task is to develop a collective vision statement of where
they want their union or organization to be in five years. This exercise
builds on the previous activity of envisioning the long-term struggle.
It works best with participants who are all from one organization.
Clarify the meaning of a vision statement by reading one or two
examples from organizations that you are familiar with.
Ask participants: Considering what you envision your struggle to be
in the future, what concrete mission or vision statement do you need
for your organization?

Note: This activity is designed for a group from one

organization, or a group where there are at least several
members from one organization. If you have only one or
two representatives from each organization, it won’t work.
This activity differs from the first one in that it focuses
more on the organization than the struggle the organization
is engaged in. Five years is a more manageable time
framework for an organizational vision.

2. Agreeing on vision statements
Divide participants into groups of four or five.

(25 minutes)

Ask each group to discuss their common vision and identify key points.
Then ask them to agree on five points to include in their own vision
statement. For example, what their union or organization will be
doing and saying, who will be in it, how it will be seen from the
outside in five years, and so on.
Have groups record their points on a piece of flip chart paper and
choose a group member to present their vision to the other groups.
(30 minutes)
3. Presentations and setting up of a drafting team
After each presentation, encourage a round of applause.
The activity ends here if the participants are from different
organizations or sectors.
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If participants are from the same organization, ask groups to
reconvene to choose representatives for a drafting team that will
create a common vision statement.
4. Developing a common vision (the drafting team)
The drafting committee will need to arrange to meet (with the
facilitators if they want) to draft a vision statement. The draft
statement should be presented in the next session for group
feedback and adoption. If a redraft is required, the team will need
to find time to meet again, and repeat the presentation.

Source: Bev Burke

Objective:
Identify how the
globalization of production
affects organizing strategies

Activity:
Common Interests
Note: This activity was originally

designed around maquila work
(factory work in free-trade zones
that provide tax breaks, low or no
environmental standards, and lax or
no labour laws to attract multinational corporations). It can be
changed to reflect the sector(s) that
your participants represent. Or you
may choose to draw lessons and
parallels from the specifics of the
maquila experience. Some sectors
lend more easily to an exercise like
this, for example, telecommunications, while others like health care,
which are linked to a much more
complex globalization process,
would be more difficult.
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Time: 75 minutes
What You Need:
• background information on maquila conditions (see Ten Days, Doing
the Gender Boogie, 1995, listed in Appendix D: Resources)
• questions in Step 2 written on the flip chart
• cards or slips of paper for each participant with the following
roles written on them
- woman worker in maquila factory in Mexico
- daughter of the worker (in charge of younger children)
- son of worker (out of school and selling Chicklets on the
street)
- woman worker making the same product in another factory in
Mexico
- worker making the same product in a factory in Canada
- homeworker packaging the product at home
- homeworker making a component of the product at home
- member(s) of the community where the maquila plant is
located and where toxic residues are being dumped
- consumer of the product in Canada
- yourself as a member of your organization
- consumer of the product in Mexico
- the international investor in the company (only one)
- the manager of the Mexican maquila (only one)
How It’s Done:
(15-20 minutes)
1. Setting the scene
The purpose of this activity is to show participants how the
globalization of production leads to changing how we think about
our work and what strategies are the most appropriate. Explain
this and provide an overview of the activity.
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Distribute the role cards to participants, asking them to initially keep
their “role” to themselves. Explain:
This is an opportunity to imagine the situation and concerns
of those affected by the global restructuring of industrial
production. Our objective is to better understand the challenges
these new forms of production pose to organizing and global
solidarity.
Imagine that you are the person described on the slip of paper.
Take a minute to think of your three priorities, concerns, or
interest. (If you are not sure, ask the facilitator to give you
more information about your “role.”)
Give participants a minute or two to prepare themselves.
Ask participants to circulate around the room to find others whose
interest are compatible with theirs. The task is to form groups based
on the same or compatible interests. If any participants find themselves
alone, they can join a group with the interest closest to theirs.
(15 minutes)
2. Analysing interests
Once formed, ask the groups to discuss the following questions
(written on the flip chart):
• What are your main interests? Needs?
• How could you get your interests met? How could you work together
to protect your interests?
• What do you need from other groups?

The massive globalization of manufacturing and services has fostered
a new type of international solidarity. For example, in order to challenge the
erosion of women’s rights, women’s movements have been engaging in global
networking, setting up international organizations, establishing international
communication links, and organizing international conferences to pressure
for international and national codes of conduct for corporations and
international financial institutions.
Labour internationalism has also re-emerged, with a new understanding of
global solidarity. There are examples of northern unions helping to fund
southern organizers, sharing contract terms, trading experience of new
approaches to successful organizing, and working together to develop
international strategies to fight transnational corporations.
An international solidarity perspective can strengthen local organizing
strategies.
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3. Group discussion
(40 minutes)
Have the groups now come together to see if there are other groups
with common interests.

•
•
•
•
•

Ask each group to briefly share its reflections. After the sharing,
discuss with the large group:
Whose interests are similar and why?
Who interests are different and why?
Whose interests are contradictory and why? For example: A Canadian
factory worker wants to buy low-cost products yet she wants Mexican
workers to get higher wages so her job isn’t threatened.
What does solidarity mean?
How can we have global solidarity?

I used this activity with a large group of development educators in
late 1994. I asked three of the participants to play themselves,
that is, to identify their own interests as members of this specific
development education organization. After everyone had grouped,
discussed, and wandered around looking for allies, this group
discovered they were alone—no one else felt they had common
interests with them. This left the organization with some serious
questions about what it was doing and about how it might need
to shift the direction of its work.
Source: Mujer a Mujer
(adapted from Doing the Gender Boogie)

Objective:
Develop and priorize
organizing strategies

Activity:
Developing Strategies

Time: 2 hours
What You Need:
• flip chart paper
• markers
• summary of organizing suggestions that have come up throughout
the course (either written on the flip chart or as a handout)
• sticky coloured dots or stars (four different colours)
How It’s Done:
1. Reconstructing our “new ideas” list
(15 minutes)
This activity moves participants from their vision to actually defining
and selecting concrete strategies to reach it. Explain this and give an
overview of the activity.
Begin by reviewing the new ideas or directions that have emerged in
this session or anywhere else in the course. Do this by first handing
out (or supplying on the flip chart) a summary of new organizing
ideas that you’ve been keeping throughout the course. Then ask
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participants to recall any
other organizing ideas that
emerged and add them to
the list.
2. Identifying strategies
and tactics
(25 minutes)
Review the distinction between strategy and tactics
(p. 140).

Note :

In this activity,
participants begin to move from
their long-term visions and
desired objectives to identifying
concrete strategies and tactics
to reach them. For example, this
could include developing a
communication strategy to
educate members that involved
hosting a radio show on
community radio, developing a
mural of the history of the
group, and reaching the
membership at the base by
having kitchen table discussions
in homes.

Divide participants into the
same groups they were in
the “Ten Years Down the
Road” activity. Ask each
group to review the objectives they developed in the
activity and then, taking into
account the full list of
organizing ideas on the flip chart or the handout, discuss the following:
• Which of these organizing ideas could be developed into coherent
strategies that would fit with our objectives?
• Which strategies would work best to achieve what we want (our
objectives)? Why? (Keep available resources in mind.)
• Which tactics could fit into our strategies?
Ask each group to list their strategies and tactics on a piece of flip
chart paper to present to the larger group.
(20 minutes)
3. Presenting small group strategies
Ask each group to present their strategies and their reasons for
choosing them. Post the strategies on the wall. Allow time for
questions and clarification after each presentation.
4. Priorizing strategies
(15 minutes)
If this is a group with one project, for example, if everyone is part of
the same union or organization, and the small groups have produced
different strategies to reach the same common goal, now is the time
to get realistic and narrow the number of strategies to act on. The
task is for participants to rank the different suggested strategies.
Rather than discuss the implications of each strategy, we suggest
asking participants to “vote with their feet,” using a tool called a
“dotography.” Give each person four coloured dots to place on her
or his preferred four strategies. Designate which colour is first choice,
second choice, and so on. After everyone has placed their dots, the
group will be able to see which items have the most support.
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If this is a cross-sectoral group, participants can return to their small
group and priorize the four strategies they want to work on within
their sector. The small group can also use the dotography method if
they wish.
5. Discussion and presentation of specific strategies
(45 minutes)
Divide participants into four groups and give each group one of the
four top strategies to discuss. (If this is a cross-sectoral group with
different visions have participants continue in their same groups and
work on all four strategies.)

•
•
•
•

Ask each group to use the following questions to discuss what their
strategy(ies) means for their organizing: (30 minutes)
What are the implications of this direction for our work now?
What do we need in order to carry this out? (For example, in terms
of time, money, people, organizational resources, skills, possible
resistance.)
What do we/I need to change or drop in order to take this on?
Considering the above, what priorities can we recommend for our
organization?
Have groups report back with a brief summary of their discussion
and a list of recommendations of how to accomplish their strategy(ies).
(15 minutes)

Objective:
Develop an organization and/
or movement action plan

Activity:
Action Planning

Time: 35 minutes
What You Need:
• “Action Planning” worksheet written on flip chart or handout
• flip chart paper and markers for each group
How It’s Done:
(5 minutes)
1. Introducing the task
The previous activity, “Developing Strategies,” is still not yet a
commitment to action. The purpose here is to help participants identify
steps that they are willing to take to move forward what they have
discussed.
Ask participants to form groups with the people they work with or
can get support from in the immediate future (by region, union local,
committee, and so on).
(25 minutes)
2. Action planning
Have participants work through the “Action Planning” worksheet
(written on the flip chart, or supplied on a handout).
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ACTION PLANNING: WORKSHEET
1. Review the strategies and recommendations developed in the
previous activity.
2. Choose one suggestion to elaborate. Write it on a piece of flip
chart paper.
3. Develop a concrete short-term objective and write it on the
flip chart paper.
4. Identify two or three “next steps” for meeting your objective.
Write these on the flip chart paper.
5. Review your summary plan to be sure you have group
consensus. Note any reservations or concerns to share in the
report back to the whole group.

You have 25 minutes to prepare your Action Plan.

3. Presenting the action plans
Ask each group to present their “plans.”

(15 minutes)

After each presentation, ask the large group to offer its reservations
and concerns as well as give concrete support.
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SYSTEMATIZATION
AND EVALUATION
OBJECTIVES
• Introduce the concept of systematization and its
contribution to organizing
• Explore past use and future possibilities for applying
this process in our work
• Revise the key concepts in organizing (defined
in the first module)
• Summarize the training program
• Evaluate the training program

Module at a Glance

Evaluation
The Popular
Organizer

Coun
t

ies
tor

g our Vic
in

Using
Systematization

Revisiting
Key Concepts
Introducing Systematization

Module Time:
5 hours
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T

his module looks at different ways we can evaluate, assess, and
learn from our work of organizing. It introduces an in-depth
process of analysis of organizing, known in Latin America as
“systematization.” This module also includes a summary and final evaluation
of the training.
Another term for systematization is “critical interpretation of experience.”
Systematization is similar to evaluation in that it aids us in looking back at
an organizing experience to assess its strengths and weaknesses, and
successes and failures. However, it differs from most evaluations because
it also requires that we examine the contradictions, challenges, and difficult
questions raised by our experiences. Systematization also requires us to
link the evaluation of our experiences to the wider context in which we
are working.
When we have gone through this critical process of reflection, we are
ready to move on to the next stage in our organizing. We have in a sense
completed a cycle of the spiral model of organizing. This process of
reflection, this revisiting of our work, is necessary before we go on to
organize anew. For us as popular educators and organizers, this process
is critical in assessing the impact of our work, and our role as educators
and organizers within the groups we work.
In Latin America, groups sometimes allocate a week a year, or a day a
month to do systematization. Organizations keep rigorous records of their
experiences for use in this process. As
well, some groups bring in resource
A COMPARISON
people, do background research, and
read theoretical articles to aid in the
Systematization
process. The examples here are more
• analyses the dynamics
modest—a “taste” of the process—and
of the process
can be accomplished within a half-day.
• builds on strengths
There is no one model or “correct” way
of doing systematization. In this
module, participants first critically
interpret a recent experience from
their own organizing, using it to
practise this process of systematic
analysis. Then we examine some of the
key elements of systematization in
more detail through a case study
portrayed in the video Counting Our
Victories. Finally, we present a range
of activities to aid in the final
summary and evaluation of the
training.

• examines how we arrived
at where we are now
• builds new interpretation
and strategy
• connects with past history
and future vision

Evaluation
• analyses results
• records what worked
and didn’t work
• matches objectives
• suggests improvements
• recognizes achievements
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Objective:
Introduce the concept of
systematization and its
contribution to organizing

Activity:
Introducing
Systematization

Time: 2 hours
What You Need:
• Counting Our Victories video clip of Community Health Nurses’ job
action and follow-up workshop
• VCR machine and TV monitor
• copies of case study of Community Health Nurses’ workshop
• flip chart paper and markers
How It’s Done:
PART ONE

(50 minutes)

(5 minutes)
1. Defining terms
“Systematization” is a mouthful in English. Ask participants what they
understand or think of when they hear the term “systematization.”
Record whatever is said. (In one group people used words like boring,
stuffy, thorough, jargon, and systematic.)
2. Critically interpret our own experiences
(35 minutes)
a) First ask participants to choose one of their own recent organizing
experiences. Examples might include: student protests against cuts in
education, International Women’s Day events, The “I Care for Medicare”
Campaign, or a recent job action. If the participants come from several
different sectors, ask each sector to identify and choose one experience.
b) Working individually, have each person jot down the main points
that describe the experience and then draw a diagram showing the
significant moments that stood out for her or him. (5-7 minutes)
c) Ask participants to share these notes in small groups, or with those
who have chosen the same organizing experience. Then have each
group identify common elements and differences. Based on this
comparison, have them raise further questions and identify points of
tension or contradiction in the experience. (25 minutes)
3. Examining this process as an example of systematization (15 minutes)
Have participants return to the large group to reflect on this process. Ask:
• What did you learn from this activity?
• How was it similar to, or different from, evaluations you have done?
After these points have been discussed, explain that they have just
participated in two key steps of a larger process called
“systematization.” These two steps are: recovering and classifying
what actually happened, and critically analysing and interpreting this
information. Explain that “systematization” was developed by
organizers and popular educators in Latin America as an aid to looking
at organizing experiences systematically, and to learning from
successes and failures.
Source: Oscar Jara.
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PART TWO
(65 minutes)
4. Introduce task and video clip
(15 minutes)
One of the lessons we have learned over the past few years is that
we have not spent enough time “counting our victories,” that is,
learning from our successes, and also from our failures. Too often,
we keep repeating the same mistakes. In this activity, participants
can watch how one group of workers carried out a systematization.
The video introduces the job action of municipal community health
nurses in Greater Vancouver in 1994, and highlights key moments
from their follow-up workshop later that year.
Introduce the video (see Appendix C: Tips on Showing Videos) and
show the clip, asking participants to pay close attention to the
workshop and what happened in it.
5. Examining the process of systematization
(15 minutes)
Ask participants to share their initial reactions to the clip. Then ask
the following questions:
• What happened during the workshop? What were some of the things
the participants did?
• What different tools or approaches were used to generate discussion?
• How is this similar or different from evaluation?
• From what you can see in this video, what are the advantages and
disadvantages of this process?
6. Discussing the case study handout
(25 minutes)
Have participants form small groups by numbering off. When they
are in their groups, ask them to read the case study. (5 minutes)
Then ask them to discuss the following:
• What are the different elements or stages of this process?
• What seems to be the purpose or function of each element?
• How would you improve on this?
• In what ways would this process contribute to ongoing organizing?
7. Summary and synthesis
(10 minutes)
In the large group, ask participants to share any questions or major
points raised in their groups. To close, ask them to define what
systematization means to them now. Record the answers. You may
want to add information from the module introduction.
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CASE STUDY HANDOUT
Design of the systematization follow-up workshop
Community Health Nurses November, 1994
Time: 5:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. on a weekday evening
Resources:
• background materials from the job action displayed on walls, including press clippings, union reports, photographs, banners,
posters, placards, and slogans
• long piece of newsprint across one wall for historical timeline
• flip chart and markers
Participants were encouraged to read the material on the walls before the workshop began as they made tea and sandwiches.

Systematization of Community Health Nurses’ Job Action

Objective
Step 1: Define our Framework
• Clarify the objective of this process
(10 minutes)
• Develop timeline of the period we want
to reflect on (5 minutes)
• Define the central themes where we
want to focus (5 minutes)

Step 2: Recover the "lived experience"
• Debrief leftover feelings from the job action
(20 minutes)
• Reconstruct our history (50 minutes)

• Order and classify our information
(80 minutes)

Step 3: Why what happened happened
• Analyse our struggle (30 minutes)

Step 4: End point
• Frame conclusions (15 minutes)
• Where do we go from here? (10 minutes)

Activity
- Introduce workshop and method
- Planning team presents a proposal and asks for group feedback. Objective of
the workshop redefined.
- Discussion and decision by consensus
- Discussion, narrow down to one or two themes.

- Pick coloured paper that reflects your feelings now about the job action.
Share in pairs. Then explain your choice of colour in large group
- Historical Timeline: key moments and people in the process. First, reflect
individually. Then participants draw or symbolize moments on timeline.
Context Timeline: the context in which this was happening. Next, participants
note other events which affected their actions. These can be drawn in on a
line near the top of the paper.
- Objectives of the job action (10 minutes) What were our initial objectives?
What were our motivations for participating in the job action?
- Difficulties and Accomplishments (70 minutes) Small group discussion and
report back in skits: What were the doubts, difficulties, problems you had?
What were the accomplishments, successes, and advances? Discuss difficulties
and gains, similarities, and differences. What helped us to keep going?
- Have our objectives changed and, if so, why? How have our needs changed?
Our motivation? What other changes? What tensions, contradictions did we
experience then and now? Causes? How did we address them? How would
we now? How has our perspective changed?
- What conclusions and lessons can we draw from these experiences?
- Next steps, and how do we get this information out?
- Evaluation of the evening

Adapted from Oscar Jara, Para Sistematizar Experiencias
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Objective:
Explore past uses and
future possibilities for
applying this process
in our work

Activity:
Using Systematization

Time: 40 minutes
What you need:
• flip chart
• markers
How It’s Done:
1. Reviewing the use of systematization
(20 minutes)
Have participants group by organization, sector, or common struggle.
Ask them to appoint a person who will report back to the large group.
Then have them discuss the following:
• How have we been using some of this process already?
• What are the possibilities and limitations of applying this process in
our organization and movement?
2. Report back from small groups
(20 minutes).
After each group has reported back, conclude with a general discussion
of questions and issues around the process.

Objective:
Revise key concepts
in organizing
(defined in first module)

Activity:
Revisiting Key Concepts

Time: 35 minutes
What You Need:
• the eight sheets of flip chart paper from the first module of the
training—with the group’s first understandings of Leadership,
Democracy, Participation, Power, Feminism, Popular Education,
Organizing, and Community
How It’s Done:
1. Reviewing key concepts
(15 minutes)
Explain to participants that they are returning to the “Organizing
Jigsaw Puzzle” from Module 1 as one way of reviewing what they
have learned in the training. Ask them to return to the same groups
as in Module 1. Their task is to go over their first definitions and
understandings of the key concepts and then discuss the following:
• In what way have these concepts been demonstrated in the training?
• How has your understanding of these concepts changed?
• What would you add to your initial definitions?
Have participants put their additions on the flip chart sheet.
(20 minutes)
2. Revising key concepts
After each group present its additions, ask the larger group to respond
and, if necessary, add to the lists.
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Objective:
Summarize the
training program

Activity:
The Popular Organizer

Time: 20 minutes
What You Need:
• large flip chart or chalkboard drawing of a woman or man
• about 20 - 3" x 5" size slips of paper or cards
• markers
How It’s Done:
1. Define feminist anti-racist popular education
(5 minutes)
Explain that the purpose of this activity is to summarize the different
ways in which popular education can support organizing. First, ask
the group: What does feminist anti-racist popular education mean
for you?
Record the responses.
2. Naming approaches and methods
for the “Popular Organizer”
(15 minutes)
Now ask someone from the group to volunteer to facilitate the next
stage of the activity. The facilitator ask participants to call out the
different approaches to popular education the “Popular Organizer”
can use in her or his work. As an approach or method is called out,
the facilitator writes it on a slip of paper, and then asks where she
should put it on the drawing. After the group responds, she puts it
on the figure. As the list grows, the group may debate earlier
decisions—and the facilitator will have to move the cards at the group’s
direction. (For example, most groups insist the spiral and the actionreflection method are at the heart.)
If the group has forgotten any approaches from the training, you
may add them.

In the following activities we present several different approaches
to evaluation. We think evaluation is so important that we
recommend spending at least 75-90 minutes for it. Consider
combining two activities—either Cabbage and the Evaluation Form
with group discussion; or Keep, Stop, Start and Head, Hands, Feet.
The main thing is that participants evaluate their own learning
and the training’s strengths and weaknesses.

Objective:
Evaluate the
training program

Activity:
Cabbage
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Time: 30 minutes
What You Need:
• 10-15 letter-size sheets of paper
• flip chart paper
• markers
• tape recorder and taped music
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How It’s Done:
1. Examining ongoing training evaluation and
brainstorming new questions
(15 minutes)
Ask participants to discuss:
• In what ways have we been doing evaluation throughout the course?
(For example: “Fly,” feedback team, closing evaluations)
• For your final evaluation of the course, what questions do you want
included?
Have one facilitator record these while another facilitator or a
volunteer writes each question on a separate sheet.
2. Pass the cabbage (15 minutes)
Allow a five-minute break so that
Note: This activity is
you can make a cabbage with the
a fun introduction to
sheets of paper. Crumble the first
the evaluation but
sheet into a tight ball, then crumble
should not be used
the second sheet around it. Continue
alone.
adding and crumbling sheets around
the core. Add a few sheets with trick questions like “pass the cabbage,”
“recite a poem,” and “sing a song,” until eventually your “cabbage” is
about the size of a big cabbage.
Once everyone reconvenes, play the music while passing the cabbage.
Stop the music: whoever is holding the cabbage must peel off a leaf
and answer the question on it. Repeat the process until all the cabbage
leaf questions have been answered. Answers may be recorded on the
flip chart.
Source: CANTERA

Activity:
Evaluation Form
and Group
Evaluation Discussion
(Option A)

Time: 45-60 minutes
What You Need:
• evaluation form
• flip chart paper
• markers
• objectives and roadmap of the training
How It’s Done:
1. Evaluating the training
(15 minutes)
Some organizations have their own evaluation forms. You may also
develop your own. We like to include questions about how people
are feeling at the end of the course, what they learned, what they
will use, what worked and didn’t work, and what improvements
they suggest. We also put the course objectives and course flow
(road map) up on the flip chart so that participants can review what
the training covered.
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2. Making a collective evaluation
(30-45 minutes)
Have the entire group discuss some of the key questions on the evaluation
form. This allows participants to develop a collective critique of the
workshop and, as a group, to make suggestions for improvement.

Activity:
Keep, Stop, Start

Time: 35 minutes
What You Need:
• file cards
• three hats or containers
How It’s Done:
1. Evaluating the training
(10 minutes)
Give participants three cards each. On the first one, they write three
things they consider the most valuable in the training and would want to
keep. On the second, they write what they think should be dropped,
changed, or stopped. On the last, they write three suggestions for
improvements, or starts. After they are filled out, place the cards in
three separate hats or containers.
2. Summarizing the evaluations
(25 minutes)
Divide the large group into three and give each group one of the
hats. Ask group members to sort through the cards, and summarize
the contents. Each group then reports back. Have the large group
discuss and make additions to each category.

Activity:
Head, Heart, Feet

Time: 40 minutes
What You Need:
• large drawing of a person on flip chart or chalkboard
• file cards and tape
How It’s Done:
1. Describing what we have
learned
(5 minutes)
Give each person three filing cards,
one for the head (knowledge), one
for the heart (feelings), and one for
feet (skills). Have participants write
a few words on each card to
describe the main things they have
learned in each area.

Note: This activity can
also serve as a closing.
However, it only works for
groups of approximately
16 or less because of the
time required for each
person to speak.

2. Summarizing what we have learned
(35 minutes)
Have each person stick their cards on the figure and explain what
they have learned.
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And in our times
from concepts of empowerment to its
negation
a story of women whose backs are
broken
who have forgotten to fight
drag existence, drudgery
down on their knees in kitchens
farms
factories
distorted
assaulted
internally collapsed
imbalanced
afraid of their bodies
a story of women in our times
The struggle begins
women’s struggle
a struggle for recovery
a search for spine
spine - a metaphor for freedom
Chandralekha in Rachel Vigier,
Gestures of Genius: Women, Dance
and the Body, Mercury 1994, 229

WORKING THROUGH THE BODY

WORKING THROUGH THE BODY
What does the body have to do with organizing?
Women and men are embodied persons, but we often forget this in our
education and organizing work. The tendency is to target the mind,
trying to convince people of the reasonableness of a position. In our
work with women we see too many who are just coping or hanging on;
the intensification of work in our economy leaves them too tired, too
stressed, too busy, or too overwhelmed to get involved. Unless we
address this body level, we may be wasting our time.
In traditional education, you are supposed to leave your body at the
door when you enter a classroom or workshop. At conferences, rallies,
or even demonstrations or picket lines, there is usually no systematic
effort to harness the physical energy available. So we reinforce the
mind-body split of traditional schooling, which “disciplines” the body
and robs it of spontaneity and passion. Popular education has to counter
this, waking up the body and engaging the whole person in the learning
and organizing process. This means involving the spirit (see Module 7),
the emotions, and the body.

What does working with the body involve?
Feminist popular education incorporates as many ways as possible of
working with the body. The range is wide: theatre games, meditation
and breathing exercises, martial arts, sound and voice exercises,
bioenergetics, dance, creative expression methods, Theatre of the
Oppressed, relaxation techniques, and specific movement systems based
on principles of energy centres (for example, Self-Breema). Many of the
latter come from non-European cultures where incorporating the body
into daily life and practice is a respected value.

Bodywork is a term that is often used to describe physical therapies
that release deep emotions—forms of working “on“ the body or “in“
the body. We are here referring to forms of working “through“ the
body. Some forms help to discharge tensions, tap into energy sources in
the body, and move participants fully into the present moment. Others
help participants loosen up, shed inhibitions, and build stamina. Some
serve to express joy and laughter. The principle behind many of these
forms is not to expend energy, but to generate it and renew the spirit.
Working through the body serves not only “to counter and resist
oppression but also to recharge us, to help us creatively become new
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human beings.” (Chandralekha in Khamla Bhasin, Towards
Empowerment, 147)
The body can often be the starting point for raising consciousness of
critical issues like occupational stress. The body then is the source of
information which can be related to power imbalances at work as well
as workplace restructuring schemes like Total Quality Management or
Patient-Focused Care. The body is also the easiest starting point to get
at issues of women’s workload and the role of gender in economic
restructuring (24 Hours activity in Module 3 and the Triple Role activity
in this appendix).
Another level of working with the body is Theatre of the Oppressed
(TO). There are several forms of Theatre of the Oppressed useful for
organizing—“Cops in the Head,” and “Rainbow of Desire” which explore
internalized oppression, and “Stop Theatre,” “Image Theatre,” and
“Forum Theatre,” which work at representing and changing experiences
of oppression.
Augusto Boal, the founder of this school of work, called Theatre of the
Oppressed performances “rehearsal for revolution.” “If the oppressed
him/herself and not a surrogate artist, performs an action, the action,
performed in a theatrical fiction, will allow him/her to change things in
his/her real life: the fundamental hypothesis of theatre of the oppressed”
(Augusto Boal, “The Cop in the Head: Three Hypotheses,” The Drama
Review 34:3, 1990, 42). While the body carries memories of
oppression, it can also participate in transcending this oppression and
acting out an alternative script.
Theatre of the Oppressed can be used within many of the approaches
described in this guide. For example, you can use image theatre to do
community diagnosis and examining practice; forum theatre as a form
of popular communication; and stop theatre to look at alternatives.
Theatre of the Oppressed is also a systematic body of work which
stands on its own. To use it in your organizing, we recommend taking
training or bringing in a trained TO person to work with your group.
The forms of bodywork we describe here are not therapy and there is
a clear boundary that separates “embodied popular education” from
therapy. If someone is “triggered” (set off into deep emotional issues
while in a group)—which can happen unexpectedly, not only with
bodywork but in small group discussions or watching a film—we have
general guidelines for participants (see Guidelines on next page). We
also usually take that person aside and refer them to a trained counsellor.
Popular education is an organizing practice that works with groups
and is concerned with collective problems and collective transformation,
not with individuals doing their personal work.
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Resistance
We usually encounter initial resistance to working through the body.
Most people are conditioned to think of their body as secondary. Women
usually feel discomfort with their bodies and have negative body images
because of Western media stereotyping of the “ideal” female body. Many
have experienced sexual abuse or assault. Working through the body
can also be seen as frivolous, a waste of time, or just plain embarrassing.
It is important to have participants voice their fears and feelings; it is
also important to give permission to do only what feels right and to
discuss questions of risk and safety (see Guidelines).

Guidelines for working through the body
Two areas you need to consider is how to introduce working through
the body and when you should use body activities. When you first
introduce an activity that involves the body, preface it with the following:
• Explain the purpose of the exercise, for example, to relax, to counter
stress, to release anger or tension.
• Share a story of where or how bodywork is used in organizing
elsewhere. I always tell the story of going to the First Trinational
Conference on Working Women and Economic Integration (1992)
and discovering a workshop called “Taller Corporale” (Body
Workshop). It turned out to be a bioenergetics workshop and the
facilitator had been using bioenergetics in her organizing with maquila
workers on the Mexican border! Don’t forget the calisthetics in China
in the ’60s or the body workouts in Japanese factories and Indonesian
free trade zones. Talk about ways people can use the body in a
liberating and not a domesticating way.
• Be clear about participation. Make it clear that this is an invitation,
and that people are free to participate or not in the bodywork
exercises. If there is resistance, encourage discussion of the resistance,
that is, hear and validate the feelings behind it.
• Provide safety. Occasionally resistance is based on participants’ past
experiences of sexual or ritual abuse, which they will probably not
mention. Very rarely, if not provided with guidelines, someone can
“freak out.” To provide safety for everyone but specifically those
who are reluctant to share their fears, the following permissions and
guidelines can be offered to everyone.
1. Always feel free to keep your eyes open in any exercise that
allows eyes closed, such as breathing exercises.
2. If you get a panic attack, remove yourself from the activity; step
back until you find a space that feels safe, or leave the room.
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3. Hold yourself; for example, pat your body, feel a body in your
body. You can also “sandwich your heart” hold your hand on
your heart and feel your heart beating.
4. Focus on your breathing.
(Thanks to Moon Joyce and Celeste Leaño-Pagulayan)
• Address the issue of disability directly - whether or not there are
disabled persons in your group. If we talk about embodying
transformation, we assume all bodies are whole and good, rather
than there is a “normal body.” Building wholeness means accepting
our bodies—fat, thin, paraplegic, weak, old, HIV positive—as part
of the process of resisting “normalcy.” Many exercises can be adapted
for people with disabilities; new ones can be found by talking to
someone who does movement or play therapy with the disabled.
We try to integrate bodywork in every training session. One example of
taking bodywork seriously is a women’s training in India that began
every session with an hour and 15 minutes of bodywork (Bhasin). In a
course at the Vancouver School of Theology, my co-facilitator Wenh-In Ng
introduced each day with 20 minutes of Tai Chi. In shorter half-day sessions,
a set time for bodywork is more difficult so we try to insert shorter “body”
exercises or use activities that involve the body.
This appendix provides an overview
Most of these activities
of the range of activities we use and
can be taken home and
resources we have drawn upon.
used by participants in
(You may bring in resource people
their daily lives.
to introduce bodywork if you
yourself feel uncomfortable doing
this). You can start with something gentle like breathing exercises and
simple relaxation techniques, or you can play a fun game, or use an
activity that uses the body as a source of information (such as the
Triple Role or the Collective Body Scan). With groups of men or women
and men, and especially with union groups, we often use the
bioenergetics exercise with punching and kicking . Basically, adapt your
activities to the cultural and gender make-up of your group.
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Relaxation Exercises
Breath exercises can be used for relaxation, as a form of meditation
(see Module 7), or simply as a way of bringing the attention to the
present. Some forms with a focus on relaxation of the body and mind
are provided below, as well as a few references.

Activity:
"Relaxed"

Time: 10–20 minutes
Slowly lead participants through the following:
1. Get into a comfortable, attentive position. Usually this means sitting
in a high enough chair or, if you prefer, on the floor. (Lying down is
also good.) Keep your back in a straight, relaxed, natural position.
2. For a moment or two, just be attentive to your breathing in and
breathing out.
3. Next, as you inhale say inside yourself, “I am ...;” as you exhale say
“relaxed.” As you say “relaxed” actually relax your whole body. Do
this a few times.
Then as you say “I am” be especially attentive to your shoulders. As
you say “relaxed” let go of the tension in your shoulders. Do this a
few times.
“I am” - be attentive to your face and eyes; “relaxed” - take away all
the tension from your eyes and face. Smile a little!
“I am” - be attentive to your stomach area; “ relaxed” - relax all your
stomach muscles.
You can continue this process down your whole body.
4. Finally, scan your entire body and look for remaining places that are
tense. Focus on these one by one, letting go of any remaining tensions
throughout your body.
Source: Peter Boles

Activity:

Time: 5–10 minutes

Breathing

1. Get into a comfortable attentive position. You may close your eyes if
you want. Let go of your worries and begin to concentrate on your
breathing.
2. Inhale slowly through the nose, controlling the breath until you feel
your lungs are full.
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3. Hold the air in your lungs for a few seconds and then exhale through
the nose.
4. Do this again, now counting from 1 to 5 on the inhale, and 5 to 1 on
the exhale.
5. Feel the cool air entering through the nose and the warmer air leaving
through the nose.
6. Everytime you become aware of thoughts entering your mind go
back to the breath and renew your counting.
7. Continue doing this for 5 minutes, then extend to ten minutes as it
becomes easier.

Source: Mujer Trabajo y Vida Personal:
Centro Flora Tristan

Activity:

Time: 10–15 minutes

Basic Contract/
Release Relaxation

Another form of relaxation exercise involves voluntary muscle contraction
and release: of arms, hands, legs, forehead, face, muscles, and so on.
The release is longer than the contraction, having a wave-like effect
throughout the rest of the body.
This exercise can be accompanied by music and practised at any hour of
the day, though an ideal time is after lunch or in the evening before
going to sleep (for insomniacs.)
1. Lie on your back on the floor. You may close your eyes. Let your legs
rest on the floor, your arms lying beside you.
2. Clench your hands into fists, hold for a few seconds, then release.
3. Bend your arms at the elbows, then lift your hands to your shoulders.
Tense your biceps. Hold, then release.
4. Draw up your shoulders as if shrugging them. Hold, then release.
Turn the head to one side, then release. Turn to the other side, then
release.
5. Wrinkle your forehead and release. Wrinkle or frown in the space
between your eyes and release. Clench your jaw and release.
6. Cave in your chest, then relax it. Contract your abdomen and release.
Contract your pelvic region, release. Squeeze your buttocks, release.
7. Squeeze your upper leg muscles, release. Squeeze your calves, release.
Squeeze your toes, release.
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8. Continue to lie where you are for a few more minutes, breathing
slowly and feeling your body sinking into the floor. When you are
ready slowly get up from the ground.

Source: Mujer Trabajo y Vida Personal, Centro Flora Tristan
A resource on breathing and meditation: Thich Nhat Hanh, The Miracle
Of Mindfulness, Boston: Beacon Press, 1987
Also useful is Andrea Olsen, Bodystories: A Guide to Experimental
Anatomy, New York: Station Hill, 1991. Among many excellent exercises
see “Constructive Rest” p.13

Short Exercises to Counter Tiredness
Activity:

Time: 5 minutes

Rag Doll
Breathing

Standing, extend your arms out parallel with the floor on each side of
the body.
Slowly inhale, raising your arms high and parallel with each other.
Hold your breath in this position for a few seconds.
Exhale strongly, letting your arms and body collapse down like a rag
doll, your hands dropping toward your ankles, bending your knees.
Repeat three times.

Source: Mujer Trabajo y Vida Personal,
Centro Flora Tristan
Time: 5 minutes

Activity:
Aura Fluffing

(I call this exercise Energy Recharging for those who would suspect
this of “new age flakiness.” Use selectively, especially with groups who
have never done any bodywork before.)
The principle behind this exercise is that there is an energy field around
our bodies that gets depleted as we get tired.
Stand with enough room around you that you can stretch out your
arms and not touch anyone. Now take your hands and slowly begin to
“pat” the air around three to six inches from your head, both the front
and back and sides. As if you have a visible energy field around your
entire body, continue this same movement going down the body front,
then back of the torso, then down to the legs and feet. In areas where
you feel especially tired (eyes, shoulders, legs), pat more vigorously,
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“patching up the holes” where you may be losing energy.
Now ask the group to form a circle and have each person “pat the aura”
of the person to the right of them.
This exercise usually generates a lot of laughter (and hence tension
release).

Activity:

Time: 5 minutes

Arm Drop and Yawn

Seated comfortably in a chair, inhale and extend your arms towards the
ceiling, stretching as far as you can. Then relax and drop your arms to
the floor, exhaling audibly. Stay there for a few moments, your head
hanging and your arms dangling.
Repeat.
Now slowly expand your chest and extend your arms
out to the side. As you do this throw back your head
and give a big yawn, releasing your tiredness and tension
with sound.
Repeat.

Activity:
Self-Massage

Time: 5 minutes
This exercise involves giving oneself a head, neck, and shoulder massage.
Start from the scalp, move to the face, then the neck, and shoulders.
(Guide participants through the process so that they don’t skip parts.)

Exercises to Discharge Anger or Tension
The following two exercises are a modified form of basic bioenergetics
exercises.

Activity:
"Getting Out the Anger"

Time: 10 minutes
1. Walk around the room in silence, feeling your whole body. Be aware
of the space and the physical obstacles in the room as you move, and
also the other people.
2. Now stand still and with the right hand “tread water,” that is, rotate
the hand in a circular motion for about 30 seconds.
3. Now extend this motion to the elbow, making it stronger.
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4. Now use the whole arm.
5. Then let the arm hang, dangle. What do you feel?
6. Repeat with your left hand and arm.
7. Now tread water with your right foot, circling the foot at the ankle.
Extend to the knee, to the whole leg.
8. Repeat with the left foot and leg.
9. Walk again around the room. What do you feel?

Source: Mujer Trabadora y Vida Personal,
Centro Flora Tristan

Activity:

Time: 15 minutes

Raising Energy

This exercise is similar to the one above in that it releases tension and
can channel feelings like anger. It also raises the energy level of the
group so it is useful after something like a social analysis session when
people are feeling overwhelmed or “lost.” It is also useful when a group
is feeling tired and discouraged.
1. Standing in one place, lift your right arm over your head. Start moving
just your fingers, stretching them and moving them in whatever way
you can, without moving your wrist. Continue for several seconds.
2. Now begin to move your hand, rotating it on your wrist. Continue
for several seconds.
3. Now move your arm from your elbow, continue the same sort of
movements.
4. Now swing you entire arm, back and forth, behind you and in front,
in whatever way feels easiest.
5. After 10 seconds or so let your arm hang at your side. What does it
feel like? How does your hand feel? There should be some sort of
tingling sensation.
6. Now take your hand and make a fist. We are going to slowly count
from one to ten. As we say aloud or preferably yell each number,
punch (at shoulder height) the air in front of you. After the last
punch shake out your arm and hand.
7. Repeat the whole sequence with the left hand and arm.

(You may end here or continue with the legs.)
8. Do a similar sequence with the legs and feet. Start with the right
foot, wiggling and stretching your toes. Then move the foot by circling
at the ankle; then move the leg from the knee, but keep the thigh as
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stationary as possible. Then the entire leg, swinging it back and forth
while balancing (or trying to) on the other foot. When you are finished
you should feel a tingling in the legs. Then balancing on your other
leg, kick the air ten times, yelling the numbers from one to ten with
each kick. Shake out your leg. Repeat with the left leg.

Reading the Body - Activities
The body can be an excellent starting point for giving information that
can be used as a basis for social analysis. You can use the 24 Hours
activity (Module 3) and the Triple Role activity (below) to develop analysis
of women’s gendered roles in the economy. I use the Collective Body
Scan as one way of starting a discussion about occupational stress and
where it comes from. Political Exercises are fun and teach how to read
a situation through body language.

Activity:
Triple Role

Time: 30-40 minutes
What You Need:
• three copies of each triple role description on small slips of paper
(provide enough examples so that each participant gets a slip of paper)
How It’s Done:
1. Picking and miming a triple role
(5 minutes)
Have each participant draw a folded-up piece of paper on which you
have written a triple role that you have made up. For example:
• You are cooking dinner while your two-year old is pulling on your
leg crying and the phone rings with someone requesting that you go
over the workshop design for tomorrow.
• You are having a meeting at home when your ten-year old interrupts
to talk about something at school. Just then the gerbil escapes from
its cage.
• You are doing the laundry so you can get a clean shirt for tonight's
meeting when the doorbell rings; it’s your sister with breast cancer
who needs some support; meanwhile your colleague phones with an
emergency at work.
Have participants read their papers, and, at the count of three, mime
what is on them. Then without speaking, they are to look around
and find others who are acting out the same triple role.
(15 minutes)
2. Preparing and presenting skits of the triple roles
Have those with the same triple role group together and take three
or four minutes to prepare their scenarios, and then present them to
the group.
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3. Discussion
Discuss in the large group:
•
•
•
•
•

(10-20 minutes)

What did you observe and learn from this?
How is this similar to your experience?
How is this work valued in our society?
How has this work load changed in the last few years?
How can we change or help each other with this work load?

(if the scenario is from a women’s perspective)
• How is it different from men’s experience?
• What does women’s work involve? What different types of work do
women do?
Source: Suzanne Doerge

When we first did this exercise we were using it as an energizer. It
soon became clear it was also useful as a tool for analysis, and
even more. One woman raised the question “How are we going to
help each other if this is the reality of our lives?” If the group wants
to take this direction, drop your design for the moment and pursue
this, as it is a good moment to develop some mutual support
networking.

Activity:

Time: 20-30 minutes

Collective Body Scan

How It’s Done:
1. Group scan with checklist
(5 minutes)
Explain that this is a group survey to see how our bodies are affected
by stress.
Participants start standing. Begin to read the list of Stress Symptoms
(see box on next page). As participants recognize something they
have, they sit down. If they recognize another thing that applies to
them, they kneel on the floor; another, they sit on the floor, another,
they lie on their backs, another, they turn over onto their fronts.
2. Discussion (15 minutes)
Ask participants the following questions:
• First, look around the room and notice everyone’s position. What do
you observe? What do you discover about yourself ?
• To those who are still standing (or sitting if no one is standing), why
do you think you are in that position? What is there about your life
and work that contributes to you standing (or sitting)?
• To those who are in various stages of approaching the floor, what
about your life and work has contributed to this position? What are
some of the causes of your situation?
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3. Discussion of causes of stress (10-20 minutes)
You may then share the Stress Checklist. This list is based on paid
work, but encourage women who do unpaid work in the home to
translate these into their situation (for example, excessive or forced
overtime) and to add to the “other” category. Have participants comment
on how it relates to them.
The amount of time this exercise will take varies with its function. If
you are using it as a starting point in an analysis of workplace
restructuring you will spend considerable time on the causes. See also
Michael Lerner, Surplus Powerlessness, Humanities Press, 1991 for an
analysis of how stress is linked to the ideology of meritocracy and the
restructuring of the economy, and is not caused by personal inability to
cope.

STRESS CHECKLIST
Stress Symptoms

Causes of Stress

Being tired all the time
Getting sick more often
Headaches
Neck and back pains
Insomnia
Sleeping too much
Arthritis
Colitis and ulcers
High blood pressure
Heart attacks and strokes
Tension with family and friends
Getting angry
Feeling powerless
Unable to relax without TV
Using more alcohol and drugs
Feeling depressed
Not interested in anything
Having more accidents
Feeling nervous all the time
Loss of energy

Lack of control over work
No recognition of work
Job insecurity
Excessive noise
Poor ventilation and heating
Poor lighting
Excessive or forced overtime
Shift work
Rigid work schedules
Speed-ups
Fear of layoffs
Harassment
No respect from supervisors
Conflicting job demands
Sexism
Racism
Age discrimination
Isolation from other workers
Physical danger
Other

Adapted from Centre for Working Life
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Activity:
Political Exercises

“Political exercises” are a recent invention. The basic idea is that people
make up physical exercises related to the theme they are working on or
specific issues the group is dealing with. Part of the fun of Political
Exercises is taking the body language that is part of everyday politiking
and exaggerating it. Participants then become more aware of body
language in a group. It is also fun to play with certain phrases that
represent behaviours in your organization, such as “giving one the cold
shoulder,” “not listening,” or “putting our heads together,” “talking
behind one’s back.”
One example is decision making. You could have a group mime what
"reaching for consensus" looks like in their organization. You can adapt
this to include behaviours/styles in decision making which you have
noted in organizations. Examples are: the person who argues over every
word or detail person—the nitpicker; the person who has global
concerns and philosophical considerations (the big picture person); the
person who wants to get on with it (the “make the damn decision”
person).

Source: Barb Thomas and Darcy Martin

Theatre Games
Theatre games and exercises have several functions: they are fun, they
help us know and feel our body better, and they also “wake up” the
body by activating our senses. For an excellent collection of theatre
games, we recommend: Augusto Boal, Games for Actors and Non-Actors.
New York: Routledge, 1992.

Martial Arts
Some basic martial arts exercises are excellent resources for providing
relaxation, energizing, or developing the sense of centre. I draw on Tai
Chi and Akido. Ideally, bring in a resource person.

Sound
We often talk about liberation as including “ people claiming their voice.”
This is not only about learning to speak out; it is also about learning
how to open the throat and vocal chords and gain more vocal power. It
is also about feeling comfortable enough to make sound. There are
four approaches to sound that we have used in our trainings: singing
and chanting, slogans, toning, and drumming (see video).
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Singing is one of the easiest ways to bring the body into organizing.
Many cultures, especially in Africa, use singing regularly as part of
meetings, rallies, and marches. In North America, church groups have
incorporated singing into their social justice work for some time, and
many unions are now recovering their rich labour tradition of music
and song. One example of a commitment to song is the BC Hospital
Employees Union’s Songbook. It is over 150 pages, and includes their
“zipper songs” which are composed annually by members every year
at summer school.
Toning is a form of “exploratory voicework.” Voicework explores the
voice as a medium of change and healing. If you are not familiar with
doing this, invite someone a session to show the range and possibilities
of playing with voice and sound.
Slogans are a fun use of voice for those who are nervous of other
forms of voicework. We included a short section on slogans in our
Women to Women Training session on communication. It served both
as an energizer and as a learning experience about how we could
improve our use of slogans.

Before practising slogans, we explored the following
questions:
• What experiences have you had using your voice at
demonstrations and marches?
• What frustrations or successes can you share?
• How do you feel about shouting slogans?
• Why in Canada do we not use slogans as effectively as
we could?
• What are examples of effective use of slogans, here and
in other countries?
• Share some of your favourite slogans. What makes them
good?
Create a few slogans. Practice some slogans together.
Source: Cyndi Mellon
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Fly on the Ceiling
1.

What did we do (reconstruction)? Why?

2.

What happened for you—summarize what you learned or felt.

3.

What could you use? How would you change it to meet your own situation?
What alternatives can you think of?

Source: Doris Marshall Institute for Education and Action
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Tips for Using Videos
Before the session
•
•
•
•

Make sure you have previewed the tape, chosen the segment you want, and cued it to
begin at this point.
Check the equipment—does the video/TV work? Do you need an extension cord?
Try playing the tape—is the monitor at the right angle? Is the picture quality ok? Is the
sound ok?
Check to see where the light switches and blinds are. Can you darken the room?

Introduce the video before you show it
•
•
•
•

Tell people the name and producer and how long it is.
Explain why you are showing it.
Give any background information viewers need to know about its production.
Tell people what you want them to watch for.

Show the video
•

Be sure everyone can see and hear it.

Discuss the video
•
•
•

Make sure to include sufficient time to discuss the video after viewing.
Images can be powerful and controversial: have prepared questions and a process that
allows full discussion after the video.
Give people a chance to talk about the thoughts and feeling that the video evoked.

adapted from Doris Marshall Institute
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Resources
This is not a bibliography, but rather a list of the resources which have been used in the guide. It includes
print materials, such as books and articles, that have been referred to in the text, as well as references that
provide background in specific areas. We have also included some audio-visual resources referred to or
recommended. We have not included those which are difficult to get. Finally, we have added several resources
in Spanish because they are very useful for those who can find and read them.

POPULAR EDUCATION

WOMEN AND POPULAR EDUCATION

Arnold, Rick, Bev Burke, Carl James, D’Arcy
Martin, Barb Thomas. Educating for a
Change . Doris Marshall Institute for
Education and Action, Toronto: Between
The Lines, 1991

Bhasin, Kamla, ed. Towards Empowerment: Report
of an FAO-FFHC/AD South Asian Training for
Women Development Workers. New Delhi: FAO,
1985

Barndt, Deborah. “Cultural Work: Reclaiming
the Power to Create,” 1995, available
from Deborah Barndt, Faculty of
Environmental Studies, York University,
Toronto.

Doerge, Suzanne. “Feminist Popular Education:
Transforming the World From Where Women
Stand.” Toronto: OISE Papers, 1994

Du Pain et des Roses: Cahier des Revendications et
Guide d’Animation. Montreal: Federation des
Femmes de Quebec, 1995

Barndt, Deborah. To Change this House:
Popular Education and the Sandinistas.
Toronto: Between the Lines, 1991

Manicom, Linzi, and Walters, Shirley, eds. Strategic
Learning: Reflections on Gender in Popular
Education (working title). London: Zed, 1996

Barndt, Deborah. Naming the Moment: Political
Analysis for Action. Toronto: Jesuit Centre,
1989.

Maquire, Patricia. Doing Participatory Research: A
Feminist Approach. Amhearst, Mass.: Centre for
International Education, 1987

Education Newsletter. “What is Popular
Education?” World Council of Churches,
#1, 1994

Riaño, Pilar. Women in Grassroots Communication.
Thousand Oaks, Cal.: Sage, 1994

Hope, Anne and Timmel, Sally. Training for
Transformation: A Handbook for
Community Workers. Gweru, Zimbabwe:
Mambo Press, 1987
Marshall, Judith. Training for Empowerment:
A Kit of Materials for Popular Literacy
Workers. Toronto: International Council of
Adult Education (ICAE). Doris Marshall
Institute, 1989

Ten Days for World Development, Doing the Gender
Boogie: Power, Participation and Economic
Justice. Toronto: Ten Days, 1995

To be a Woman: African Women’s Response to the
Economic Crisis: Video and Resource Guide.
Toronto: Inter-Church Coalition on Africa, 1993
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ORGANIZING

POWER AND SOCIAL IDENTITY

Bobo, Kim, Jackie Kendall, Steve Max. Organize!
Organizing for Social Change. cabin john, MD:
Seven Locks Press, 1991

Bishop, Anne. Becoming an Ally: Breaking the Cycle of
Oppression. Halifax: Fernwood Publishing, 1994

Kahn, Si. Organizing: A Guide for Grassroots Leaders.
Silver Springs, MD: National Association of
Social Workers press, 1991
La Botz, Dan. A Troublemaker's Handbook. Detroit:
Labour Notes, 1991
Shields, Katrina. In the Tiger's Mouth: An
Empowerment Guide for Social Action .
Australia: Millenium Books, 1991 (Also
available from New Society, Gabriola Island, BC)

WORKING THROUGH THE BODY
Heckler, Richard Strozzi. The Anatomy of Change.
Boston: Shambala, 1984

Findlay Barb, “With all of who we are: A Discussion of
Oppression,” Vancouver: Lazare Press, 1991
MacIntosh, Peggy, “White Privilege: Unpacking the
Invisible Knapsack,” Independent School, Winter
1990, pp 31-36

Linda Rae Murray on Racism. Video, available from
Canadian Auto Workers Union

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Lerner, Michael, Surplus Powerlessness . Oakland:
Humanities Press, 1991
Warren, Michael. Faith, Culture and the Worshipping
Community. New Jersey: Paulist Press, 1989

Nhat Hanh, Thich. The Miracle of Mindfulness.
Beacon, 1987

POPULAR EDUCATION RESOURCES
IN SPANISH

Nadeau, Denise. “ Embodying Feminist Popular
Education in Economic Literacy Work” in
Manicom, Linzi and Walters, Shirley, eds. op.cit.

Alforja. Technicas Participativas Para La Educación
Popular: Tomo II. CEP, San Jose, Costa Rica, 1988
(address: CEP, Apartado 369, San Jose, Costa Rica)

Olsen, Andrea. Bodystories: A Guide to Experiential
Anatomy. Barrytown, NY: Station Hill Press,
1991

Alforja. Technicas Participativas Para La Educación
Popular. CEP, San Jose, Costa Rica, 1984

Schreiber, Jon. Touching the Mountain: The SelfBreema Handbook. Oakland: California Health
Publications, 1989

POPULAR THEATRE
Boal, Augusto. The Rainbow of Desire. New York:
Routledge, 1995
Boal, Augusto. Games for Actors and Non-Actors.
New York: Routledge, 1992
Schutzman, Mady , Cohen-Cruz, Joan, eds. Playing
Boal: Theatre, Therapy and Activism. London:
Routledge, 1994
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Jara, Oscar. Para Sistematizar Experiencias. Costa Rica:
CEP, Alforja, 1994
Mujer a Mujer. Descubriendo Nuestra Poder en la Economia.
Mujer a Mujer, Mexico, D.F., 1995 (address:
Prosperidad 31, Col.Escandon 11800 Mexico, D.F.,
tel/fax: 597 76786 or mam@laneta.apc.org)
Sandoval Jimenez, Patricia. Mujer Trabajo y Vida
Personal. Lima, Peru: Centro Flora Tristan,1988.

